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This thesis considers scheduling in the context of a grid computing system used in
engineering design. Users desire responsiveness and fairness in the treatment of the
workflows they submit. Submissions outstrip the available computing capacity
during the work day, and the queue is only caught up on overnight and at
weekends. The execution times observed span a wide range of 100 to 107
core-minutes.
The Projected Schedule Length Ratio (P-SLR) list scheduling policy is designed to
use execution time estimates and the structure of the dependency graph to improve
on the existing industrial FairShare policy. P-SLR aims to minimise the worst-case
SLR of jobs and keep SLR fair across the space of job execution times. P-SLR is
shown to equal or surpass all other evaluated policies in responsiveness and fairness
across the spectra of load and networking delays. P-SLR is also dominant where
execution time estimates are within an order of magnitude of the real value. Such
estimates are considered achievable using user knowledge or automated profiling.
Outside this range, the Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF) policy achieved better
responsiveness and fairness.
The Projected Value Remaining (PVR) policy considers the case where a curve
specifying the value of a job over time is given. PVR aims to maximise total
workload value, even under overload, by maximising the worst-case job value in a
workload. PVR is shown to be dominant across the load and networking spectra.
Where execution time estimates are coarser than the nearest power of 2, SRTF
delivers higher value than PVR. SRTF is also shown to have responsiveness, fairness
and value close behind P-SLR and PVR throughout the range of load and network
delays considered. However, the kinds of starvation under overload incurred by
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In recent years, increases in computing power have been due to greater hardware
parallelism, rather than higher chip clock speeds. This is mainly due to the
exponential increase in power consumption required to run processors at higher
clock speeds [83]. However, there continues to be insatiable demand for computing
power in a wide range of domains, from scientific computing, to e-commerce, to
healthcare and engineering.
The observed pattern known as Moore’s Law has continued with a steady
exponential increase in the number of transistors available on processing chips [123].
To make use of all these transistors, manufacturers have created processors
containing many execution cores. These range from 2-10 on general purpose CPUs
[84], or more than 2500 on the specialised parallel processors on graphics cards
[1, 130].
However, no single processor or graphics card can provide all the computing
capacity required for large organisations. Therefore, in many High-Performance
Computing (HPC) systems, many cores are linked together into clusters of
computing machines [41, 42]. Yet just like the power consumption of a single
processor can pose a limitation at the core level, so the power consumption of a
cluster can limit its size [122]. Some of Google’s data centres consume the entire
output of a power station [70]. There are many situations where more capacity or
redundancy is required than what is available in a single cluster. These computing
clusters, spread across countries and across the world, can be linked through private
networks or the internet. These groupings of clusters are a particular kind of
computational architecture, termed Grid Computing by Kesselman and Foster [96].
Within the discipline of Computer Science, there are several inter-related fields
that deal with these large-scale, networked processing systems. High Performance
Computing tends to examine the hardware design and construction of computing
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clusters, along with the study of parallel algorithms that are suited to such hardware.
Grid computing is concerned with efficiently federating and managing the resources
that make up a grid, in order to ensure that the grid operates to optimal performance
in the eyes of the system administrators and grid users alike [96]. Cloud computing
is a model whereby large-scale clustered computing resources are connected to the
internet, and their capacity is sold as a service [164].
1.2 Aircraft Design Context
Many computing grids have been created through academic institutions pooling their
existing computing resources. However, not all such grids are created like this. The
author was engaged by a partner organisation who operate their own private grid.
The partner organisation’s primary business is the design andmanufacture of aircraft,
which is supported by their grid system.
Aircraft design is a complex and lengthy process. It begins with identifying a
business opportunity, with specifications such as payload and range required. These
specifications are passed through feasibility studies. Once these are approved, the
detailed work of aircraft design begins.
There are a significant number of competing design requirements present when
designing an aircraft. These can include efficiency, strength, weight, flexibility,
acoustics, materials, ease of manufacture and/or maintenance, among many others.
A particularly important aspect of any aircraft design is the design of the
aerodynamic properties of the wings and body of the aircraft. Traditionally, this
design was performed using wind tunnel testing, though this is a time-consuming
process. In the final stages of design and certification, wind tunnel tests are
invaluable because of the high fidelity of the data produced. However, earlier in the
design process it is desirable to more quickly iterate through large numbers of
possible designs in order to converge on the most promising ones more quickly. In
these early iterations, the high fidelity results of a wind tunnel are not as important
as the speed of the results.
Having a quicker turnaround of aerodynamic tests enables a greater number of
design iterations to take place, which in turn tends to help produce aircraft designs
with more desirable aerodynamic performance characteristics. In order to meet the
need for quicker turnaround times than are available from wind tunnels, a large
amount of early-stage design now takes place in simulation, using advanced
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software.
There are several kinds of calculations that are done using CFD, including airfoil
performance in two dimensions, to various kinds of three-dimensional simulations
(single airfoil, whole-wing, whole-aircraft). The CFD simulations are used to
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evaluate the lift, drag and loads placed on a wing design. Further simulations take
place using software to simulate the loads on the internal structure of the wing. All
these simulations can be done at varying levels of complexity and fidelity depending
on the software and parameters used.
1.3 Requirements of the Grid
The CFD simulations are performed using several pieces of software for different
parts of the computation. In this thesis, a single, non-preemptible piece of work to
be executed on one or more processors concurrently will be known as a task. A set of
tasks with dependencies between them is known as aworkflow. Each job is a submitted
instance of a workflow. The workload of a cluster is a set of jobs. This follows the
nomenclature of Chapin [36].
With the CFD software, there is an inherent trade-off between the computation
time required to run the simulation and the fidelity of the results produced. Up to a
point, the CFD algorithms can be parallelised to reduce turnaround time. This tends
to mean that the computing capacity is always limited, because users always prefer
high-fidelity results and short response time.
As the motivation of procuring the grid is to evaluate aerodynamic properties of
designs in a shorter time than is possible with a wind tunnel, the responsiveness of
the results calculated by the grid is the most important performance metric for the
organisation. Improving responsiveness gives the double benefit of increased
productivity and quality of the final design.
There are large numbers of users and teams using the grid to support their work.
Each of these teams is under time pressure to meet the deadlines expected of them.
Due to this, when the grid is heavily loaded and work must queue, there is intense
interest in whether the resources of the grid are being used fairly. A regular activity
of the grid administrators is to monitor and adjust the factors within their control that
influence the fair treatment of work submitted.
1.4 Hypotheses
The process of prioritising or ordering a queue of work and assigning this work to
resources or allocating is known as scheduling [36]. The primary requirement of this
research as specified by the industrial partner is to achieve improved responsiveness
for the work submitted relative to their existing scheduling policy, known as
FairShare. FairShare prioritises work by user, based on their actual instantaneous
utilisation of the cluster relative to a ‘Fair Share’ [93].
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This thesis will investigate how to achieve the best responsiveness given the
industrial design context. Responsiveness within this context is primarily driven by
two factors: how well the CFD algorithms used scale with increasing parallelism and
minimising waiting times for work. A large body of work already exists on how to
best write CFD software to run on parallel computing hardware [161]. Achieving
appropriate fairness and utilisation in conjunction with high responsiveness can
only be achieved by changing the priority of work. Therefore, this thesis will
investigate the development and application of appropriate scheduling policies for
the workload and context of industrial design.
The value of jobs to users can vary depending on their timeliness. If this value can
be quantified, this can inform the scheduling of work. This is especially pertinent in
overload situations where some work has to wait. Jobs whose value is more sensitive
to waiting time can be prioritised, for example. The value achieved by a scheduler
can be compared to the maximum possible value achievable if every job were able to
run immediately; this measure is known as the proportion of maximum value.
Two specific hypotheses will be investigated.
1.4.1 Hypothesis 1
Using a context that reflects the industrial scenario, responsiveness and
fairness can be improved over the currently implemented FairShare
policy using a dynamic list scheduler that prioritises jobs and tasks using
information about their dependency structure and task execution time
estimates.
1.4.2 Hypothesis 2
Using a context that reflects the industrial scenario, the proportion of
maximum value can be improved over the FairShare policy by using a
dynamic list scheduler that uses value curves to calculate the urgency,
and hence priority, of jobs and tasks. This scheduler will take into
account dependencies, and task execution time estimates in these
calculations.
1.5 Thesis Structure
To understand what scheduling policies will give the most improvement, the
industrial context of this Engineering Doctorate and the challenges currently faced
need to be appropriately captured. Chapter 2 will examine the industrial context
from several angles. Firstly, the socio-technical context of the grid will be described.
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This includes the working patterns and environment of the designers who use the
grid. Secondly, the grid hardware and software architecture of the organisation will
be described. Thirdly, the current scheduling scheme will be described. Particular
issues with this scheme that users have noted will be highlighted. A focus will be on
the suitability of the current scheduling policy to address a workload containing a
very wide range of execution times.
In order to analyse the industrial grid system, software tools are required. The
use of these tools is of industrial as well as academic interest, to enable the industrial
partner to engage in ongoing analysis and monitoring of the grid; the development
of such tools being an important industrial contribution of an Engineering Doctorate.
Two tools were specifically desired by the industrial partner. Firstly, a tool was
needed to help users decide which cluster in the grid to submit to, given the grid and
the scheduler’s current state (see Chapter 2). Secondly, a suite of tools was needed to
automatically determine metrics and visualise the state of the grid (see Chapter 5).
The existing literature on scheduling will be surveyed in Chapter 3 to investigate
the state of the art and examine the kinds of approaches that can be applied. There
will be particular focus on dynamic scheduling, as this is what a grid requires.
Within dynamic scheduling methods, a focus will be placed on list scheduling,
because this has been well-studied and also lends itself well to hierarchical
composition, as is found in a grid computing architecture. Approaches that have
been used to model and schedule workflows with dependencies will be surveyed. In
addition, scheduling policies that can work with a distributed, heterogeneous
hardware base with network delays, and the models that support these are also
described in detail.
Any scheduling policy will naturally have to prioritise some tasks over others. A
gap identified in the literature is the analysis of how schedulers prioritise work
across the spectrum of execution times. A detailed understanding of the workload
that the scheduler operates on is an important part of developing an effective
scheduling policy. Even on a similar platform, widely different schedulers may be
appropriate for different workloads. Chapter 4 will undertake a detailed
characterisation of the workload run by the partner organisation. These
characterisations will inform the parameters and distributions used for the
generation of synthetic workloads that share the same characteristics as the
industrial one.
To perform experimental simulations in an academically-sound manner,
appropriate models of the grid system and the applications that run on such a
system are required. Chapter 5 will describe the models used by the author to form
the basis of the simulation framework. The application model represents the
workload to be run in an abstract way, along with the behaviour of the users in the
submission patterns of their work. For workloads where the notion of value is
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considered, the value model describes how tasks have their value represented and
calculated.
A model of inaccurate estimates of execution times is presented. The platform
model represents the grid hardware and the middleware that manages the execution
of the tasks on the system. The network model captures the delays inherent in
moving data and applications between distributed sites. The scheduling model
describes when and where scheduling decisions are made, and the structure
(although not the particular policy) of the scheduling algorithms analysed. The
models are designed to realistically represent the amount of information available to
decision algorithms at each level of the grid hierarchy.
Chapter 5 also contains an evaluation of metrics to measure responsiveness and
fairness in a way that best captures users’ concerns. This evaluation concludes that
the Schedule Length Ratio (SLR) [160] is most appropriate as, unlike other metrics, it
considers the structure of dependencies in the workload.
The foundation of the contributions of this thesis is a list scheduling policy
structure that calculates a projection of what the finish time would be for jobs in the
queue. The projected finish time calculation uses the upward rank metric of
Topcuoglu et. al. [160] which is based on execution times (known or estimated) and
dependency patterns. The projected finish time is then used to calculate a metric of
interest. The scheduler then prioritises the work in the queue by the chosen metric in
order to build an appropriate schedule.
Chapter 6 presents and evaluates the Projected-Schedule Length Ratio (P-SLR)
algorithm. This algorithm is a novel scheduler designed to minimise the worst-case
SLR in the case where estimates of execution times are made available to the
scheduler. P-SLR is compared against other commonly implemented scheduling
policies, investigating Hypothesis 1. A key contribution of this thesis is to show that
P-SLR delivers at least equal responsiveness and better fairness compared to other
policies while adding a guarantee that no job will ever starve. Extensions to the
original evaluation with network delays and where only inaccurate estimates of
execution times are known in advance are also undertaken.
Any single heuristic metric used for scheduling will have some tradeoffs. The
Projected-SLR policy will under-prioritise long-running yet urgent jobs, and over-
prioritise short-running yet non-urgent jobs. Where Chapter 6 considers scheduling
with task execution times, Chapter 7 considers how scheduling could be improved if
users also provide information on the time-value of tasks, investigating Hypothesis
2. Specifically, if users were to specify the value delivered by the timely completion
of work, as well as how this value is degraded if lateness increases.
Using this model of value, a novel list scheduling policy known as Projected
Value Remaining (PVR) is developed that aims to maximise the worst-case value
achieved for any jobs in a workload. An evaluation is undertaken to compare PVR
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against alternative scheduling policies, including ones that also consider value in
their calculations. A further contribution of this thesis is to show that PVR delivers
higher workload value across the spectra of load and networking delays. It is also
dominant where task execution estimate inaccuracies are within reasonable ranges,
although it no longer dominates when errors are significant.
The conclusions of the thesis are discussed in Chapter 8. The summary of the
evaluations will be given, detailing the success of the P-SLR and PVR policies in
their respective contexts. A discussion is made of possible generalisations of these
policies. Specifically, they should be easily applicable to pre-emptive online systems
if the prioritisation is done for each time quantum. These policies may be also be
suitable for network packet prioritisation, especially where short, latency-sensitive
flows are multiplexed over the same link as larger flows that are less urgent.




In the introductory chapter, it was briefly described how responsiveness and
fairness are the key performance metrics that aircraft designers wish to achieve in
the execution of their CFD workloads. As this research was conducted in
conjunction with an industrial partner organisation, the outcome of the research
should be relevant within the context of this organisation.
This chapter will describe the existing working patterns of designers, along with
the grid platform architecture used by the organisation. The majority of the insights
that are presented in these sections were gained through interviews with the aircraft
designers and the grid system administrators. These interviews were conducted
while the author was on placement at the industrial partner.
The ‘FairShare’ existing scheduling policy used on their grid platform will also
be described. The applicability of the FairShare policy to the industrial grid as it is
currently being used will be discussed. Several shortcomings will be noted, which
stem from the mismatch of the industrial context to FairShare’s original design aims.
These shortcomings will be used to inform the subsequent direction of the research,
which will be stated as a set of research problems along with a hypothesis.
In order to understand the industrial context in depth, the author developed
several tools while working with the industrial partner. These tools, especially the
visualisations created, were a key contribution for the partner. They have been rolled
out to production use, and aid the partner in understanding and monitoring the
performance of their grid system. This chapter will also include descriptions of these
tools and how these tools helped in understanding the industrial problem.
2.1 Aerodynamic Aircraft Design Cycles
Aerodynamic design for aircraft is an iterative process that aims to determine the
optimal outside shape of the wing and body of an aircraft [149]. This design process is
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all about balancing a large number of factors [144], where improvement in one factor
necessarily implies a degradation of another. The primary aim is to maximise the lift
generated by a wing while minimising drag [60]. However, this design is subject to
constraints - in that the wing must be sufficiently thick to hold fuel tanks and support
structures to make it strong [8]. The wing must also be performant across a range of
air speed values and air pressures [60]. Over-optimising for any one set of parameters
may reduce its performance in others. Therefore, designers tend to work in a cyclic
and iterative way - searching for a good design for the most common scenarios and
then tuning the design to widen the envelope of good performance [8, 144].
Traditional aerodynamic design for aircraft is performed by crafting scale models
in metal and placing these models inside a wind tunnel in order to determine
aerodynamic characteristics. There are several drawbacks to using wind tunnel
testing, however. First, a scale model needs to be manufactured out of metal.
Because the aerodynamics are highly sensitive to the shape of the model, the models
need to be machined to extreme levels of precision [118]. Any precision required in
the full-size model needs to be reflected in the scale model, so if a tolerance of 1mm
is desired in the full-size airframe, then a tolerance of 0.01mm would be required in a
1:100 scale model [118]. Moulding, grinding and polishing metal models to these
kinds of tolerances is highly precise work, and is not amenable to economies of scale,
because every iteration of a model is different [118]. At the present time, the
industrial perception is that rapid prototyping techniques like 3D printing are not
sufficiently precise for this kind of work.
Once the models have been manufactured a slot needs to be booked in the wind
tunnel, and these slots are naturally limited. Finally, the tunnel needs to be set up
and the measurements taken. This whole process is highly time-consuming, with
many months between the design being finalised and the wind tunnel results being
available for analysis.
For many kinds of design, particularly in the early stages where fidelity is less
important than speed, designers now use CFD software to simulate the designs [149].
There are many classes of simulations that are run in CFD [47, 150], and these classes
vary significantly in runtime [121]. For example, two-dimensional simulations of an
airfoil might take just a few minutes to run on a small number of cores. A three-
dimensional airfoil might take a few hours to run, though more complex creations of
several airfoil sections joined together into a wing may take a day or more on a large
number of cores.
With each of these simulations, parameters such as the angle of attack, the
deployment settings of ailerons or high lift devices and the atmospheric conditions
can be simulated. The larger the number of these conditions, the longer the
simulations will take [46]. The highly detailed simulations, necessary in the final
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stages of design and for certification, can take months to execute over hundreds of
cores.
The prevailing design process is to allocate a fixed amount of time to the designers,
and after this time period has elapsed, the best design found is the one selected for
use. By reducing the cycle time of simulations, designers can do more iterations on
each design. More iterations lead to a larger design space being explored, which
tends to lead to better quality solutions in the end. These better quality solutions feed
directly into the ability of the organisation to make competitive products, so reducing
the cycle time of simulations is a high priority.
A requirement of the scheduling solution should be to ensure high responsiveness
for jobs.
2.1.1 Wider Relevance of the problem
Due to the industrial processes within which the designers work, responsiveness of
the grid workloads is key. Industrial processes across a wide range of industries are
subject to the same pressure to develop high-performing solutions in a short amount
of time [147]. The software packages used by the industrial partner have been
employed across several industries where CFD is relevant [150]. With the recent
growth in computing power, many industries including automotive [63] and
integrated circuit fabrication [75] are turning to computational simulation in order to
aid design space exploration.
Therefore, while it is known from this case study that responsiveness and fairness
of grid workflows is critical to aircraft design, it is logical to conclude that it will also
be critical wherever computational simulation is used as part of an industrial design
process. The growth of computational simulation techniques in industry will mean
that the importance and relevance of scheduling algorithms to support this kind of
work will increase.
The data centres required for such simulation workloads are hugely expensive to
build and run; with construction costs being as high as a billion dollars [153] and
running costs being in the tens of millions of pounds per year [12]. Therefore, their
owners want to be able to use them at peak capacity. A trend in industry is the desire
to outsource the provision of computing capacity to cloud computing providers.
Cloud computing came about due to virtualisation, where multiple virtual machines
are run on a single physical machine in order to obtain better utilisation out of the
powerful underlying hardware [164]. Idle hardware still uses a significant fraction of
the power used by hardware under load, yet will be earning the cloud provider no
revenue. As electrical power is the largest cost of most cloud computing providers
[174], achieving high utilisation is therefore critical to their profitability [142].
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However, as cloud computing becomes more prevalent and used by production
services, service level agreements (SLAs) will be necessary in order to ensure that
end-users receive the services they have bought [164]. Responsiveness clauses are
highly likely to be part of such SLAs. Cloud computing providers will have to balance
the tension of maintaining the illusion to their users that they have limitless elastic
capacity, while still achieving high enough average utilisation to make their business
profitable [142]. If a scheduler were available that could degrade gracefully under
overload, cloud providers might be able to improve their profitability by being able
to tolerate short periods of overload while still maintaining their SLAs.
2.2 Scheduling Considerations
2.2.1 High Load
One approach to reducing the cycle time would be to purchase enough
computational resource such that tasks never had to queue. However, because of
peaks and troughs in the submission rates of work during and outside of working
hours, this may waste significant amounts of capacity (See Section 4.2 for more
details). Furthermore, there is always going to be a limited budget available with
which to purchase such resources. Because the fidelity of the CFD algorithms is
adjustable to a degree, the designers will always be able to request more resources.
CFD algorithms require phenomenal quantities of computing power [43]. It is said
by designers that solving the Navier-Stokes set of equations in perfect fidelity would
take longer than the age of the universe on current hardware [79].
Therefore, there will always be an insatiable appetite for more computing power
and so the the grid will be run at a high level of load. This capacity limitation means
that designers have to work with imprecise and lower-fidelity models in the early
stages. However, because these models are designed to identify promising parts of
the design space that can then be integrated with later design stages such as wind-
tunnel tests, lower fidelity results are generally sufficient. However, it is natural that
if extra capacity were to become available, it would be used up quickly as designers
increase the fidelity of their models or explore awider search spacewithin each design
cycle. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there will almost always be work
queuing for the grid.
As computational capacity is the limiting factor, the grid administrators stated
when interviewed that they wish to minimise overheads as much as possible. The
CFD applications are implemented using a Message Passing Interface (MPI) and run
over many cores simultaneously [88]. A drawback of the particular applications
used is that they are not implemented with checkpointing support. Therefore, this
means that tasks are run without pre-emption. Once a task is running, it either runs
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to completion, or can be killed manually by an administrator. As currently
configured, tasks are run without checkpointing. This means that if a task is killed, it
must be re-run from the beginning if the results from its execution are still required.
A requirement of the scheduling approach is to handle scheduling
non-pre-emptive tasks well at a range of load levels including full load, and degrade
gracefully under overload.
2.2.2 Wide range of job duration
A key aspect of the partner’s system is that there is a wide range in the duration of
jobs. The small (minute-long) and large (month-long) tasks are run on the same grid
infrastructure. The balance between small and large tasks also changes over time, so
a scheduling policy which partitions the capacity of the grid for each kind is unlikely
to be suitable.
The change in the mix of work in the queue is notable throughout the working
day. The results for the smallest tasks may be required the same day so that further
design cycles can take place. However, tasks that are not going to finish before the
end of the working day may finish anytime before the start of the next working day
without any impact on the designers’ productivity. The results produced by longer
jobs tend to also take longer to analyse by the designers.
The users and administrators stated that it is usually desirable, therefore, to run
the smallest jobs during the day and queue the larger ones to wait overnight.
However, just because a job is large does not mean it can wait indefinitely or starve
[168]. Instead, several members of the design team expressed the desire for job
response times to be ‘fair’, which to them meant being proportional to their
execution times, which is also noted by Saule et. al. [147]. This principle of
proportional fairness is formally defined and given a theoretical foundation by
Wierman [168].
A requirement of the scheduling approach is to treat jobs with significantly
different execution times fairly, with the aim of having response times be
proportional to execution times.
2.3 Software Architecture
The CFD simulations work by breaking a volume of space down into smaller
volumes. Then, the flow equations in each volume are solved and the interactions
calculated between each volume and its neighbours [88]. This process happens
repeatedly until a steady state is reached, which is termed convergence. The execution
times of tasks cannot be known precisely in advance, because it is difficult to predict
exactly how long the CFD algorithms will take to reach convergence.
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Once a converged solution has been reached, this is transmitted to several further
stages that extract pertinent measures from the solution. Each of these stages can
be a different piece of software. The links between pieces of software where data is
transferred are known as dependencies.
2.3.1 Dependencies
The complete process of executing a wind tunnel in simulation involves several
stages. An example workflow is shown in Figure 2.1. The most important and time
consuming task is the CFD solver, which calculates the pressure and air flow around
a two- or three-dimensional model. However, this is not the only part of the process
[61, 150].
The parameters of the simulation must be set up appropriately and any data files
transferred to the computing cluster before the simulation can begin. Secondly, the
space around the model must be divided into discrete volumes, and this process is
known as meshing [43]. In some simulations, the mesh is already given as an input
[150]. There are various other processes that can be run before themain solver, such as
heuristics that use similar past flow solutions to ‘prime’ the flow field so as to achieve
quicker convergence.
Once the main CFD solver has run, a variety of post-processing applications can
extract information about particular features. The two main features of any
aerodynamic surface are lift and drag. In addition, the presence and location of
shock waves along with areas of turbulence can be extracted. Finally, the solution is
usually put through visualisation software so that the designers can more quickly
identify desirable or problematic features of the flow field [61, 150].
Each part of this process is run by its own application, with data files being
transferred between programs in order to ensure the whole process completes.
Naturally, it is not possible for the later stages of the process to execute until the
earlier processes have completed and the appropriate data has been transferred.
This gives rise to the notion of dependencies - a key feature of the workload.
Dependencies mean that the tasks that compose an instance of the workflow (a job)
must be run in a given order. Where tasks are run on different clusters, any data
must also be copied between these clusters before the successor task can run.
A requirement of an appropriate scheduler is that it respects the ordering of tasks
necessitated by dependencies.
2.3.2 Estimates of Execution Times
Some progress has been made in the organisation to predict execution times in
advance. One designer developed a tool to predict execution times. This used neural
network techniques to examine the parameters supplied to the CFD software and
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Note: Execution times are from single observed examples for 2D and 3D and can vary
significantly.
Figure 2.1: CFD Labelled Workflow
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past execution times in order to build a predictive model [103]. However, these
estimates can never be truly accurate due to the fact that it is difficult to predict how
quickly the algorithms will converge. Users, however, also have an idea of how long
their jobs will take, especially because they tend to run a lot of similar ones at a time,
and have a detailed knowledge of the size and complexity of the models they are
working with. Using the predictive model and the users’ own estimates, useful yet
inexact estimates can be achieved.
An issue with the current grid scheduler is that it only supports a single input
for an execution time estimate. This field is used as an upper bound on execution
time, and if tasks exceed this upper bound, they are killed. Because the estimates
are never perfect, users set this field to the maximum value possible so that their
tasks are never inadvertently killed if the algorithm takes longer to converge than
expected. Therefore, execution time estimates are currently not taken into account in
the scheduling of work.
A final scheduling solution will need to be as resilient as possible to the effects of
inaccurate estimates of execution times.
2.3.3 Bounds on Parallelism
The CFD simulations are highly amenable to parallelisation, because (at the limit),
each volume of space could be assigned to its own processor [150]. However, between
each step, the processorsmust communicate with each other before they can continue.
Communication delays within the same compute server are negligible because it has
one memory address space. However, they can add up to a significant delay between
compute servers. These communications are especially sensitive to latency rather
than bandwidth, because only a small amount of data needs to be transmitted, but it
needs to be transmitted often [88].
The quantity of information to be transmitted to other compute servers at each
time step represents the state of the the surface area of the volume held. As surface
area grows more slowly than volume, network delays can be reduced by keeping as
much volume as possible on one processor. Therefore, the communication between
processors working on different volumes of space gives an upper bound on the
amount of parallelism that provides a useful speedup [88].
In order to ensure a high level of processing speed, the states of all the volumes
on a given machine must be held in Random Access Memory (RAM). The amount of
RAM available on each server can limit how many volumes can be processed on a
given machine. Therefore, for large simulations, the amount of RAM on each server
within a cluster gives a lower bound on how few processors can be used.
Due to these constraints, tasks are generally sized so that they occupy most of the
RAM available on a single server. This is another factor that limits pre-emptive
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scheduling of tasks. There is not usually sufficient RAM in the compute servers to
have more than one task resident in RAM simultaneously. Therefore, each
pre-emption would require paging the entire contents of RAM to disk. As disks are
orders of magnitude slower than RAM, the overhead of pre-emption is seen to be too
high.
The machines that compose the grid clusters are composed of multicore
processors, yet different clusters may have different numbers of cores on each
multicore chip. The grid administrators indicated that it is most desirable to only
have one task at a time running on a compute server. This is to minimise thrashing
between applications which could negatively impact performance, along with
minimising operating system overheads. Therefore, grid administrators advise users
that for best performance they should always submit multicore tasks that use a
multiple of the number of cores in every cluster. For example, where a grid might
have clusters of dual-, quad- and hex-core processors, multicore tasks may only
request cores in multiples of 12.
Parallel tasks can often have a range in the number of processors they can be split
over. Where the number of processors is fixed for the duration of the task’s execution,
the problem of deciding how many processors to allocate to each task is known as
mouldable scheduling [143]. A good deal of research has already been applied to this
problem [147], and would at first glance seem to be applicable here.
In practice however, the restrictions on parallelism mean that there is a limited
‘sweet spot’ in the tradeoff between desired response time, parallel scaling, network
traffic and RAM exhaustion, as noted in McCreary et. al. [120]. Users stated that they
tend to have a good idea of the kinds of work they usually run and what its sweet
spot is, and are able to supply an appropriate core count for tasks in advance.
A final scheduling approach will be required to consider tasks that run
concurrently over multiple cores.
2.4 Hardware Architecture
To run the CFD software, the industrial partner has purchased a large amount of
computational capacity. This capacity is geographically distributed and connected
using WAN links. As such, it follows the architecture of a computational grid, even
though it is all owned by the same organisation.
2.4.1 Unsuitability of the Cloud
Recent years have demonstrated the increasing popularity and flexibility of cloud
computing. However, the grid administrators express significant reservations about
the suitability of public clouds for the particular workload used. The primary concern
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is that of data security, as many of the three-dimensional CFD models of aircraft and
their performance results are commercial secrets key to the competitive advantage of
the firm.
There are significant technical barriers to cloud adoption as well. Many jobs that
are run consume vast quantities of CPU time and produce proportionally vast
quantities of data. Cloud providers bill not only by compute time, but also by data
transfer costs. The sheer size of the datasets used is felt to render the data transfer
costs prohibitive, and the bandwidth available inadequate compared to an in-house
platform. The particular hardware architectures and accelerators required by some
software packages may not be available in the cloud.
As mentioned above, the CFD tasks that run across several compute servers need
to have very low latency between these servers in order to achieve acceptable levels
of performance. In practice, this means that tasks need to be allocated to machines
physically close together - within the same rack if possible. Cloud computing
providers tend to have more widely distributed networks of compute servers and do
not give latency guarantees between each server. These latencies can vary widely
[13]. This also means that in practice, multi-core tasks can only be assigned to a
single cluster, and are limited in the amount of parallelism they can exploit by the
capacity of the available clusters.
2.4.2 CPU Architectures
To gain the best performance possible, the CFD simulation, analysis and
visualisation software has been extensively optimised for certain classes of
hardware. Over time, however, different CPU architectures and instruction sets have
been in vogue. This means that the organisation has to run several different
hardware architectures to support this software. Migrating existing software to run
on other architectures is perceived by the grid administrators to be too costly, mainly
because of the lead times involved. Furthermore, certain architectures work with
additional accelerator hardware which can provide immense speed increases for
software tailored to use it such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [7] and
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) [119].
The CPUs of these different architectures are combined into clusters. The size of
these clusters in many locations can be limited by the availability of electrical power
and cooling. Therefore, to attain the computational capacity required, the clusters are
distributed worldwide.
The power consumption of the clusters is one of the largest costs in the operation
of the grid. Therefore, it is usually uneconomic to run processors of previous
generations, because their performance per watt is that much poorer. This leads to a
particularity in the notion of heterogeneity in this grid. While there are several
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classes of CPU architecture present in the grid, each of these architectures tends to
run at or very close to the same speed.
These constraints mean that each task usually has a set of clusters that it can run
on. The presence or otherwise of accelerator hardware further constrains the clusters
available to it. Importantly, the execution time of a task would be similar whichever
cluster is used.
A requirement of the final scheduling approach is that tasks must only be
scheduled where the necessary hardware is present that is compatible for their
execution.
2.5 Grid Management and Scheduling Architecture
The current grid architecture is managed using four different pieces of software to
manage distinct kinds of tasks (see Table 2.1). The highest level (L4) consists of the
user interface for users to create, parameterise and submit workflows. The next level
down (L3) performs dependency management and initiates data transfers between
clusters where necessary. Load balancing is the next lower stage (L2), where tasks
are allocated to individual clusters. Management within clusters is at the lowest level
(L1), where jobs are queued and scheduled onto the compute servers that make up
the cluster.
The layers of software have been built up over time, starting with only L1
originally. This means that users can submit tasks at any level. Users for whom
performance is particularly important often submit directly to L1 or L2. Partly, this is
because there are old scripts and home-grown GUIs that have not yet been updated
to make use of the higher levels. However, there are cases of undesirable interaction
effects between the upper layers that result in suboptimal performance.
A particular problem for many workflows is that the dependency management
takes place above the level of task scheduling, rather than integrated into it. Any
tasks without dependencies are submitted by L3 to L2 and on to L1 first, because they
can run immediately. However, L3 only submits subsequent tasks to the lower levels
Level Description Tool Used




L3 Dependency and data
transfer manager
Synfiniway [62, 69]
L2 Load balancer LSF Multicluster [171]
L1 Task Scheduler LSF [136, 138]
Table 2.1: Grid Management Levels
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once their predecessors have finished, in order to ensure that the dependencies are
respected.
In the context of this work, the multiple waits problem is a cause of low
responsiveness for jobs, and is present when a job’s total pending time is greater
than the time it would take for a cluster to consume all the work in the queue. It can
be manifested where tasks are only added to the queue once all of their
dependencies have been completed. The problem is present when the lengths of the
queues on the clusters are long. By only submitting tasks to the back of the queue as
their dependencies are satisfied, the whole job ends up having to wait the length of
the queue multiple times before it can complete. This causes responsiveness to be far
lower than if the job only had to wait the length of the queue once.
As the existing FairShare policy at L1 does not consider the structure of
dependencies, it suffers from the multiple waits problem. In interviews, users
expressed their frustration with this ongoing issue.
As currently set up, the scheduler in L1 is not able to make use of execution time
estimates because there is no easy way for users to supply this information. Therefore
on average, tasks will tend towait in the queue for the same amount of time, whatever
the scheduling policy chosen. This in turn means that responsiveness performance
across the range of execution times is equivalent to that of the First In, First Out (FIFO)
scheduling policy.
In order to try and suggest improvements to the industrial partner’s set up, it is
necessary to understand the existing scheduling policy, which is known as FairShare.
FairShare is the ordering policy that operates within each cluster, as part of the LSF
software that manages the grid at level L1. LSF also provides a task dispatcher (the
allocation part of the list scheduler) and monitoring utilities in L1.
2.5.1 Definition of the FairShare scheduling policy
The fundamental aim of FairShare is to achieve fairness with respect to utilisation. As
configured in the industrial partner, past usage is not taken into account, so it only
takes into account instantaneous utilisation when calculating shares.
FairShare prioritises tasks based on a hierarchical partitioning of the cluster
resources. The fundamental idea is that each department, group and user has a share
of the cluster resources allocated to them. The priority of each task is based on how
much capacity each user/group/department is currently using on the cluster,
compared to their ‘share’. The queue is sorted in increasing order of priority - tasks
with a low numerical value for priority are run first.
The shares are organised in a tree. The root of the tree has a 100% share of the
cluster. Each branch of the tree divides out this share until the leaves of the tree are
reached. These leaves represent the users. The leaves of the tree do not all need to be
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at the same depth. Each job in the system is assigned a path in the tree, which must
be a leaf.
A formal definition of the FairShare equations is given in Table 2.2, derived from
the descriptions in the LSF Fairshare documentation [136] and the original paper by
Kay and Lauder [93]. The shares are defined in advance by a share tree, such as the
example tree given in Table 2.3. T is the set of tasks in the workload and f is a node in
the share tree. The number of cores used by each user’s tasks will change over time
depending on the state of the cluster. This means that the priorities of queueing tasks
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Ccores ⇥ f.cluster_proportion (2.6)
Table 2.2: FairShare Definitions
Name Shares Cluster Cores Used PriorityProportion (example)
Root 100 1 91 0.91
Group1 60 0.6 55 0.92
User1 25 0.25 30 1.20
User2 25 0.25 20 0.80
User3 10 0.10 5 0.50
Group2 40 0.40 36 0.90
User4 22 0.22 18 0.82
User5 6 0.06 8 1.33
User6 12 0.12 10 0.83
Table 2.3: FairShare Tree Example
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2.6 Critique of FairShare
FairShare was originally designed by Kay and Lauder [93] at the University of
Sydney, in order to give a fair allocation of compute resources to different users.
However, its design is based on a particular set of assumptions. It was designed for
fairly dividing the computational resources of a single mainframe between the users
of the Computing department.
2.6.1 Assumptions of workload and user characteristics
Kay and Lauder [93] stated their workload as being "almost exclusively interactive
and had frequent, extreme peaks when a major assignment was due. On a typical
day, there were 60-85 active terminals, mainly engaged in editing, compiling and
(occasionally) running small to medium Pascal programs". This statement clearly
demonstrates a relatively homogeneous workload where most tasks run for about
the same amount of time. Furthermore, most tasks were run interactively. The
responsiveness required of interactive tasks is on a completely different scale to that
of large computational batch jobs [127]. Furthermore, there can be no queuing for
interactive tasks. Instead, all interactive tasks are run concurrently, and the
interactive responsiveness depends mostly on the load placed on the cluster. The
FairShare policy is designed to ensure fair interactive responsiveness between users
and groups.
FairShare is explicitly designed to encourage users to spread out the load they
place on the machine. This is understandable for interactive work running on a
machine with relatively limited resources, a 1988 VAX [93].
However, aircraft designers do not require interactive performance, and do not
want to spread out their submissions of work. Instead, they want the fastest
turnaround time possible. The groups for whom responsiveness is most critical
submit many small jobs during the day. This tends to quickly use up their fair share,
and leave subsequent jobs queueing. Because FairShare is configured to only
consider instantaneous and not historical usage, then the users who submit small
jobs will suffer overall. This is because all of their work will finish quickly after the
end of the working day, and they will make no use of their share overnight. Overall,
therefore, these users get significantly less than their fair share.
This issue highlights the difference in perception between users and
administrators: while administrators care most about getting high utilisation on the
cluster, users care most about the responsiveness of their tasks, irrespective of what
else is running. Users wish to have fairness with respect to responsiveness, whereas
the system is configured to give fairness with respect to utilisation. Instead of this
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situation, a requirement of an appropriate scheduling solution is that it ensures
responsiveness even with a workload that has distinct peaks in submission loads.
2.6.2 Assumption of pre-emption
Running interactive tasks concurrently on a single-CPU mainframe can only be
achieved using a pre-emptive scheduler. FairShare is designed so that in the long
term, the proportion of the CPU used by each user is equal to their fair share. To
smooth out the fact that different users worked at different times, FairShare is
designed to include a function that calculated share based on past as well as current
usage. This is designed so that users who had previously been consuming more of
their fair share would be given a lower priority later on. Past usage is evaluated
using a decay function appropriate to the workload.
In the industrial set-up, however, FairShare is used on a non-pre-emptive
multiprocessing system. Extending FairShare to a multiprocessing scenario is trivial
and was addressed in the original paper by Kay and Lauder [93]. However, using
FairShare in a non-pre-emptive system can lead to several undesirable effects.
An issue noted by Kay and Lauder [93] in their design for FairShare is that in
moments when the computing resources are idle, a user can start work running and
vastly exceed their share, because it is not competing with other tasks for resource.
In a pre-emptive system, when other users start their work, the scheduler pre-empts
the original user’s work, and gives it only the time-slice of the computing resources
appropriate to its share. However, in the industrial, non-pre-emptive system, the
user’s tasks will continue running until completion. This means that a user can attain
a significantly higher proportion of the resources than their fair usage. Without pre-
emption, the FairShare scheduler can struggle to ever re-balance the load running
back to a ‘fair’ state.
This issue is exacerbated by the fact that in the industrial set-up, past usage is not
taken into account. Instead, only the instantaneous state of the system (counted by
number of cores used) is taken into account when calculating shares. This meant that
even if a user were able to exceed their fair share with a large submission, once that
submission had finished, their priority would be back to normal. In effect, there is
no penalty for exceeding their fair share. Users who require short cycle times tend to
submit tasks that require more cores, because for them responsiveness is so key. Yet
because their instantaneous usage (by cores) is high, these short but highly parallel
tasks are in effect de-prioritised in the queue.
Unsurprisingly, the users that were interviewed in industry were well aware of
this anomalous scheduling behaviour. Users know that the time the clusters are
most likely to have idle capacity is early on Monday morning. If they had a large or
urgent piece of work to run, they would come in particularly early on Monday to
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submit their jobs, so that their work would consume a larger-than-fair share of the
cluster. Without pre-emption, this behaviour meant that this worked out well for the
‘early-bird’ users, but everyone else using the cluster suffered through lower
responsiveness. Without fear of a scheduling penalty, users continued this
behaviour. In effect, long-running tasks were prioritised when users exploited this
anomaly, as the exceeding of fair share lasted only as long as the tasks were still
running. This gave rise to a significant negative productivity impact on the users
needing short cycle times and who submit many smaller tasks.
An opposite kind of problem can also occur because of the lack of pre-emption.
There is nothing to stop a job requiring a large number of cores to be submitted by a
user whose share is less than that number of cores. As long as the grid is busy, this
job might never start because the user would never attain enough share to acquire the
cores needed. This anomaly demonstrates that FairShare can suffer from starvation.
As FairShare was originally designed as a pre-emptive scheduler, there was no
need for back-filling (where short tasks can ‘jump’ the queue if a large task is waiting
for a large number of processors to become free [104]). However, as currently set up in
the industrial cluster, no back-filling is used. For example, if there are 29 cores free on
the cluster, but the task at the head of the queue requires 32, the scheduler will wait.
It will not consider tasks requesting fewer cores than this limit. This set-up is due to
the constraint that no execution time estimates are made available to the scheduler.
To an extent, this means that CPU capacity is wasted, because cores are often left idle
while waiting for enough cores to become free so the next task in the queue can start.
However, the lack of backfilling is not as much of a problem as it might seem. In
clusters at the scale observed in industry, the number of cores left idle compared to
the size of the cluster is small. The scale also means that there is a high turnover of
tasks, meaning no task will ever wait too long for enough cores to become free.
2.6.3 Assumption of global knowledge
The FairShare policy runs assuming it knows the state of all computing resources.
However, there is an independent instance of FairShare on each cluster. This leads to
a problematic interaction between the load balancing software and FairShare. The
load balancer, as currently set up, allocates incoming tasks to the lowest-utilised
cluster, as measured by the number of tasks in the queue. To optimise the
responsiveness of a user’s workflows, they should each be distributed to different
clusters, to consume the user’s share on each. The problem is that the load balancer
does not take account of the FairShare allocations of the users in its load balancing
decision. Therefore, many workflows from the same user might be directed to the
same cluster because it has the shortest queue. Responsiveness for this user would
suffer, because all their tasks would be competing for the share of a single cluster
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with a shorter queue, instead of getting their fair share across all clusters, including
the busy ones.
This behaviour is further exacerbated by a policy of the load balancer that seeks
to avoid task starvation. If a task has been assigned to a cluster for a fixed amount of
time without having started execution, the load balancer removes it from the queue
on one cluster, and assigns it to a random other cluster. If the task has not run for
the delay time on that other cluster, the load balancer will move it again. Because
the allocation is random, there is the chance that the load balancer will move a task
back to a cluster it had previously been queuing on. The issue is that the task is then
added to the back of the queue on each cluster each time it is moved. During periods
where the system is under high load, some tasks from users with low share can keep
being passed around from cluster to cluster and never start. This is a classic example
of starvation, and is a particularly undesirable situation where high responsiveness is
required.
A requirement of an industrially-suitable scheduling architecture is that it can
operate at different levels, where each level has different amounts of information
available. A centralised scheduler can not be assumed to be able to have global
knowledge, because communicating such detailed information could saturate the
network links between clusters.
2.7 FairShare Aware Load Balancing
As part of the process of workload characterisation, a tool was written by the author
to extract and analyse the logs and current state from the cluster schedulers (L1).
One form of analysis that was applied was to extract what each user was running on
each cluster. This meant that the allocation of cores to users could be determined,
and hence what each user’s fair share priority would be for jobs on that cluster. A
command-line tool was created for users to query the fair share priorities, so they
could know which cluster would give a newly-submitted task the highest priority.
This tool proved popular with users, as it allowed them to bypass the sub-optimal
allocations of the load balancer. They could either submit their tasks directly to the
best cluster in L1, or specify an appropriate tag which directed L2 or L3 submissions
to the desired cluster. Once the author had created the command-line version of the
utility, others within the organisation integrated the code into the main submission
user interface. This tool is now in daily production use and is one of the prominent
industrial contributions of this Engineering Doctorate. A screenshot of this utility is
shown in Figure 2.2.
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Note: to protect the interests of the industrial partner, certain fields have been
obscured and the list of clusters/queues/groups is truncated.
Figure 2.2: User FairShare Priority by Cluster
2.8 Summary
This chapter describes the industrial context of the research in detail. It shows how
the aircraft design process is developed through design cycles. These cycles have
lengths varying from minutes to months, and give rise to equivalent cycles of
computational load. While this chapter described these cycles qualitatively, they will
be analysed quantitatively in Chapter 4. These cycles are due to the hierarchical
nature of aircraft design, a process which is followed by any other kind of
engineering design. The desire of designers to have the grid be responsive and fair
when executing their workflows is motivated by the organisational need for good
quality solutions and a short time-to-market.
The complex nature of engineering design, and the many factors relevant to
evaluating a solution mean that it is necessary to run intricate computational
workflows. The software and hardware architecture as deployed by the industrial
partner to run these workflows is described. The dependencies and network
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transfers inherent in executing workflows pose problems for traditional scheduling
policies designed around getting the best utilisation out of precious computing
power.
The existing scheduling policy, known as FairShare, is shown to have been
designed with assumptions that no longer hold in this industrial context. Firstly,
FairShare is designed for interactive workloads where most tasks were of similar
size and duration. FairShare is designed to give users incentive to spread their load
around peak times by reducing the responsiveness of users with low share.
Secondly, FairShare is designed for a systemwith pre-emption, so that the fairness
of the tree is respected at all times. It is shown that FairShare can be affected by unfair
allocations in certain situations which cannot be resolved until tasks have finished,
because of the lack of pre-emption.
Finally, FairShare allocates priorities while assuming it has global knowledge,
although in the industrial grid each cluster ran a separate instance of FairShare. The
conflict between the load balancer and the underlying FairShare algorithm can lead
to sub-optimal responsiveness and fairness. This shortcoming of the load balancer
was addressed by the author by implementing a tool for users to find the most
appropriate cluster to submit to depending on their FairShare and hence their
relative priority, rather than simply by cluster load.
This chapter further discusses the requirements of a scheduling policy for it to
be suitable for industrial implementation. The policy must achieve responsiveness
for non-pre-emptive jobs even under high load, and degrade gracefully when the
system is overloaded. It also needs to handle jobs with a wide range of execution
times fairly, with the ideal situation being where response times are proportional to
execution times. Tasks must be assigned to resources that respect their hardware
requirements, and in an order that respects the dependencies between tasks of the
same job. The scheduler must do this whilst minimising the impact of inaccurate
estimates of execution time. The scheduler must also be able to schedule work across
a whole grid without any one point in the grid being able to have full knowledge of
the state of the grid and the work queueing.




3.1 Context and complexity
The scheduling of tasks onto computing machinery is a field of study as old as
computing itself [94]. Research into scheduling goes back even further in the context
of large-scale project management [76]. Therefore, the literature on scheduling is
large, in addition to the fact that different scheduling problems all have different
priorities to try and meet. Surveying the entire body of literature on scheduling
would be prohibitive. Therefore, this literature survey will mainly focus on
scheduling policies already intended for use in distributed or grid computing
scenarios.
In an ideal world, careful scheduling would ensure that the grid’s resources are
always used to full potential. However, with currently known algorithms, optimal
allocation and mapping is intractable for anything more than trivial workloads. This
is because the scheduling problem has been proved to be NP-Complete for all but
very restricted versions [59], and even the allocation stage of scheduling is equivalent
to bin-packing, which is also NP-Complete [65].
Scheduling for a multiprocessor with dependencies was proved to be
NP-Complete in 1975 by Garey and Johnson and Ullman [64, 163]. Furthermore, it
has been proven that no polynomial-time algorithm can deliver an optimal
assignment in all cases [59]. Therefore, optimal scheduling is intractable at the scale
of grid systems. This is especially the case when the further complicating factors of
heterogeneity [117] and network delays [36] are also present.
Instead, heuristic policies are required. These will always have limitations, and
have been proven to have upper bounds on how close they can come to an optimal
schedule [3] in the general case. Many heuristic scheduling policies have been
proposed (see [22, 97, 117] for surveys of policies suited to the more general problem
of distributed multiprocessor scheduling). Each heuristic tends to be suited for
particular platforms and workloads. Therefore, heuristics must be evaluated in
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order to identify their strengths and applicability to the context in which they are
employed.
The rest of this literature survey will examine heuristic approaches that have been
applied to the grid scheduling problem [36]. The study of this problem is highly
relevant, because grids are increasing in size and heterogeneity all the time, and the
cloud computing trend is moving work away from being done on local workstations
and instead placing it onto the grid architectures underlying cloud computing.
Firstly, a taxonomy of scheduling architectures will be presented and critiqued as
to their relevance to the industrial context. Secondly, various kinds of information
that are considered by scheduling policies in the course of producing a schedule are
considered. Finally, the design of scheduling policies with specific user aims in mind
is considered.
3.2 Scheduling Architectures
The scheduling involved in managing a grid involves two distinct activities.
Allocation is where tasks are assigned to processing nodes in the network. Ordering is
deciding, within the constraints of dependencies, what order tasks should be run on
the grid and on each processing node within the grid [36]. Scheduling is the
combination of ordering and allocation, in order to produce a schedule, an allocation
of tasks to processors and an ordering of tasks on each processor. Ordering and
allocation can happen separately or together, depending on the architecture of the
scheduler. Schedulers can work in one of two ways: static or dynamic [35].
Static schedulers produce a schedule in advance, which is run on the hardware
later. Static scheduling policies need to know all the work to be run in advance, along
with estimates of execution times. Schedules produced statically are especially useful
where the same schedule of work is run repeatedly, and examples of these can often
be found in embedded systems [113].
More usually, static schedulers are run in ‘batch’ mode [16, 117]. This approach
originated in mainframe systems where the aim was to run a set of processes
overnight and to finish them all in time for the start of the next working day [41, 42].
Working in batch mode, static schedulers batch up submissions until a set volume of
work or a set time is reached. The static scheduler then produces a fixed schedule of
all the submissions together which is then executed on the available resources. If
new work arrives while a schedule is running, it is held and added to the next batch
of work.
Static schedules are usually designed to minimise the time taken to complete the
execution of thewhole batch, ametric known as ‘makespan’. Work in a static schedule
is not re-scheduled once execution has begun. Some approaches, such as the task
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migration phase of Lo [114], or schedule post-processing [52, 104, 158] can seek to
improve on a pre-existing static schedule before runtime begins.
Batch static schedulers may be suitable for contexts where all the work runs to the
same cycle time. However, as described in Section 2.2.2, there are a variety of cycle
times ranging from minutes to months required by the industrial designers who use
the grid. Therefore, there is no way of finding a single cycle time that could satisfy
both the responsiveness requirements of the shortest jobs while also fitting in the
execution times of the largest jobs. This precludes the use of static scheduling policies.
The alternative to static scheduling is known as dynamic scheduling. Rather than
group work into batches, a queue of work is maintained. As resources become free,
the scheduler selects tasks from the queue and allocates them to resources.
Submission of work to the queue along with the scheduler activities of selection and
allocation happen continuously. Dynamic schedulers can use a wide variety of
ordering algorithms to prioritise the work in the queue, and these do not necessarily
depend on having execution time estimates available. Nevertheless, improving
scheduling by using such estimates if they are available will be the topic of Chapter
6.
An advantage of dynamic scheduling policies is that they can be run as if they
were static policies by supplying a batch of work and generating the schedule by
simulating what the system would do if the jobs were really running. There is no
such option for static schedulers to behave dynamically.
While the static scheduling approach is not suitable for direct application to the
industrial scenario, the heuristics used to prioritise tasks can still be useful to survey.
This is because it may be possible to use these prioritisation algorithms as part of the
ordering process in a dynamic scheduler.
3.2.1 List Schedulers
One of the oldest classes of schedulers is that of List Scheduling [71]. List Schedulers
keep the ordering and allocation activities separate, with a distinct policy for each
[116, 117]. Scheduling takes place by considering each task for allocation in the order
specified by the list. This continues until either the queue is empty or all the
computational resources are consumed. The scheduling process is triggered again
every time a task is added to the queue or a task completes (a scheduling instant) [72].
Pseudocode for this approach is shown in Algorithm 3.1.
The flexibility afforded by the separation of concerns between the ordering and
allocation policies means that list schedulers have been tailored to many different
situations. The most basic ordering policy is one that requires no re-ordering of the
task queue, and instead runs tasks in First Come First Served (FCFS) order (also
known as First In First Out or FIFO) [71]. Most List Schedulers in the literature use
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an Earliest Start Time (EST) or Earliest Finish Time (EFT) [72, 160] allocation policy,
depending on whether the platform considered is homogeneous or heterogeneous.
However, determining EFTs can depend greatly on the configuration of the
underlying hardware and on the model of the system considered.
List schedulers are naturally dynamic, where scheduling takes place at the same
time as tasks are executed. By prioritising tasks in the queue at each scheduling
event, then list scheduling is not bound to a single cycle time as static schedulers are.
Instead, a prioritisation scheme could choose to run the shortest tasks first, giving
them better responsiveness [125]. The list scheduling architecture is suitable for the
industrial scenario, as the existing FairShare policy is a list scheduler.
Because of their structure, list schedulers can be easily chained, where the
allocation of a high-level LS is to the lists of lower-level LSs, rather than to actual
hardware resources. The typical network topology of datacentres and Grid systems
is that of a Thin Tree [126]. A thin tree network has links further away from the root
being faster. This reflects the high-speed interconnects available between physically
proximate clusters and slower WAN links between geographically distributed
datacentres. The chaining of LSs means that they can be composed into a tree
structure that matches the underlying hardware platform. This aids in clarity for the
scheduling policy, as well as making efficient use of the network links, as the
communications flow along the platform’s natural tree structure.
An issue with the list scheduling architecture when run dynamically is that if the
head of the queue cannot run, the rest of the queue must wait. This can lead to lower-
than-optimal utilisation, especially if there are tasks later in the queue that could run
immediately. Backfilling is often proposed as a solution to this [104], but backfilling is
only possible if the list scheduler is being run in a static or batch way. Therefore, the
ordering policy used has a large impact on the ability of the list scheduler to deliver
good performance metrics. Poor or overly-simplistic ordering policies may not reflect
the prioritisation that users want.
List scheduling policies by default do not consider dependencies. Instead, they
treat the queue of work as entirely independent tasks. To take dependencies into
Algorithm 3.1 Pseudocode for a typical List Scheduler
A is the set of all tasks
P is the set of all processors
O (A) returns an ordered list of A
for each task A (i) in the order supplied by O (A) :




assign task A (i) to processor P (j)
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account, a system where only ready tasks can be added to the queue must be
implemented. However, this can lead to the multiple waits problem if the ordering
policy ignores dependencies.
An advantage that static scheduling policies have is that they know their
workload in advance, and are therefore known as clairvoyant [91]. An issue with
dynamic policies such as list scheduling is that they will always be suboptimal with
respect to makespan compared to clairvoyant policies. Formally, it has been shown
that no non-clairvoyant policy can achieve an average makespan shorter then 4/3
that of a clairvoyant policy [91], where the average is across the entire space of
inputs. However, in the industrial scenario it is impossible to know the workload in
advance anyway, because users submit work continuously. Therefore the
theoretically-better results of static clairvoyant schedulers are unattainable in the
industrial scenario. Furthermore, focussing on the optimality of the schedule
makespan is contrary to the desires of the users, as they care far more about the
responsiveness of their jobs.
3.2.2 Generational Schedulers
Generational Schedulers (GS) work in a similar way to list schedulers. GS work by
only considering a subset of the ordered list at any time. The whole subset is then
allocated as if it were the entire list. This process is repeated as many times as is
necessary. This is shown in Figure 3.1, reproduced fromCarter et. al. [34]. As with the
list scheduling architecture, the GS architecture requires an ordering and an allocation
policy to be defined.
GS are essentially a kind of batch list scheduler, although they only schedule a
subset of the queue with each batch, rather than the whole queue. The construction
of the subset can be made in any way desired, but traditionally only selects tasks that
are immediately ready to run, that is, ones that have all their dependencies satisfied
[34].
A true batch list scheduler would run another batch of work once the whole of
the previously scheduled batch has completed, although this is unsuitable for the
industrial scenario due to there being no satisfactory batch size. GS incorporates
somewhat more dynamic behaviour and instead re-runs the GS every time a
running task finishes [34]. At that point, it discards the previously created schedule
and adds any tasks that have not yet started back into the current batch. With this
approach a task may actually be scheduled to several different processors before it
actually starts execution. Yet the industrial scenario considers a geographically
distributed grid. In a distributed system, the data required for tasks must be
transferred to the appropriate location before the task can begin execution there.
Rescheduling of the same task to different locations before it actually runs is likely to
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Figure 3.1: Generational Scheduler structure from Carter et. al. [34]
mean that a significant amount of network traffic is wasted, although this may only
be an issue if network capacity is a limiting factor.
The Opportunistic Load Balancing (OLB) algorithm is a simple greedy
generational scheduler [34, 45, 117]. This policy simply assigns each ready task in
FIFO order to the processor on which it will start earliest. Topcuoglu et. al. [160]
noted that this does not tend to produce schedules with optimal makespan. In
addition, FIFO ordering will lead to the multiple waits problem as well as causing
the responsiveness of shorter tasks to suffer relative to that of larger ones.
Liang and Jiliu [111] extend GS to consider two sets of tasks at each generation:
those that have tasks still dependent on them (sources), and those that do not (sinks).
The sinks are then all scheduled before those tasks which are sources. This policy
could be unhelpful in a situation of high loadwhere there are some independent tasks
in the workload. These independent tasks would be prioritised over the sources, even
if the sources had been waiting much longer. This could prevent the sources from
starting, leading to poor responsiveness overall.
3.2.3 Task Duplication Schedulers
Given a set of tasks which must communicate and a network of finite speed,
sometimes tasks will be delayed from starting due to data having to be transferred
across the network. While the task is waiting, therefore, the processor it is assigned
to is idle. Task duplication approaches understand this, and detect if a processor
would be idle waiting for data for longer than it would take to simply run the
predecessor task again [154]. Task duplication schedulers will therefore run a task
twice on different processors in order to avoid the time penalty incurred by the
network transfer. Task Duplication schedulers are static schedulers [14, 140, 154].
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The original task duplication algorithm is CPM, developed by Colin and
Chrétienne [44] for a model of unbounded processors. Pseudocode for this is shown
in Algorithm 3.2. A proof is given by Colin and Chrétienne [44] that this algorithm,
of polynomial complexity, produces an optimally-low makespan for task sets where
communication costs are strictly smaller than computation costs. Performance
improvements over the original algorithm are given in Ahmad and Kwok [2],
Baruah [14] and Ranaweera and Agrawal [140].
Task duplication approaches have some serious drawbacks. These algorithms are
only proved to be optimal for makespan where communication costs are less than
computation costs [2]. Yet the greatest benefits they are likely to achieve would be
when communication delays are greater than computation delays. Furthermore, the
most difficult part of the scheduling problem comes when communication and
calculation costs are roughly the same [148].
This means that these algorithms are only suitable for a portion of the possible
scheduling problems. This is a significant limitation because it may not be possible
to determine in advance whether or not a scheduling problem holds to the
restriction that communication costs are strictly less than computation costs. This is
even more true in a heterogeneous system, where average cases can be significantly
different from worst cases. It is stated by Ahmad and Kwok [2] that the schedules
created through task duplication algorithms tend not to be robust against differences
between estimated and actual execution time, a critical flaw in real-world systems
where execution times may not be known accurately in advance.
Another fundamental assumption in the task duplication algorithms is that there
are no tasks from other jobs that can be runwhile a given task is waiting for data. That
is, that they execute alone or on a very lightly loaded system. At the level of a whole
grid, however, throughput is as important as response time. Duplicating tasks of the
current job will cause tasks of later jobs that would otherwise have started on the idle
processors to have their start times delayed. This may decrease the response time of
the current job, but would also decrease overall throughput. This would cause overall
response times to increase even though each job’s response times may decrease. As
Algorithm 3.2 CPM Scheduling
A is an ordered set of all tasks
Determine the Earliest Start Time of each task without network delays
Sort A by decreasing Earliest Start Time
Determine critical paths for all a 2 A :
Find b, the latest  finishing predecessor of a if exists
if b exists and is not already part of a critical path :
Critical  link a with b
Allocate each critical path to a processor
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high throughput and low response time for a whole workload on a grid is important,
as for the reasons above, task duplication scheduling is unlikely to be suitable for
scheduling at a grid level.
3.2.4 Clustering Schedulers
Clustering schedulers [19, 67, 114] are a different method to attempt to minimise the
contribution of network transmissions to turnaround times. Clustering schedulers
work by using the pattern of dependencies to identify clusters of communicating
tasks. These clusters are allocated to the same cluster or to sets of machines that have
low network costs between them. Clustering schedulers are usually static
schedulers.
Lo [114] describes a graph clustering algorithm based on Max Flow/Min Cut
theory where the edges in the dependency graph are weighted to represent data
volumes. Chen et. al. [38] present an algorithm that combines a Generational
Scheduler with a graph clustering postprocessor. Their clustering postprocessor
weights nodes as to the computation time and network costs of themselves and all
their predecessors. They then use an algorithm akin to greedy depth-first search to
identify clusters, like that in Bittencourt et. al. [19].
A family of clustering algorithms for unbounded processors are described in
Gersaoulis and Yang [67]. This family iteratively coalesces individual tasks onto
processors, and pseudocode for this is shown in Algorithm 3.3. The algorithms differ
in their means of efficiently identifying which pairs should be considered first, in
order to most rapidly coalesce clusters. The ‘DC’ and ‘MCP’ algorithms presented
identify the critical paths (longest paths through a workflow) and cluster these first.
When clusters hold more than one task, the MCP algorithm uses decreasing sum of
successor execution times to form an ordering. This prioritises the starting of new
jobs over finishing those that have already begun.
One issue with clustering algorithms is that in their aim to minimise network
traffic, they can end up clustering tasks from the same job onto too few processors.
This lowers network costs but because this reduces the amount of parallelism that
Algorithm 3.3 Clustering Algorithm from Gerasoulis and Yang [67]
A is set of all tasks
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is extracted from the job, responsiveness can suffer. Lo [114] uses an ‘interference’
parameter on jobs that are assigned to the same processor to try to mitigate this effect.
Some batch scheduling policies have been proposed that use clustering ideals to
minimise network delays. A natural way of doing this is to allocate all the tasks on
the critical path of a job on to the same processing node. This algorithm is presented
in Topcuoglu et. al. [160], where it is termed Critical Path On a Processor (CPOP) and
also in Bittencourt [18, 19] where it is termed the Path Clustering Heuristic (PCH).
These approaches work by performing depth-first searches from source tasks to sink
tasks that are greedy with respect to the edge weights.
While the bulk of their analysis is related to the makespan of the workload,
Bittencourt [18] considered the impact of using their PCH algorithm on fairness.
They show that PCH combined with interleaving of tasks is able to deliver a fair
distribution of job slowdown, a measure of responsiveness. However, their analysis
only considers the scheduling of 10 workflows on 2, 10 or 25 processors. Further
analysis would be needed to examine whether their approach would provide the
same results with the industrial workload, with tens of thousands of workflows on a
large-scale grid platform.
A problem with the approaches of Topcuoglu et. al [160] and Bittencourt [18] is
that they assume tasks are all single-core, and assume networking delays occur
between all cores in a system. In the industrial scenario, there are no network delays
within clusters, because each cluster uses a single networked file system for disk
storage. However, the approach could be extended to consider multicore tasks being
assigned to the same cluster.
An assumption made by the clustering schedulers examined here is that the
platforms are homogeneous in architecture, in the sense that all tasks can run on all
processors. This is not the case in the industrial scenario, where some applications in
a workflow are limited to a particular kind of hardware. This leads to unavoidable
network delays as the data must be copied between clusters of different hardware
architectures. The CPOP and PCH greedy heuristics would not be able to work
directly in this situation, because it may not be possible to schedule the critical paths
on a single cluster because of architectural restrictions. With a suitable extension to
consider architectures, these approaches may be relevant to the industrial scenario.
Most clustering heuristics are static schedulers, which preclude them from being
directly relevant to the industrial scenario. However, the clustering aspect of the
problem is entirely related to the allocation phase of scheduling. Therefore, there is
no reason why it could not be integrated into a fully dynamic scheduler, such as a
list scheduling algorithm. Furthermore, because the volumes of data produced by
the industrial workflows can be very large, minimising network transfers is an
important goal. To this end, a combination of the extensions to consider multicore
tasks and incompatible architectures is included in the load balancer presented in
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Section 5.3. This load balancing policy keeps tasks from the same job of the same
architecture together, so they will always be assigned to the same cluster.
3.2.5 Search-Based Schedulers
Due to the fact that the dependent task scheduling problem is NP-Complete, the space
of possible schedules for any realistic workload is too large to explore exhaustively.
There are several classes of general search-based algorithms that do well in exploring
large search spaces efficiently. The reader is referred to Whitley [167] for a thorough
introduction to the concepts used in search-based algorithms, and especially those of
fitness functions, crossover, mutation and convergence.
Search-based algorithms work by considering a population of individuals and
ranking them using a ‘fitness’ function. A subset of the fittest individuals are then
selected and have the crossover and mutation operators applied to generate a new
population. Over time, the algorithms should converge to a solution that is close to
optimal.
In the context of scheduling, typically each member of the population is a static
schedule. A large amount of research into search-based scheduling uses the workload
makespan as the fitness [20, 21, 23, 51, 158, 166, 173]. Alternative fitness functions
include the number of deadline misses [129] or the degree to which load is evenly
balanced [132].
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) tend to have a substantial population and derive new
populations through crossover and mutation. Each iteration takes significant
compute time due to the size of the population, but few iterations are required until
convergence. Each individual can have its fitness calculated independently, which
means that each iteration of a GA is amenable to parallelisation. GAs have been used
to perform both ordering and allocation [129, 158, 166] or just allocation [173].
Rather than evolving an entire population, the Simulated Annealing (SA)
approach instead evolves a single individual [152, 158]. At each iteration, a
neighbourhood of new individuals is generated through mutations of the currently
selected candidate. If a new solution has a better fitness value, it is always accepted
and replaces the current individual. If the fitness value is worse, it will only be
accepted if it is less worse than a given ‘temperature’. Over time, this temperature
cools. This means that a wide search area is possible at the start, but over time the
algorithm will tend towards straight hill-climbing, where only strictly better
solutions are accepted. Hill-climbing through mutations is able to find good
solutions, because small improvements are cumulative where the solution space is
relatively smooth. Pseudocode for Simulated Annealing can be found in Algorithm
3.4.
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Algorithm 3.4 Simulated Annealing Pseudocode
A is current state, initialised with appropriate value
B is best solution found so far
T is the initial temperature
while T > 0 or there have been recent improvements :
Determine N through mutation of A
if fitness (N) > fitness (B) :
B N




Schoneveld et. al. [148] mathematically characterise the solution space for
dependent task scheduling over homogeneous processors. They find that the space
is self-similar, which they note is where simulated annealing is particularly good at
finding optimal solutions. Furthermore, SA is known to converge well [152], because
its rate of convergence or cooling can be manually tuned. A drawback of SA is that
because it only evolves a single individual, it is less amenable to parallelisation than
GAs. This would be a significant disadvantage as the search spaces of schedules at
grid scale are very large.
Boyer and Hura [20] noted the issues with designing effective crossover and
mutation operators for GA and SA algorithms and instead proposed a random
search algorithm. A schedule is produced by creating a random ordering of tasks
(respecting the topological ordering of dependencies) and then assigning these tasks
in order using an earliest finish time allocator. The algorithm produces a large
number of schedules this way and terminates either after a fixed number of
iterations have elapsed or after the best schedule found has not changed for some
time. Random search is highly amenable to parallelisation, as each generation of a
schedule can happen completely independently. Boyer and Hura [20] claim that
their approach produces similar quality solutions to SA and GAs.
The great strength of search-based algorithms is at finding solutions that are
closest to optimal compared to other heuristics [23]. Furthermore, they can achieve
this with with respect to a wide variety of fitness functions. However, a problem of
being so close to optimal in the context of scheduling, especially when measuring
optimality by makespan, is that their solutions are often ‘fragile’. If tasks overrun
their estimates, they are likely to cause knock-on effects that can severely disrupt the
rest of the schedule and lead to behaviour that is far from optimal [54].
A weakness of search-based algorithms is that they tend to be markedly slower
than heuristics used for scheduling directly [23]. The size of the search spaces are
large, even for small workloads. This is because the number of possible orderings of
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tasks in a queue grows with the factorial of the number of tasks. While the search
algorithms do not have to consider every possible ordering, in order to find good
solutions they must be able to cover a reasonable sample of the space.
An approach which can be used to reduce the time taken by search-based
algorithms is to prime their populations with the output of a heuristic scheduling
policy [132, 158, 173]. In effect, this uses the search-based algorithm as a schedule
postprocessor. Yet with good heuristic policies, there may be diminishing returns on
the usefulness of the postprocessor. The empirical research performed by Braun et.
al. [21] shows that their GA typically returned schedules with makespans only 12%
shorter than those created by the simple Min-Min list scheduler. This gain is actually
more than offset by the execution time required to run the GA. Furthermore, the use
of poor heuristics may bias the search algorithm away from more fruitful areas of the
search space [173].
The most critical issue with for search-based algorithms with respect to the
industrial context is that they are fundamentally static scheduling policies. This is
because the individuals used for the iterative procedures are encodings of static
schedules. It might be theoretically possible to use a search-based policy as a
scheduler in a batch mode or as part of a generational scheduler. However, these
architectures must re-run the algorithm every time a batch or a task finishes. Due to
the time taken for the search algorithms to execute, this is likely to be prohibitive in
terms of the computation time required [51]. As the range of task execution times
precludes the use of a static or batch scheduling policy, these shortcomings mean
that search-based algorithms are unlikely to be suitable for the industrial grid
system.
3.2.6 Market-Based Schedulers
Most grids will tend to serve a large number of users who wish to have access to the
grid’s resources. However, this can lead to problems when demand for resources
outstrips supply. In this situation, some jobs must either have to wait until demand
reduces again, or not be executed at all (called starvation). Traditional schedulers
handle this situation by queueing up work. They decide what to run either through
statically allocated priorities or through partitioning of the underlying hardware
resources.
Market-based schedulers do not schedule directly. Instead, users have budgets
which they allocate to their jobs and tasks [155]. The tasks and jobs then place bids
for computational resources in a virtual market [24, 53]. Agents representing
resources will sell resource access to the highest bidder, in order to maximise their
profit. Pseudocode for such an algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.5.
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With a properly configured market, well-understood market economics come
into play [165]. In most grids, supply will be relatively stable, as upgrades happen
infrequently. Therefore, pricing will be determined by demand. When demand is
high, those jobs with the highest values will be executed first. This should reflect the
priorities that the users desire.
Furthermore, real grids have real running costs. Although the internal market
may operate in a virtual currency, it may be possible to deduce an exchange rate from
this to real currency. This then lends itself to users external to the grid being able
to purchase computational power on demand [6, 53]. However, a virtual currency
comes with significant disadvantages such as the risks of depletion or inflation, and
these need to be actively managed [24].
However, with the flexibility of a market also comes the danger of market
instability [53]. This work considers a private grid, where users are nominally
trustworthy agents. However, there still need to be checks and balances such that an
ill-informed or inexperienced user cannot perturb the stability of the system. These
checks can incur significant overhead [24, 53].
Scheduling through market forces alone is even more complex when dealing with
dependent task sets. In order to achieve good turnaround times, the highest level of
parallelism is desirable. Yet for valuable dependent task sets, each processor agent
might wish to execute the whole set serially in order to maximise profit, even though
this would be seriously detrimental to responsiveness. It is possible to use soft real-
time value judgments to help decide which tasks should be run soonest, but this can
impose a great deal of calculation overhead.
Algorithm 3.5Market-Based Scheduling Pseudocode
A is the set of tasks















is the network cost for running Ai on Pj
At each time tick (centralised) :
or
Continuously (decentralised) :
For all free processors Pj :
For all tasks (centralised) Ai :
or
For all tasks in neighbourhood (decentralised) Ai :








  N  Ai, Pj !
Allocate Amax to Pj
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A strength of markets is that they can operate in both a centralised or a
decentralised way. For fault-tolerant purposes, decentralisation is extremely
valuable, especially because grids are geographically distributed and can be
controlled by many separate entities [53]. Removing a single point of failure is
therefore technically and politically attractive to the operators of the grid. However,
because of this decentralisation, market-based schedulers can generate a great deal
of network traffic overhead while communicating all the bids and offers across the
network.
The greatest drawback for using market-based schedulers is that the frameworks
that power typical industrial Grids (GridEngine [134] and LSF [138]) are not built
with the assumptions or the architecture of a market-based scheduler in mind [53].
Changing the framework that runs the grid is beyond the scope of this work as
specified by the industrial partner. As the contribution of this work is designed to
integrate with such existing frameworks, a market-based architecture may not be
suitable.
Furthermore, pricing can only be a proxy for priority, and priority is only a proxy
for ordering. The important metrics of short, fair response times for jobs and high
overall throughput are not encoded into market-based scheduling policies. Instead,
these can only be observed as emergent effects of the functioning of the market [24,
53]. Because of this, the author believes that tuning the market parameters in order to
achieve emergent effects is likely to be more difficult than constructing a scheduling
policy directly to achieve the desired performance.
3.2.7 Schedule Postprocessing
Where very large scale workloads must be scheduled, it may be desirable to produce
an initial schedule with a low-complexity scheduling algorithm that can cope with
such scales. However, these schedules producedmay be far from optimal. There exist
algorithms that require a schedule as input and use further heuristics to attempt to
improve the input schedule. This gives rise to the concept of a schedule postprocessor,
or what Lo [114] terms the task migration stage.
Backfilling is one of the most common kinds of schedule postprocessing [52, 104].
Backfilling is useful where parallel tasks are waiting for a sufficient number of cores
to become free. During this time, backfilling would start a task whose execution time
means that it would finish before the number of cores required become free.
Dimitriadou and Karatza [52] studied the impact of inaccurate estimates on a
backfilling algorithm by including the maximum amount of pessimism in the
execution time estimates considered for backfilling. They found that as the quality of
estimates decreased, so did the responsiveness achieved by the scheduler. They only
considered estimate inaccuracies up to 30%, which is likely to be an unreasonably
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tight bound following the results of Bailey Lee et. al. [107]. Mu’alem and Feitelson
[124] found the opposite, however, where a small level of inaccuracy increased the
flexibility of the scheduler, enabling improved responsiveness. However, Mu’alem
and Feitelson [124] noted that the user estimate inaccuracies were usually worse
than the estimates they considered.
While backfilling is useful in principle, it is mainly helpful where a parallel job
might queue for a very long waiting for sufficient cores to become free. In the
industrial scenario considered, the scale of the system means that tasks are finishing
all the time, and large parallel jobs never have to wait too long to start execution.
The industrial partner had disabled backfilling approaches because the inaccuracies
of task execution times were large enough to cause problems, while the performance
penalty of not using backfilling is minor due to the scale of the system.
Networking delays can be reduced by using a schedule postprocessor too. Wu
et. al. [169] use a local search algorithm to see if moving each task to other nearby
processors would achieve any decrease in the finishing time of the task. If so, then the
task is re-assigned. If a global search were used, then the complexity of this algorithm
would make it intractable. However, because only a local search is used, they claim
that it can lead to improvements on an existing schedule in a reasonable timescale.
Maheswaran and Siegel [116] use a generational scheduling style approach as
their postprocessor. They divide a workload into ‘blocks’, which are sets of tasks that
have no dependencies between them, and only depend on tasks in previous blocks.
They then use one of three list schedulers described to see if any tasks need
rescheduling. They compare their postprocessed approach with a pure generational
scheduler, and determine that it shows an improvement in makespan, but only of
3-4%, and they acknowledge that this may not be statistically significant.
Postprocessors can also be used to enhance a schedule according to a different
metric than the original schedule was produced against. Sugavanam et. al. [158]
describe an approachwhere the original schedules were optimised against makespan,
and presented heuristics that attempted to improve the robustness of the schedule
with regard to execution time inaccuracies.
The main issue with schedule postprocessing approaches for the industrial
scenario is the overhead incurred relative to the gain achieved. The papers surveyed
tended to give improvements of only a few percent on the workload makespan.
Furthermore, other than backfilling, none of the postprocessing approaches are
relevant to dynamic schedulers, which are required in the industrial scenario. It is
worth considering whether a better gain would be achieved by having the aims of a
schedule postprocessor (low network costs, higher utilisation etc.) encoded directly
into the scheduler, rather than being added on separately. To do this, more
information must be supplied to the scheduler. However, if it being supplied to the
postprocessor, it must be possible to make it available to the scheduler as well.
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3.3 Scheduler Input Information and Constraints
Any kind of scheduling is a kind of prioritisation. However, in order for this
prioritisation to be effective, the scheduler must have some knowledge about the
work it is trying to schedule. With no knowledge, the scheduler cannot perform well
[41, 42]. Where constraints on the schedule are present, is is necessary to give this
information to the scheduler so that an infeasible schedule is not produced.
A balance must be struck because if too much information is supplied to the
scheduler it can result in increased time to create the schedule. Furthermore, the
process of scheduling often involves tradeoffs, especially under situations of high or
over-load. Supplying too much information can make the tradeoffs harder to
manage because of the increased amount of information available. Most importantly,
the scheduler needs to know enough pertinent information about the workload so
that it can efficiently create schedules. These need to meet the requirements of the
users and administrators of the grid along with the constraints of the workload and
platform. This section will examine the kinds of information and constraints that can
be supplied to a scheduler and survey scheduling policies that make use of these.
3.3.1 Execution Time Estimates
In a dynamic scheduling system, execution times cannot be known in advance with
certainty, and hence estimates must be supplied. Nevertheless, providing estimates
enables much better scheduling approaches to be applied. This is noted by Codd
[41, 42] in some of the earliest research on scheduling, where he stated that, “When
elapsed times are not available, scheduling necessarily becomes very primitive”. This
statementmay be naïve to a degree, becausemodern schedulers have to balancemany
competing requirements and goals, which may not necessitate the knowledge of task
execution.
Supplying task execution time estimates is an ongoing research problem, because
users tend to only have a vague idea of the execution time of their tasks [107].
Methods analysing users’ historical work submitted to the grid seem to give the
most promising results, with Lazarevic´ [105] able to give a median estimation error
of 5%. However, these approaches will always have their limitations due to real
submissions being highly noisy and bursty [156].
Despite execution time estimates being difficult to obtain accurately, they are
used by a huge number of modern schedulers. Garey et. al. [66] describe the longest
remaining time first algorithm, while they and Topcouglu [160] consider shortest
remaining time first. These clearly need a knowledge of how long tasks will execute
for. Tzafestas et. al. [162] weight tasks by the amount of successor work, which also
requires an estimate of the time this work will take. Saule et. al. [147] use execution
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time estimates along with a parallelism requirement in order to inform the number
of cores allocated to malleable tasks. Cao et. al. [33] consider fuzzy time estimates
represented by a trapezoidal probability distribution.
3.3.2 Parallelism/Core Requirements
At the moment a task begins to execute, the number of cores it will be started on must
be known. Some kinds of parallel tasks, which include those used for CFD, can be
scaled to run over a range of core counts. Some scheduling policies are able to decide
on behalf of tasks how many cores to allocate at runtime, in order to optimise the
packing of tasks onto cores. This is an example of what is known in the literature as
mouldable scheduling [147]. The similar problem but where the number of cores can
be varied during runtime is known as malleable scheduling [25].
As with most scheduling problems, these problems are NP-Complete [25] and are
an active field of research [25, 56, 89, 146]. However, despite the theoretical interest in
this problem, the core counts in the industrial context of this research are so closely
bounded by RAM and network latency constraints that they can be considered to be
fixed, as described in Chapter 2.
3.3.3 Ownership Attributes
The user who submits work to the grid can be used for prioritisation. This is
especially useful where a ‘fair’ allocation of resources between users is necessary.
For a more detailed kind of prioritisation, both the user and the group/team that
they are a part of can be supplied. These, along with the core counts required are the
attributes used by the FairShare scheduling policy currently in production on the
industrial cluster. FairShare was already described and discussed in detail in
Chapter 2.
3.3.4 Dependencies
There is a distinct spectrum within workflows relating to how parallel they can be.
At one extreme, there are workflows with a single path that are strictly sequential. At
the other extreme are jobs whose work can be arbitrarily divided into fragments, and
whose time to execute is inversely proportional to the number of processors. These
highly parallel workflows are known by the term embarrassingly parallel. In between
these two extremes are those jobs termed semi-parallel [148]. This is where a job can
be broken down into a number of tasks, some of which may be sequential and some
of which may be embarrassingly parallel, but where these tasks require data to flow
between them.
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Dependencies are an essential feature of the workloads considered in the
industrial scenario. Their intricate processing chains are made up of several pieces of
software, which requires data transfer between each part of the process [117, 160].
The presence of a dependency means that successor tasks may not be scheduled
until a predecessor task has completed, and, if applicable, any data transfers have
been made. In order that computing resources are not wasted by scheduling a
successor task before its data is ready, the scheduler must be informed of
dependencies. Dependencies are represented using graphs, with a consensus in the
literature that they are represented by Directed Acyclic Graphs [2, 32, 72, 120, 160].
The efficient scheduling of workflows or jobs containing such dependencies has
been a subject of study since the UNIVAC computer [42, 94] and, previously, in
Operations Research [76]. An important step in the study of workflow scheduling
was made in the 1950s, with the development of the Critical Path Method (CPM)
[94]. The Critical Path method was developed to identify those tasks that lay on the
longest single path through a workflow. This longest path is termed the critical path.
If any of the tasks on the critical path were to be delayed, the completion of the
whole workflow would be delayed. The CPM also allowed the calculation of the
amount that other tasks in the workflow could be late, or ‘slack’, without affecting
the final completion time.
Dependency graphs are used in different ways by different algorithms. In order
to ensure that dependencies are always satisfied before execution of tasks begins, the
Levelised Min-Time heuristic groups tasks by level [32], as did the generational
scheduling approach of Carter et. al. [34]. The level of a task is the number of tasks
between the source and the considered tasks. These levels are ordered one after
another, and tasks with the smallest execution times are ordered first within each
level [160].
In the industrial scenario, the problem with grouping tasks by level is that jobs
arrive continuously. Newly arrived jobs would add their source tasks to the first
group, which is given the highest priority. This would mean that newly arrived jobs
would in effect be given higher priority than those that had been waiting for longer.
In a highly loaded system such as the industrial grid, this would quickly cause all
jobs to starve, as new jobs would start but no jobs would be able to complete.
Instead of grouping tasks by level, the structure of the dependency graph can be
used to prioritise tasks. For example, tasks can be prioritised by the counting the
number of their dependencies [39, 151]. This uses the assumption that a task with a
high number of dependencies is more likely to fall on the critical path, and is
therefore important to execute as early as possible. Where execution time estimates
are available, it is possible to explicitly calculate the critical path and schedule the
tasks on the critical path first [160, 169], bearing in mind that the partial order
specified by the DAG must still be respected.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of List Schedulers
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The priorities given to tasks can also be weighted using information from the
task graph. Tzafestas et. al. [162] give an algorithm that weights tasks by the total
execution time of their successor tasks. Shirazi et. al. [151] use a weighting
calculated from a hybrid of the critical path and the weighted total execution time.
Topcuoglu et. al. [160] introduce the concept of the upward and downward ranks.
These ranks give each task a weighting based on the longest path from the task to its
latest sink or earliest source, respectively. The upward and downward ranks are
essentially the lengths of the critical paths up to and following the considered task.
In the process of reviewing the literature, it was realised that using the upward
rank as a weighting has two highly desirable properties for scheduling dependent
tasks. Firstly, ordering tasks by their upward rank gives an ordering that is also
topologically sorted. That means that by executing tasks in decreasing order of
upward rank, all dependencies will be satisfied (if only one task were run at a time).
Furthermore, tasks on the critical path will have larger upward ranks than those that
are not. This is also advantageous where responsiveness is required, because
ordering tasks by their upward rank will mean the critical path will be scheduled
first.
An ordering policy that sorts tasks with the largest upward rank first was
introduced by Topcuoglu et. al. [160], who termed it Longest Remaining Time First,
or LRTF. They used it as the ordering part of their HEFT static list scheduling policy.
LRTF ensures that the largest tasks are started first, which is a useful heuristic when
performing bin-packing to optimise the workload makespan for static schedules.
However, in a dynamic system, LRTF has some significant disadvantages. Firstly, as
with grouping tasks by level, LRTF will prioritise starting newly-arrived work over
finishing older jobs, penalising responsiveness and leading to starvation under
periods of overload. Furthermore, LRTF runs the largest tasks first, which is the
opposite of what the users in the industrial scenario require, as they need
responsiveness for the smallest tasks [147]. Cao et. al. [32] describe a policy that uses
the upward ranks to group tasks and then performs generational scheduling using
upward ranks. This approach seems like it would doubly compound the issues with
responsiveness when new tasks are started before old ones finish, however.
When running tasks on a large cluster, there may be resources free to start tasks
that don’t yet have their dependencies satisfied, even if their upward rank/LRTF is
largest. Therefore, when operating in a grid environment, the scheduler must
manage the queue and only admit tasks that have had their dependencies satisfied.
By using upward ranks, though, tasks could be admitted to the head of the queue if
their weighting is sufficient.
Where the scheduler tracks which tasks have had their dependencies satisfied,
other policies become possible. The Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF) policy [147]
orders tasks by increasing order of upward rank. In a dynamic scheduling system,
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this prioritises small tasks and tasks that have little work left to run. This is good
because it should achieve high levels of responsiveness. However, under overload
situations, the largest tasks may never reach the head of the queue and so would
starve [10].
To try to avoid the problem of new tasks being prioritised over older ones, a policy
is proposed in Hagras and Janec˘ek [72] that orders tasks based on the job start time
subtracted from the upward rank. A disadvantage with this policy is that it could
not distinguish between a newly arrived small task and a large task that has been
waiting for a long time. This means that small tasks are not as effectively prioritised
compared to a policy like SRTF.
Hybrid weightings are also possible. Tzafestas et. al [162] suggest an approach
which calculates orders using four different ordering algorithms. They determine a
weighting for each task by summing the ranks of each task in all four orderings. The
final order is then based on these values.
3.3.5 Scheduling with Network Delays
The clusters that make up the industrial grid (or any large-scale grid architecture)
are connected by Wide Area Networks. Several kinds of network traffic place load
on these WANs, including applications, input and output data and cluster state.
Unfortunately, the bandwidth between geographically distributed datacenters is
expensive, because of the cost of building large networks. Furthermore, the speed at
which available network bandwidth is growing is slower than Moore’s Law [128].
With limited inter-cluster bandwidth and an ever-increasing amount of information
to be transferred, schedulers must operate very carefully to ensure that the WAN
links do not become a bottleneck.
The previously discussed clustering [18, 114] and task duplication [14, 44, 82]
schedulers are designed for precisely this situation. Search-based algorithms can be
extended to handle network costs by including a calculation of these in how
makespan is calculated [51, 166]. None of these approaches are suitable for the
industrial scenario because of their static nature, however.
When scheduling a parallel job, communications between tasks on different
clusters must be considered. The relative contribution of the time taken for work to
execute and to transfer data can be described using the Communication to
Computation Ratio (CCR) [2].
The problem of allocating tasks to processors at extreme values of CCR tends to be
trivial [148]. Given homogeneous processors and negligible network transfer times,
any random allocation will produce results similar to any other, and hence similar
to the optimal [74]. Instead, if the time spent processing were negligible relative to
the network transfers, then all jobs should be assigned to one processor in order to
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avoid any network accesses. Therefore, there are distinct zones in the spectrumwhere
sequential and parallel execution are best.
The transition point between parallel and sequential execution is investigated by
Schoneveld et. al. [148] using simulated annealing to find close-to-optimal schedules
across the spectrum of CCR. They found that there is a sharp transition between the
zones of optimal sequential and parallel allocation. Furthermore, the time for the
simulated annealing algorithm to converge on a solution is much larger at the zone
of transition. The mathematical analysis of Schoneveld et. al. [148] shows what has
been suspected for a long time [66], that the zone where the simplest greedy heuristic
algorithms tend to produce solutions that are far from optimal is where the time spent
processing and transferring data is roughly equal. To get schedulers that are closer to
optimal, information must be provided about the underlying network architecture.
In the industrial scenario, network delays are substantial, and efforts to ensure
that tasks from the same job run as close by as possible are useful. However, the
contribution of communication delays to the response time of jobs is as yet still
exceeded by the computation times. From the results of Schoneveld et. al. [148],
therefore, there should be a possibility to use heuristic policies to produce schedules
where networking is not the limiting factor in responsiveness.
List schedulers and generational schedulers can be extended to consider network
costs by updating the Earliest Finish Time (EFT) allocator to take into account the
time taken to transfer data to a task before execution [34, 160]. These papers assume
a network model where there is no contention on the links, but communication and
computation cannot happen at the same time. An alternative approach is taken by
Huang et. al. [80], with a model that assumes that communication and computation
can be concurrent, and uses the structure of the dependency graph to start transfers
early where tasks not on the critical path have finished.
EFT allocation policies in list schedulers are helpful where a single list scheduler
has global knowledge of the network, such as those presented by Huang et. al. [80],
Topcuoglu et. al. [160] and Carter et. al. [34]. However, in the industrial grid
considered, this is likely to be infeasible due to the scale and the bandwidth required
to centralise all scheduling information. Instead, a hierarchical approach to list
scheduling is currently used. Allocation happens at a higher level first, as tasks are
load balanced between clusters. Ordering is then applied on the queues within each
cluster.
3.3.6 Scheduling with Platform Heterogeneity
There can be many kinds of heterogeneity in a grid system, where machines may
differ in their:
• Hardware architectures (Instruction sets, presence of FPGAs or GPUs)
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• Resources on each processing node (disk, RAM, CPU core count)
• Network link speeds and topology
• Operating systems, installed software, and versions of these
• Ownership of the machine, permissions and capacity allowances
The heterogeneity problem really has two distinct aspects. The first aspect is that
restrictions on the architecture, software or permissions on each cluster will mean that
only a subset of the grid’s resources may be available for any task to run on. This is
the case in the industrial gridwhere somemachines are provisionedwith significantly
more RAM or disk space than others. In this case, the allocation problem is to select
an appropriate free resource from this subset bearing in mind the requirements of the
task at hand. This may need to take networking delays into account, as discussed in
the previous section.
The second aspect is to consider grid resources that can run the same tasks, but
where the processors run at different speeds. Many researchers have considered this
problem [49, 51, 117, 160], and a summary of algorithms for scheduling with
heterogeneity is given in Table 3.2. It is also essentially an allocation problem.
Information that the allocator may require includes the platform speeds and load.
Under situations of heavy load, the allocator must make the tradeoff between
assigning tasks to highly-loaded but fast clusters vs. more lightly loaded but slower
clusters. In the dynamic schedulers surveyed, this tradeoff is universally managed
by selecting the resource that will give the EFT for tasks [160]. The differences
between policies relate to how much information they require to calculate this EFT.
An approach considered in Dhodi et. al. [51] is to schedule the tasks with the
highest estimated execution time to the fastest processors. Where dependencies are
present, it may also be advantageous to assign those tasks on the critical path to the
fastest processors, following the CPOP policy given in Topcuoglu et. al. [160]. Due to
the subtleties of processor architecture and design, the execution speed of tasks may
not be entirely driven by processor clock speed. The Sufferage policy is suggested by
Maheswaran et. al. [117] by comparing the execution speeds of tasks between the
faster and slower resources. The tasks that would suffer the most by having to run on
the slower resources are allocated to the fastest resources.
The issue with these approaches is that they add significant complexity to the
allocation problem. As discussed in Chapter 2, the industrial partner has found that
it is uneconomical to run processors that are any less than state-of-the-art due to their
power consumption requirements. Therefore, the added complexity of considering
heterogeneity as part of the allocation mechanism would not be worthwhile.
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Table 3.2: Heterogeneous List Schedulers
3.4 Scheduling for User-Level Aims
Traditional scheduling policies have been primarily designed to serve the needs of
grid administrators. Static schedulers seek to minimise the makespan of a workload.
In effect, this means that they maximise the utilisation of the grid resources during a
period of time. If these policies were applied in a dynamic scheduling scenario, their
aim would be to continuously maximise utilisation.
In the traditional days ofmainframes, computing timewas seen as highly precious
in relation to the time of the users. However, in recent years, the price of computing
time has fallen sufficiently so that users’ waiting time cannot be considered as merely
an incidental cost. Instead, in the industrial scenario context that the work is placed
in, the time of the highly skilled users needs to also be considered as highly valuable.
The users’ perspective on scheduling tends not to concentrate on utilisation,
because it is irrelevant to them how busy or otherwise the clusters are. Instead, as
described in Chapter 2, users care about responsiveness, fairness and the value
returned by the execution of their jobs.
3.4.1 Scheduling for Responsiveness
A key requirement of users is that their jobs are returned quickly. Furthermore, as
noted in Chapter 2, their productivity can be reduced as waiting times increase. This
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is because the number of iterations they can perform on a single design is reduced.
An important observation is made by Saule et. al. [147] that:
“A desired property of a scheduler is to avoid starvation while ensuring
overall good response time.” [147]
One way of measuring the responsiveness of jobs in a dynamically scheduled system
is by the stretch metric [15]. Stretch is the actual response time of a job relative to what
the response time would have been had the system been empty. Muthukrishnan et.
al. [125] show that the Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF) dynamic scheduling
policy is good for optimising average stretch. This result is validated by Bansal and
Pruhs [10], who show that SRTF is also good for optimising average flow. Flow [15]
is a measure of job throughput of the system.
A problem of SRTF, however, is that it is not starvation-free. As noted in Bansal
and Pruhs [10]:
“[SRTF] will not starve jobs until the system is near peak capacity.”
The trouble with this assertion is that for the industrial scenario considered, the grid
almost always operates at or near peak capacity - it is almost always saturated. The
survey by Bansal and Pruhs [10] considers several variants of SRTF, including shortest
total time first (STTF) and shortest elapsed time first (SETF). SETF seems like a poor
choice of scheduler, because under high load, new jobs would always have priority
to start before old jobs have completed. This would likely lead to a very high level of
job interleaving, which in turn leads the response times of all jobs to be large.
Saule et. al. [147] gave an alternative algorithm to minimise average stretch,
known as Deadline Based Online Scheduling (DBOS). DBOS takes the critical path of
the job and assigns a deadline of the CP extended by a fixed percentage of the CP.
This means that job deadlines are weighted by their execution time. This is the same
model adopted by Ghazzawi et. al. [68], although they apply the model to the
admission control problem rather than scheduling itself. This approach may also
struggle where there are changes in the level of load, because the percentage of the
CP with which to adjust the deadline may need to adjust over time in response to
load levels. Furthermore, DBOS is a batch scheduler, rendering it unsuitable for
situations where the variation in execution times is large.
3.4.2 Scheduling for Fairness
While no user wishes to be kept waiting for too long, users also tend to want to
perceive that their jobs are treated fairly. A particularly unfair situation can occur for
workloads where there is a range of job sizes. Saule et. al. [147] note that:
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“Since the flow time metric does not take the size of the tasks into
account, objective functions that utilize this metric tend to create
schedules in which small tasks spend as much time in the system as the
large tasks. This results in small tasks waiting in the system queue longer
than the large tasks, hence introduces unfairness against small tasks.”
Previous work on fair scheduling for workflows with dependencies has been
performed for static [175] and batch [77] schedulers. These are ineffective when there
is a wide variation in runtimes [27, 40, 57] because the response times required of the
smallest tasks (hours) are orders of magnitude smaller than the execution times of
the largest tasks (months), so no batch size will suit both. Effective prioritisation by
the scheduler is required to keep the system responsive for the smallest tasks but
avoid starvation for the largest ones. An ideal situation expressed by the users in the
industrial scenario would be that all jobs in the system would have a waiting time
proportionate to their execution time [147, 168].
This definition is refined by Zhao and Sakellariou [175] and defines fairness as all
workflows having a similar value of the slowdown metric. They define slowdown
as the response time of the job executing on the cluster alone divided by the actual
response time when other jobs are also present. This is similar to the reciprocal of
the SLR metric used by Topcuoglu et. al. [160] but would differ on clusters with a
small number of processors where a job could use more than the available number of
processors, as SLR considers jobs run on an unbounded cluster.
Zhao and Sakellariou [175] present a static scheduling policy that runs the jobwith
the smallest slowdown first. They calculate the downward rank and critical path of
each job by running each workflow alone on the system first. Jobs that consume a
larger share of the cluster are likely to suffer more (and hence have a smaller/worse
slowdown value) by having to share their capacity with other jobs. The approach by
Zhao and Sakellariou [175] will therefore tend to prioritise the largest jobs first. As
their approach is a static scheduling policy, this is useful to ensure the largest jobs are
started first when the desire is to minimise makespan. Furthermore, the task graphs
of all jobs are merged into a single DAG graphs. This makes it possible to find the
longest critical paths of any job, and schedule those first.
In a dynamic system, when the desire is to maximise fairness, it would seem to
make sense to use the slowdown metric to calculate how ‘late’ jobs are dynamically,
and use this for scheduling. Furthermore, it is not possible in a dynamic system to
merge all the DAGs of separate jobs into one large job, as this would be equivalent to
batching. Instead, a method would be necessary to weight tasks within each DAG on
a common scale so they can be scheduled without having to merge the graphs. These
intuitions for dynamic systems form part of the basis for the novel scheduling policy
that is presented in Chapter 6.
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A further issue with the approach of Zhao and Sakellariou [175] is that their
algorithm is only tested on 2-10 jobs and 20-500 tasks in a workload, and they note it
may struggle to scale above this. The task execution times were also sampled from a
uniform distribution, which is not what was observed in the industrial scenario.
They also run each workflow alone on the cluster first in order to measure its
execution time. Devoting an entire cluster or the whole grid to execute a single job at
a time is clearly infeasible in the industrial scenario as throughput would be
unacceptably low. Furthermore, as the industrial jobs only need to be run once to
deliver their results, there would then be no point in running them again. While
some of their intuitions are helpful, their policy as presented would be clearly
unsuitable for an online grid scheduler as is required.
Arpaci-Dusseau [9] uses multi-level feedback queues (MLFQs) to try to fairly
balance response times. Their policy does not assume that execution times are
known in advance, but instead moves tasks between queues by monitoring their
elapsed time. However, this is only possible because they assume a pre-emptive
execution model, which is not available in the industrial framework considered.
3.4.3 Scheduling for Value
Approaches for scheduling for responsiveness and fairness use execution time
estimates to define their metrics. However, the value to users of different jobs may
not be perfectly related to computation time. Instead, some scheduling policies
consider a model where users supply a value parameter along with their job [37, 86].
The aim of the scheduler is to maximise the value returned by the system, rather
than simply metrics relating to responsiveness or fairness. Lee et. al. [106] used
integer programming-inspired heuristics in a static approach to maximise the value
of tasks returned, where tasks required the use of several kinds of resources.
Dynamic scheduling policies cannot predict load in advance. They are therefore
likely to encounter at least some periods of overload, where work arrives faster than
it can be processed. Many scheduling policies designed to provide responsiveness,
especially SRTF, can suffer from starvation under overload [10]. The Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) policy is also designed to give good responsiveness with
respect to deadlines. However, as a system moves into overload, missed deadlines
can compound and reduce throughput dramatically [31].
A particular strength of value-based scheduling is in overload situations [37].
This is because having a notion of value means that the least valuable tasks can be
postponed or discarded [24, 31]. Without this knowledge, then arbitrary tasks may
be discarded or be starved of resources. This approach is particularly relevant for the
industrial context, therefore, because of the common periods of transient overload.
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Locke lays much of the groundwork of value scheduling in his PhD thesis [115].
In it, he shows that in a dynamic system, ordering tasks by decreasing value density
is optimal in situations where the workload is schedulable by EDF. However, this
proof will not necessarily hold for overloaded systems, as EDF exhibits rapid
performance degradation under overload [31]. An algorithm equivalent to Locke’s
value density termed Highest Density First is given by Bansal and Pruhs [10],
although they conclude that SRTF was better in real-world situations.
The value returned by tasks need not be static. Irwin et. al. [86] consider a model
whereby the values of tasks decays linearly with waiting time. This means that
values will eventually turn negative, leading to tasks with extended waiting times
not just having zero value, but applying a penalty. It is possible to use a
market-based system to actually perform the scheduling [24, 86]. Locke [115]
considers a model where value could vary over time, including to increase. This
relates to real-time systems, where it is often just as bad for a task’s results to arrive
early as arrive late [30]. However, in the industrial context there is no penalty to
tasks arriving early.
Burns et. al. [30] consider a system where multiple alternative pieces of software
can provide results. These different pieces of software have a tradeoff between the
precision or utility of their results and their computational resource requirements.
They give a detailed framework of how to develop a mathematically-sound
assignment of values to processes and their alternatives, although they do not
discuss where the notion of value should be derived from in the first place.
Furthermore, they do not give a scheduling policy.
A shortcoming of the value policies surveyed is that while the values of jobs may
vary with time, the execution times of tasks are not necessarily well-known in
advance. Users may also only have a weak understanding of how much value
should be assigned to different pieces of work. Furthermore, most research on
value-based work considers independent tasks, whereas in the industrial scenario,
value is only realised at the completion of an entire workflow. Chen and
Muhlethaler [37] consider dependencies with a static value-scheduling algorithm
akin to a generational scheduler that groups dependent tasks by level and then
prioritises by the number of successor tasks.
3.5 Summary
This literature survey examines the state of the art in scheduling research and
examines the approaches that have been applied to workflow scheduling on grid
computing architectures. Solving the grid scheduling problem optimally is known to
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be intractable (NP-Complete), especially at the scales at which production grid
systems operate.
A variety of scheduler architectures are surveyed. Although static scheduling
structures are not applicable to the dynamic nature of grid scheduling, they are
nevertheless surveyed as the policies they consider can give further insight into the
development of dynamic policies. Static or batch architectures included the
Generational, Clustering and Search-based approaches. List schedulers were
described and their merits in terms of flexibility and scalability were highlighted.
However, they need to be configured with ordering and allocation policies that are
suited to the workload and platform. Market-based schedulers were surveyed,
although the network overheads these incur in practice renders them less
appropriate to the industrial scenario. Furthermore, the fact that desirable schedule
attributes are not tuneable but emergent, along with the architecture being alien to
the existing grid management systems makes a market-based system less promising
an avenue for development.
Real platforms have constraints, and schedulers must model these constraints
accordingly. Dependencies are a critical part of grid workloads, and respecting them
is an essential role of the scheduler. By using dependency information, better
schedules can be created, across the scheduling architectures. Execution time and
parallelism requirements help the scheduler achieve better prioritisation and
matching of tasks to available hardware. The difficulties in accurately estimating
execution times even with state-of-the-art techniques is also noted.
Networking delays are inherent to any distributed system, and several ways of
modelling these and taking them into account by scheduling policies were surveyed.
Heterogeneity in the underlying platform is also a complicating factor in scheduling.
Many scheduling policies were designed to manage heterogeneity where different
processors ran at different speeds. This is less important for the industrial scenario,
because the pressure to reduce power consumption leads to continual upgrades to
use homogeneous state of the art processors.
Scheduling policies designed with respect to the concerns of users rather than
those of the system owners were surveyed. While some papers propose policies for
scheduling for fairness and responsiveness, these are static policies or could suffer
from starvation under overload. Considering the industrial scenario, there seems to
be a need for a dynamic scheduling policy that handles dependent workflows and
delivers responsiveness and fairness to users, even in the case of overload. This
problem is the motivation behind Hypothesis 1 described in Chapter 1. Specifying
the value of jobs can help in the tradeoffs necessary under overload, and
investigating this is the motivation behind Hypothesis 2 in Chapter 1.
Two insights in the literature are likely to be suitable in designing such a policy.
Firstly, the use of the upward ranks [160] helps to inform prioritisation of tasks within
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the same workflow. Secondly, the fairness approach of Zhao and Sakellariou [175] by
running tasks that are the most late first would seem like a logical approach to apply
to dynamic scheduling when the desire is to minimise lateness. Both of these insights
as well as the ability to deliver responsiveness and fairness form part of the ordering
stage of scheduling. Therefore, this thesis will concentrate on ordering policies that




Good performance of a scheduler depends not only on the scheduling policy
used, but also on the workload it is given to schedule. A scheduler may be ideal for
one workload, but completely ill-suited to another. Proper evaluation of scheduling
policies requires appropriate workload characterisations [57]. These characterisa-
tions can be used to create a wide variety of synthetic workloads with which policies
can be evaluated in simulation. The industrial partner made 30 months of logs
available for analysis, up to the end of August 2012. This chapter will characterise
the workload placed on the partner’s grid based on these logs.
Many different aspects can be considered when characterising a workload. This
chapter will characterise the industrial partner’s workload primarily from the angle
of time, and the constraints and demands posed on the timing of workload execution.
To model the flow of jobs through a system, the patterns of arrivals of work will
be characterised along with patterns of grid utilisation. These patterns will be
investigated at the human timescales of days, weeks and years. The relationship
between arrival and utilisation rates can illuminate times of overload when
management of the queue is most critical.
The size of jobs, in terms of the amount of core-time they take to run, will also
be characterised. Differing distributions of job sizes will pose different challenges to
scheduling policies. Normal distributions [86] may be suited to a FIFO policy where
most tasks wait for roughly the same amount of time.
A particular feature of engineering workloads is the structure of dependencies
between tasks. These have been little investigated previously. The structure of
dependencies constrains the possible orderings a scheduler can apply to task sets,
because some tasks must finish first so that their results can be consumed by their
successors.
This chapter will briefly summarise work where previous workloads have been
characterised. A detailed characterisation of the workload is undertaken, based on
log files obtained from the partner, including submission patterns (Section 4.2) and
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execution volumes (Section 4.3). The structure of dependencies within the workload
is also presented (Section 4.4). In some figures, the scales on the axes have been
obscured to protect the interests of the industrial partner, although this does not
influence the trends and distributions observed. Algorithms to generate synthetic
workloads matching the observed distributions and structures are presented along
with the appropriate characterisations.
4.1 Related Work
There is a large volume of literature on workload characterisation. Many surveys
are concerned with utilisation patterns on web services, where some recent examples
include those by Poggi et. al. [139] and Ren et. al. [141]. Web services tend to run
well below their maximum possible utilisation, so as to have the capacity to scale up
when peaks in traffic arrive. An overall utilisation of just 6% is noted by Poggi et. al.
[139], 5-10% in Kavulya et. al. [92], while an average of 50%, rising to 70% at peak
was observed in Ren et. al. [141]. Feitelson and Nitzberg [57] noted utilisations that
varied between 40% and 80% depending on the time of day. Utilisations this low pose
little challenge to a scheduler, as anything submitted can just run immediately, so any
scheduling policy will achieve acceptable results. In research-oriented grids higher
utilisation of between 90 and 100% has been observed [40, 172]. With utilisation this
high, the implication is that jobs usually queue for some time (or pend) before being
executed. As soon as jobs are queuing, the scheduling policy which manages the
queue becomes important.
Patterns in arrival times over working days and weeks were noted in Chiang and
Vernon [40], You and Zhang [172] and Feitelson and Nitzberg [57]. It comes as no
surprise that the peak of job submissions appear during normal working hours. This
feature of academic grids is in contrast to the web workloads, where peaks appear
before and after usual working hours [141]. Weekends are also naturally quieter.
Chiang and Vernon [40] found a roughly even distribution of jobs between the
working days, whereas You and Zhang [172] found a high peak on Mondays, which
decreased during the week. If the scheduler is aware of or responsive to these
patterns, a scheduler might be able to make different decisions depending on
whether it is the middle of the day or night.
The management of the queue is especially important where there is a wide
variation in runtimes. Chiang and Vernon [40] and Feitelson and Nitzberg [57]
observed that many workloads have a large number of small jobs that contribute
only a small fraction of the load. Conversely, only the small proportion of large jobs
contribute the bulk of the load. Effective prioritisation by the scheduler is required to
keep the system responsive for the smallest tasks but also to avoid starvation for the
largest ones.
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Much work has been performed on how to schedule in the presence of
dependencies between tasks on a grid [160] and how they can be modelled using
Directed Acyclic Graphs [117]. However, the difficulty of scheduling DAGs on a grid
depends significantly on the structure of dependencies within such graphs and the
opportunity or otherwise of extracting parallelism. Little work seems to be have
been performed on characterising the dependency structures within grid workloads.
Examples of structured graph topologies are analysed in the literature
[32, 73, 99, 131, 140, 160] but all of these looked at the internal structure of
algorithms, rather than the composition of applications into workflows. In this
chapter, dependency graphs from the industrial workload will be presented and
characterised using several graph-theoretic metrics. A means of generating random
graphs with a degree distribution matching that observed in industry will be
presented.
4.2 Working Pattern of Designers
The users who place the vast majority of the load on the grid are the designers.
These people work in a way which could be considered reasonably typical for an
engineering group. The staff in the design team follow many natural rhythms in
their work. This section will describe the rhythms found in the submission and
execution of work on the partner’s industrial grid. The figures presented in this
section are based on data from log files spanning two and a half years. The author
developed software in Python to parse the logs and then analyse and produce the
charts shown in this chapter.
4.2.1 Submission Cycles
The simplest rhythm is the natural circadian cycle of working hours and mealtimes.
Figure 4.1 shows the number of tasks submitted per 15-minute block throughout the
day.
The highest rate of submission is during working hours (08:00-17:00). The pattern
observed fits with similar observations of such daily rhythms [58, 105, 109, 139]. It
is natural that the lowest level of work submission is overnight, when most workers
are sleeping. There is a steady baseline level of work submissions even when no-
one is at work, as the result of automated scripts. Unlike the workload of Poggi et.
al. [139], however, because this is an industrial grid, working hours only occur on 5
days per week, not every day. On Saturdays and Sundays, only the baseline level of
submissions take place (see Figure 4.2).
The working hours are not perfectly defined because the groups using the grid
work in different time zones. However, the bulk of the work from the grid comes
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from a single geographical region, where time zone differences are less than two
hours. The peaks in job submissions are seen when the largest number of users are
simultaneously at work, during the morning and afternoon. There is a distinct drop
in the middle of the day when workers break for lunch.
The results returned by the jobs with the smallest execution times (minutes up to
a few hours) can usually be analysed by the users within the same day, if they arrive
in time. It is important to note that users will only start analysing returned results if
there is sufficient time for them to do so before the end of the working day. If not,
they tend to leave this analysis until the next day.
The design cycle for many designers is not so quick as to be able to get the results
back the same day, and these designers follow a daily design cycle instead. They
tend to expect results to be ready when they arrive at work in the morning, and they
then analyse results and work on new designs during the day. Before they leave in
the evening, they submit their revised designs to have their performance analysed
overnight.
The rate of job arrival per hour can be normalised to a probability mass function
(pmf) by dividing the counts by the total number of jobs submitted. This function can
then be used to reproduce the pattern of load observed by adjusting the inter-arrival
Figure 4.1: Daily Submissions and Queueing
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#samples 200
y = 0  y < 24
c 3.41 · 10 3
x  1.29 · 10 2
x2 3.06 · 10 2
x3  3.13 · 10 2
x4 1.73 · 10 2
x5  5.82 · 10 3
x6 1.26 · 10 3
x7  1.85 · 10 4
x8 1.88 · 10 5
x9  1.34 · 10 6
x10 6.62 · 10 8
x11  2.24 · 10 9
x12 4.93 · 10 11
x13  6.38 · 10 13
x14 3.67 · 10 15










Table 4.1: Probability Mass Functions for submission rates
times of tasks using Algorithm 4.2. Table 4.1b gives the pmf values for arrivals on
each day of the week. There were too many samples made on the time of day to give
the pmf value for each time, so instead, the parameters of a polynomial function fitted
using the least-squares method are given in 4.1a. Because the pmf is a mass function,
not a density function, the number of samples matters, and is shown in the table.
Achieving responsiveness to serve these cycle times is paramount, because jobs
that are ‘late’ affect the productivity of designers. The stages of aircraft design usually
have fixed time budgets that the designers have to work to. The quality of a design is
usually determined by the number of iterations the designers can perform within the
given time frame.
However, in some ways there will never be enough computing power, because if
there were, designers would run earlier stage simulations in higher fidelity.
Whenever there is cluster capacity available, it tends to be used as much as possible.
Most of the time, more work is submitted during working hours than can be
processed immediately. Instead, work queues up during the day and this queue is
drawn down overnight (Figure 4.1). This build up of work also happens over the
scale of a week (Figure 4.2), where the queue length increases during the week, and
is drawn down again at the weekend. From this, it can be seen that the grid spends a
significant proportion of its time in a saturated utilisation state.
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Figure 4.2: Weekly Submissions and Queuing
4.2.1.1 Submission Cycle Generation
These distinct patterns of variation in submissions pose significant challenges to
schedulers, especially when the load is high enough to lead to periods of platform
saturation. In order to properly evaluate scheduling policies, it is necessary to
generate multiple representative workloads that follow these patterns.
The load placed by a workload on a platform can only ever be defined with
relation to the platform. However, it is desirable to be able to adjust the loading
factor independently of the workload and platform. This can be achieved by
adjusting the inter-arrival times of jobs. This approach is advantageous, because it
allows schedulers to be evaluated with the same workload at different loading
levels. The algorithm for calculating the arrival times of each job for a given platform
and workload is given in Algorithm 4.1. It works by calculating what the next arrival
time would be if the current job could be perfectly parallelised across the whole grid,
and increasing or decreasing the arrival time based on the desired load factor.
The algorithm in 4.1 is limited to giving a constant-load arrival rate, a poor
reflection of the patterns observed. Algorithm 4.2 extends Algorithm 4.1 to set
arrival times for every job in a workload by using probability mass functions (pmf)
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Algorithm 4.1 Pseudocode to define job arrival time with desired load factor
Symbol Parameter
c Number of processing cores in the system
l Desired loading factor (full load = 1)
j Array of all jobs in workload
jiexec Total load (core-seconds) of Job ji







for the time of day and day of week. This new time point is then scaled on the load
level desired and the pmf of the daily and weekly load distributions.
While this example assumes a pmf with a sample for each hour or each day, any
probabilitymass function is possible, particularly where higher resolution is required.
For example, the pmf given for the arrival times over the day defined in Table 4.1 and
shown in Figure 4.2.1 actually uses 200 samples over the course of the day. In the case





4.2.2 Grid Utilisation Cycles
Careful scheduling is especially necessary when the grid is under transient periods of
overload (when the arrival rate of work exceeds the ability of the grid to process this
work), and when the grid is operating at its maximum realistic capacity. This section
investigates the utilisation of the grid over the course of a day and week. This is done
by showing the distributions of utilisation for each hour or day encountered in the
logs. In calculating the utilisation, only the fraction of time used by any task running
within that hour or day was counted.
Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of utilisation of the cluster cores by time of day. It
should be noted that this chart shows the utilisation of all cores in the grid, including
those of specialised architectures. This means that above utilisations of about 80%,
some work will be almost certainly be queueing, because it is limited as to which
cluster or architecture it can run on.
Furthermore, a large fraction of the tasks on the cluster run on a number of cores
simultaneously. When one of these tasks reaches the head of the task queue, their
current scheduling policy waits until sufficient cores are free before starting the task,
due to the absence of backfilling. These factors mean that actual full utilisation of the
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Algorithm 4.2 To generate submission patterns by changing inter-arrival times
Symbol Parameter
c Number of processing cores in the system
l Desired loading factor (full load = 1)
j Array of all jobs in workload
jiexec Total load (core-seconds) of Job ji
jisub Submit time of Job ji
pmfday(h) Probability mass function of arrivals over a day (by hour),
such as in Table 4.1a
pmfweek(d) Probability mass function of arrivals over a week (by day),
such as in Table 4.1b
set_arrival_times (c, l, j, num_samples) :
id, binid, last_fill, last_sub, time_increase = 0
for day in 0..6 :
for smp in 0..num_samples :
min_bin[id] = 60 · 24 · 7 · pmfday(day) · pmfweek(smp)
id = id+ 1




binfill = last_fill+ newmins
















binfill = binfill  min_bin[binid]







last_sub = last_sub+ time_increase
jisubmit= last_sub
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Red line at median, box shows interquartile range (IQR), whiskers are at
most extreme value within lower/upper quartile -/+ 1.5 IQR [81].
Figure 4.3: Daily Utilisation
grid is almost unachievable and that tasks will be queuingwell below 100% utilisation
on some clusters.
There is significant variation, because of the large number of days that were
sampled. However, the variance decreases at the end of the day, and shows how
cluster utilisation rises to saturation at the end of every working day. The work
submitted each day is only caught up on overnight, reinforcing the impression from
Figure 4.1. The lowest point of utilisation tends to be around the time people arrive
at work in the morning, when as much as possible has been caught up on overnight.
This is in distinct contrast to the web workloads observed by Li et. al. [109], who
saw peak utilisations of around 30%, or Kavulya et. al. [92] with a utilisation of 10%.
This cycle of work queueing up and only being caught up onwhen the staff are not
present is manifest on a weekly basis as well (Figure 4.4). Only Sunday and Monday
have median utilisations much below saturation point. During the week, the average
utilisation increases as more work is submitted during each working day than can be
processed by the next day (corroborated by the average queue length in Figure 4.2).
Monday has somewhat lower average utilisation because the most likely times for the
grid to have any idle time is before the staff arrive on Monday morning.
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Red line at median, box shows interquartile range (IQR), whiskers are at
most extreme value within lower/upper quartile -/+ 1.5 IQR [81].
Figure 4.4: Weekly Utilisation
While most of the work is caught up on during the week, there are also seasonal
trends in the workload submitted. Figure 4.5 shows the number of tasks submitted
in each week of the year. The most striking feature of this is the impact the summer
holidays have on the number of tasks submitted. The last week of the year - between
Christmas and New Year - also has very few tasks submitted. Although very few jobs
are submitted during these periods, they are also one of the busiest times for the grid.
Many of the designers run their largest, most detailed jobs over the holidays, when
the long computation time doesn’t have an impact on their productivity, because they
are away anyway.
As reported by users, and as reflected in the figure, it can take some time to analyse
the results of these larger jobs, which is why it takes time for the usage to rise again
after the summer holiday. However, this is also because it takes a long time for the
grid to draw down the large tasks that are submitted before the holidays. When
pending times are significant because there is still a large amount of queued work
on the grid after the holiday, they are less likely to submit all but the most important
work. This pattern does not manifest itself during single weeks, though, where a very
similar volume of work is submitted on each working day.
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Figure 4.5: Annual patterns
Another feature of the view across the year is the wide range of number of tasks
submitted per week. These are subject to business cycles, as projects come and go
between different teams of designers.
The layering of these cycles gives rise to recurrent peaks in the arrival rate of work,
which the grid only just manages to catch up on before the next wave of work arrives.
These peaks follow daily, weekly and annual cycles in addition to the cycles imposed
by the flow of business projects.
In such a sizeable grid, tasks will be arriving and finishing at a fairly high rate.
Figure 4.6 shows the probability of having to wait longer than a certain number of
minutes for a task to arrive or finish. Because of the high variability in arrival rates,
sometimes the arrival rates are very high. This is why the the probability of having to
wait a long time for the next arrival of a job is low, and is lower than the probability
of waiting for a job to finish at lower timescales. Above about 120 minutes, the daily,
weekly and seasonal cycles means there is more variability in the arrival rate, giving
a higher probability of waiting longer for the next job to arrive than finish,
The finish rate of jobs is more constant, which is why the probability of a job
finishing in a given time is lower under about 120 minutes. However, the probability
of finish is still remarkably high, and it follows a power law between the points with
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Figure 4.6: Inter-arrival & inter-finish time probabilities
a 10% chance of waiting longer than 10 minutes for the next job to finish, to 0.1% for
1000 minutes. Beyond 1000 minutes, the lines become aliased because of the very few
occurrences of there ever being wait periods this long.
In summary, the findings of this section are that work is submitted in daily, weekly
and seasonal cycles. During working hours, work is submitted faster than it can be
processed, and queue length increases accordingly, only being drawn down outside
of working hours. The grid therefore spends a great deal of its time in a saturated
state. Ideally, a scheduler could take into account these patterns in order to better
optimise for small tasks during the day and longer tasks at night or at the weekend.
Due to the large volumes of work passing through, the inter-arrival and inter-finish
times of work are low. This suggests that the current setup of not using a pre-emptive
scheduling policy is not a hindrance, because something is always about to finish.
4.3 Workload Composition
Engineering designs are made by hierarchically decomposing the problem into small
parts, and then composing the completed designs until a final, complete design is
reached. Early stage designs require low-fidelity and so need only a small amount of
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computation time for each CFD simulation. However, these are iterated over quickly
(up to several iterations per day) and so there are a large number of these small
tasks. As designs progress, the models considered get more complicated and require
improved fidelity. This naturally requires more compute time for simulations. The
largest jobs used for certification of an entire aircraft in high fidelity are very
compute-intensive, and may need to execute over many months.
The hierarchical composition of the design process suggests a workload that
follows exponentially-distributed patterns. Notably, this is in contrast to previous
research that has suggested alternative distributions of work found in large-scale
grid systems [92], who observed a log-normal distribution. The characterisation in
this section reinforces this suggestion.
4.3.1 Volume
Figure 4.7 shows the execution times of all the jobs in the 2.5-year workload, sorted
by execution time. Where some jobs run over many cores, the execution time is given
multiplied by the number of cores used. Therefore, the size of jobs is measured in
core-minutes. The striking feature of the graph is the straightness of the line, when
the job size is plotted on a logarithmic scale. This suggests that the distribution of job
Figure 4.7: Job Volume Distribution
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execution times follows a log-uniform distribution, at least between 101 and 105 core-
minutes. This suggests that there are a roughly similar number of large and small
tasks, with the median task execution time being approximately 1000 core-minutes.
The gradient of the slope is steeper below about 10 core-minutes of computing
time. This is likely because it is usually not worthwhile for users to submit such small
jobs to the grid, when they could easily be run on a local PC. Some small jobs are
still run on the grid, however, when memory or transient disk space requirements
are greater than those available on a desk PC. Logging, system maintenance or data
transfer tasks may also be present in these small jobs. The aliasing present in the
curve at the low end is due to the logs only recording times to the nearest minute.
The flattening of the slope in the middle of the curve indicates a particular peak of
jobs around 103 core-minutes. This is likely to show the peak of jobs submitted where
the results are needed within the same day for fast iteration.
An alternative view of this data is through a logarithmic histogram of the tasks’
execution times, shown in Figure 4.8a. Here, the uniform nature of the distribution
is still apparent, at least between 101 and 105 core-minutes. In this view of the data,
three distinct peaks of work are apparent. The first peak, centred on 101 core-minutes
is likely to correspond to small tasks used for system maintenance or data transfer.
The second peak, at around 103 core minutes, or 16 core-hours, corresponds to the
tasks submitted where results are required during the same working day. If 64 cores
were allocated to a job of this size, the computation time would be 15 minutes. The
final peak, at around 105 core-minutes or 70 core-days, corresponds to the tasks that
need to be returned overnight. If 128 cores were dedicated to this job, about 13 hours
would be required.
An important feature of the distribution is the small number of jobs that are very
large. These are the jobs that are run in order to put a high-quality airframe model
through rigorous testing, which goes towards the certification of an aircraft. Within
the logs that were analysed, there were 28 tasks that took over 10 core-years of CPU
time (107 core-minutes) to complete. Even with 128 cores allocated to them, these jobs
would take over 2 months to complete execution. These jobs are not jobs that have
overrun in error, because their sheer size means that they would have been closely
monitored by system administrators, and have had specific approval given to run.
The fact that the workload has a similar number of small and large jobs could
distract from the fact that the larger jobs represent a much larger fraction of the load
placed on the cluster. Figure 4.8b also shows the proportion of the workload volume
placed on the cluster by job size. While the majority of jobs in terms of numbers
execute in less than 104 core-minutes, this figure shows that their contribution to the
load is small. The bulk of the load comes from jobs between 104.5 and 106.5 core-
minutes. This poses further challenges to schedulers, because of the risk of the shorter
jobs, which require higher responsiveness, having to queue behind the large jobs.
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(a) Distribution of number of tasks
(b) Distribution of task volume
Figure 4.8: Workload Volume Distributions
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To be able to reproduce these distributions, polynomial curves have been fit to the
distributions observed in Figures 4.8a and 4.8b. The parameters of these curves are
given in Table 4.2.
p(log10(y)) = number (pmf) volume (pmf)
#samples 200 200
degree 0  log10(y)  6 4  log10(y)  7
c 8.04 · 10 4  5.81 · 102
x 1.41 · 10 2 7.82 · 102
x2  1.14 · 10 1  4.47 · 102
x3 3.71 · 10 1 1.41 · 102
x4  5.06 · 10 1  2.64 · 101
x5 3.60 · 10 1 2.94 · 100
x6  1.49 · 10 1  1.81 · 10 1
x7 3.69 · 10 2 4.72 · 10 3
x8  5.42 · 10 3 -
x9 4.35 · 10 4 -
x10  1.47 · 10 5 -
Table 4.2: Job Number and Volume Curve Fit Parameters
4.3.1.1 Volume Distribution Generation
Generating workloads with job execution times that conform to a realistic distribution
is crucial when evaluating the effectiveness of scheduling policies to apply to a grid
for a given organisation. This is especially the case where the workload has such a
wide variation of execution times as the one observed here.
In Algorithm 4.3, a method of creating workloads sampled from log-uniform
distributions is presented. The specified parameters represent those found in the
industrial workload. The expression uniform (a, b, k) represents a function returning
k random samples from the uniform distribution [a, b).
Algorithm 4.3 Task Execution Time Generation
base_samples[1..n] = uniform
⇣
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4.3.2 Multi-Core Tasks
A feature of intensive simulation workloads are tasks that must execute over a
number of cores. Particularly in the case of this workload, multi-core tasks must
execute on the number of cores specified simultaneously. This is due to the structure
of the particular CFD flow solvers used. The volume of space to be simulated is
broken up into segments using a mesh. Each point in the mesh has a calculation
performed for each time step, and then the results of that point are cascaded to all its
neighbouring points. A large number of time steps are usually needed to achieve
either convergence, for steady-state solutions, or a time-varying field, for solutions
where the study of turbulence is important.
It is important to note that thesemulti-core tasks are considered by the grid system
to be single tasks, as one piece of software executes, just over multiple cores. This
is in contrast to the dependencies between potentially different pieces of software,
described in Section 4.4, which join tasks together to form jobs.
The exact number of cores used for a task is flexible before the task has started, and
is informed by several constraints. For larger tasks, there is often a minimum number
of cores required due to memory requirements. Large tasks often need more Random
Access Memory (RAM) than is available on any single computing node. Exceeding
Figure 4.9: Workload task count by cores used
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Figure 4.10: Workload volume by cores used
the available RAM and moving into swap space on disk is highly detrimental to the
performance of tasks. Additionally, increased parallelism leads to the whole task
executing in a shorter period of time, because the work is divided between more
cores.
Although the workloads scale reasonably well in adding more cores, there are
softer constraints on the maximum number of cores used. As the number of cores
increases, so does the network bandwidth required to synchronise the points at each
time step in the CFD solver. Even though the network bandwidth internal to the
clusters is large, the accumulation of small delays mean that diminishing returns are
available from further parallelism above several hundred cores per task.
Furthermore, tasks requiring a larger number of cores can take longer to start
executing, because it takes longer for sufficient cores to become free.
Users tend to have a good idea about the kinds of jobs they submit, however, and
can choose the number of cores to assign to a task at submission time. The distribution
of cores per task is shown in Figure 4.9. This shows that the majority of tasks use
less than 100 cores. Around a quarter of tasks run on only a single core, as well.
The step-function nature of the distribution shows that not all possible numbers of
cores are used. Instead, users are instructed to select a number of cores that is a
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multiple of the number of cores in the servers available. This enables their tasks to use
complete multi-core servers to work on, with the aim of reducing memory capacity
conflicts between tasks sharing the same compute server and to minimise network
communications between servers, where possible. The administrators also suggest
that bin-packing tasks onto the clusters is easier when tasks all have set blocks of core
sizes, especially in, for example, powers of 2.
Although the single-core tasks are a quarter of the number of tasks submitted,
these tasks place very little load on the cluster. Unsurprisingly, the tasks that place
more load on the cluster are those that are assigned more cores to execute with. The
load placed on the cluster by tasks with a given number of cores is shown in figure
4.10. This roughly approximates a log-normal distribution with a mean of 100 cores.
As before, this shows the number of cores used to be rounded off to an appropriate
multiple of the number of cores per server.
The most highly-parallel jobs here do not actually contribute most of the load to
the cluster, even though figure 4.8a shows that the largest jobs do contribute most of
the load. This means that at least some of the largest jobs are not run on the largest
number of cores available. This is likely due to several factors. Firstly, the largest
jobs are also some of the least urgent, and so users do not mind waiting a long time.
As previously mentioned, the inefficiencies inherent in scaling to larger levels of
parallelism may also mean that some of these large jobs do not actually benefit all
that much from further parallelism. In fact, they may take up more of the grid’s
resources at one time (disadvantaging other users), without much of a net gain for
the user who submitted the job. Furthermore, in order to achieve good packing of
jobs to clusters, jobs of the same size are preferred.
4.3.3 Groups
The industrial partner is naturally organised into many different departments, which
are organised into groups. When users submit jobs, their work is tagged with their
name and the group they are a part of. Some users are part of multiple groups, and
submit according to what work they are doing. Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of
work volumes by the groups that compose the organisation. Similar to the previous
figures, the distribution shows a straight line distribution on a log scale. This shows
that the group volumes submitted follow a log-uniform distribution for almost all
the groups. There are a few large groups that break this trend, as can be seen from
the uptick at the top of the line. These groups are those that submit the jobs for the
large-scale aircraft certification activities.
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Figure 4.11: Workload by groups
This section has shown that task volumes fairly closely follow a log-uniform
distribution in their execution times, which can be described by a log-linear trend
through a sorted list of their execution times. As has been found by previous studies
[40, 57], there are a smaller number of large jobs, but they contribute a very large
share of the workload. This is to be expected from such a log-uniform distribution of
task execution times. The volume of work by cores required is found to follow a
log-normal distribution with a mean of 100 cores. This reinforces the observation
that the 25% of tasks that are single-core contribute little to the workload volume.
4.4 Dependency Structures
The structure of dependencies is a key aspect of characterising the engineering
workload, where each task run on the grid is part of a job and a higher-level
workflow. Dependencies have been widely modelled in previous work by assuming
that they are Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) [117, 160]. However, simply stating
that the dependencies are DAGs gives no further information about the internal
structure of these graphs. Some method must be used to create structure when
generating workloads.
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Previous work has considered graphs that represent the data flow internal to
particular algorithms. Kwok and Ahmad [99] give several patterns that follow
common algorithmic structures, including linear chains, fork-join and diamond.
Ranaweera and Agrawal [140] mentioned using DAGs following the ‘Cholesky
decomposition’ and ‘Gaussian elimination’ algorithms. Topcuoglu et. al. [160]
considered ‘Fast Fourier Transformations’ as well as the unstructured shape of a
molecular dynamics application. Olteanu and Marin [131] give a survey of graph
structures and the parameters used to generate them, but without giving the
generation algorithms. These graphs used inside algorithms tend to be highly
structured and can be generated by repeating or nesting fixed structures. Some
distributed algorithms run on the grid contain algorithms such as these, so
algorithms to generate these structures are given in Section 4.4.1.
While the algorithms working inside individual pieces of software give highly
structured graphs, workflows are composed of many pieces of software. A challenge
in analysing dependency patterns is that the grid manager did not include
dependencies in its log files. However, the submission software employed by the
users does store the structure of the workflows. Although it was not possible
therefore to make statistical generalisations of the frequency of dependency patterns
within the workflows, common structures can be described.
Figure 4.12 shows three workflow structures obtained from the workflow
submission tool. The three examples represent the least complex, the average and
the most complex workflow examples that were found when analysing the
submission dependency patterns qualitatively. Table 4.3 gives several
graph-theoretic metrics applied to the industrial workflow patterns. The most
pertinent feature of these graphs is that they have lower levels of structure, and
instead have more in common with graphs where the edges are placed randomly.
However, the distribution of node degrees is not uniform, as would be expected with
a truly random graph. Instead, the degrees of nodes follow an exponential
distribution.
The common Erdo˝s–Rényi graph generation algorithm [55] generates graphs by
having all possible edges present with a given, fixed probability. Section 4.4.2 shows
how the Erdo˝s–Rényi algorithm gives node degree distributions that do not match
that observed in the industrial dependency graphs. Therefore a new algorithm is
presented (Algorithm 4.8) to generate random graphs that respects the exponential
distribution of degrees found in the industrial graphs.
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(a) Simple (b) Average
(c) Complex
Figure 4.12: Dependency Patterns
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Simple Average Complex Erdo˝s–Rényi Exponential Degree
Nodes 6 18 36 36 36
Edges 8 39 98 98 98
Edge Density 26.6% 12.7% 7.78% 7.78% 7.78%
Sources 2 3 5 5 5
Sinks 1 3 5 5 5
In-degree µ - - 2.69 1.33 2.72
In-degree s - - 2.15 1.31 2.37
Out-degree µ - - 2.64 1.33 2.72
Out-degree s - - 2.61 1.2 2.61
Table 4.3: Dependency Graph Metrics
4.4.1 Structured Graphs
4.4.1.1 Linear Pattern
The most basic DAG dependency pattern is that of linear dependencies. This is
when there is a single chain of purely sequential tasks with dependencies between
them, as shown in Figure 4.13a. However, this pattern could well be considered
unrealistic for a grid workload. This is because grids tend to perform best on parallel
workloads, so it is highly unlikely that a substantial part of any real grid workload
would be composed of linear dependent chains of work. Nevertheless, if it were, an
appropriate scheduling policy could be a pipeline arrangement. The pseudocode to
set up dependencies like this is shown in Algorithm 4.4.
4.4.1.2 Fork-Join Pattern
Many workloads are parallelised by applying the same sequence of operations to
different chunks of data [99]. Each chain is one following the linear dependencies
pattern. These chains are spawned by an initial setup task and the results are collected
by a final task. This is inspired by the MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data)
parallelism pattern. A diagram showing this arrangement is shown in Figure 4.13b.
Pseudocode for generating such a configuration is shown in Algorithm 4.5.
4.4.1.3 Diamond Pattern
The diamond pattern (called mean value analysis by Kwok and Ahmad [99]) as
shown in Figure 4.13c. This is similar to the fork-join model, but where the fork stage
does not take place all at once, but requires several stages to perform. It could also
be considered like a binary tree branching out to the maximum width, and then
condensing down again to collect up the data. Pseudocode for defining these
dependencies is given in Algorithm 4.6.
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(d) Random (Erdo˝s–Rényi) (T = 10, P = 0.3)
Figure 4.13: Dependency DAG shapes
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Algorithm 4.4 Pseudocode for the Linear Dependencies pattern
N is the number of tasks
task[1].dependencies = {}
for taskid in 2..N :
task [taskid] .dependencies = {task [taskid  1]}
Algorithm 4.5 Pseudocode for the Fork-Join pattern
fork_join_pattern (num_chains, chain_length) :
all_tasks = empty list of tasks
inner_matrix = matrix of tasks (num_chains by chain length)
for x in 1..num_chains :
for y in 2..chain_length :
inner_matrix [x, y] .dependencies.add (inner_matrix [x, y  1])
all_tasks.add (inner_matrix [x, y])
inner_matrix [x, 1].dependencies.add (initial_task)




Algorithm 4.6 Pseudocode for the Diamond pattern
d = diamond_edge_length
task_matrix = matrix of tasks (d by d)
for x in 1..d :
for y in 2..d :
if x > 1 :
task_matrix [x, y] .dependencies.add (task_matrix [x  1, y])
if y > 1 :
task_matrix [x, y] .dependencies.add (task_matrix [x, y  1])
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4.4.2 Random Graphs
These strictly regular structures do not completely represent what was observed in
the industrial workflows. The fork-join model of computation tends to happen
inside each multi-core task, rather than at the job level. Some chaining is present, but
it is not perfectly linear. The key tasks with large computation times tend to take a
proportionately large number of inputs and have their output consumed by a
proportionately large number of successors. Overall, industrial job dependency
graphs have less structure than these fully-structured graphs. This section will
present methods for generating DAGs with elements of randomness.
4.4.2.1 Erdo˝s–Rényi (Probabilistic Edge Presence)
A common way of generating DAGs with random structure is to use the Erdo˝s–Rényi
[55] model to create random graphs, with an algorithm to do so given by Tobita and
Kasahara [159]. In this method, each possible edge in a graph is present with a given
probability (Algorithm 4.7). Two sample task graphs are shown in Figure 4.13d.
This algorithm has the advantage that the shape of the dependency graph can
vary significantly, and given enough samples should provide a wide variety of shapes
with which to exercise a scheduler. However, there is a strong likelihood when low
probabilities are used that the dependency graph for each job can have disconnected
sections. At the other extreme, this model approximates the Linear Dependencies
model (if transitive dependencies are removed). For all these reasons, this method is
only really suited to probability values in the middle of the probability range.
The Erdo˝s–Rényi model of generating random graphs has a further shortcoming,
because it tends to produce only a narrow spread of in-degree and out-degree over
the nodes in the graph. Figure 4.14 shows the in- and out-degree distribution for
nodes in a random graph with the same number of nodes and edges. The distribution
for the complex industrial pattern (top left) is noticeably more dispersed than that
generated by the Erdo˝s–Rényi model, under the same conditions. The Erdo˝s–Rényi
model specifically has a very low likelihood of nodes with a large in- or out-degree. In
the industrial workloads, a relatively large number of postprocessing tasks consume
Algorithm 4.7 Pseudocode for the Erdo˝s–Rényi pattern
n = number of tasks
p = dependency probability
for taskid in 1..n :
for y in 2..d :
for possible_task_id in taskid..n :
if p  random () :
tasks[taskid].dependencies.add (tasks [possible_task_id])
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the output of the flow solution, meaning that the task of the flow solution has a large
out-degree. The final task that collects up the results to be visualised or returned to
the user tend to use the outputs of the postprocessing stages, and tends to have a high
in-degree. The flow solution can also have a high in-degree from all the inputs and
pre-processing stages.
4.4.2.2 Nodes with Exponential Degree Distribution
Because the Erdo˝s–Rényi model has these shortcomings, this work presents a new
method of generating random graphs. Algorithm 4.8 is designed to gives greater
connectivity to some nodes, representing a higher level of structure than a purely
random graph, and this more closely parallels the structures observed in industry.
This method uses the UUnifast algorithm from Bini and Butazzo [17] to generate a
logarithmic distribution on the in- and out-degree for the nodes, and then creates
random dependency connections that satisfy these distributions. Because UUnifast
gives real values for a distribution which are not applicable when generating node
degrees, an integer method is given in Algorithm 4.9.
Once the node distributions have been created, it is necessary to form edges of
ordered pairs of tasks that ensure the degree distributions are respected. The tasks
Figure 4.14: In- and out-degree distribution
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with the largest in- and out-degrees are assigned dependencies first to try to ensure
the distribution of random edges is feasible. However, the random generation can
give edge distributions that are impossible to satisfy. Therefore, iteration is used in
Algorithm 4.8 to discard impossible solutions and retry creating a new graph with
new distributions.
The distribution created using the new method and the UUnifastInteger node
degree distribution is shown in the lower right of Figure 4.14. In this case, the new
method gives a greater spread of node degrees than the Erdo˝s–Rényi algorithm,
similar to that found in the real-world example.
Algorithm 4.8 Python code for random graph generation with high spread of in- and
out-degrees
def GraphGen(n, e) :
found_outer = False
while not found_outer :
ins_by_node = sorted(UUnifInt(n  1, e) + [0])
outs_by_node = sorted(UUnifInt(n  1, e) + [0])[::  1]
found_inner = False
itercount = 0
while (not found_inner) and (itercount  40) :
itercount+ = 1
found_inner = True
o = {x : outs_by_node[x] for x in range(n)}
i = {x : ins_by_node[x] for x in range(n)}
edges = []
while len(edges) < e :
K = max([x[0] for x in i.items() if x[1] > 0])
P = [x[0] for x in o.items() if x[1] > 0 and x[0] < K]
D = [(u, K) for u in P if (u, K) not in edges]












UUnifastInteger (samples, sum_of_samples) :
vectU = [ ]
sumU = sum_of_samples
for i in 0.. (samples  1) :
nextSumU = round
⇣







In this chapter, the characterisation of the industrial workload is described,
highlighting the importance of responsiveness of grid tasks for the productivity of
users and the organisation. The daily, weekly and yearly submission patterns are
observed. The vast majority of the workload is submitted during working hours,
and it is done at a rate faster than the grid can process immediately. The grid
therefore spends a fair amount of its time operating at saturation, with work
queueing. The queues are drawn down outside of working hours, such as overnight
and at weekends. Any suitable scheduling policy for these must be able to deal with
extended periods of time where the cluster is overloaded, and prioritise effectively
the work that requires immediate responsiveness against that which can wait until a
quieter time.
To generate workloads that conform to these arrival patterns, an algorithm is
proposed which is parametrisable by a desired average load factor and daily and
weekly load cycles. This algorithm works by adjusting inter-arrival times, and so can
be applied to existing workloads, keeping other aspects of the workloads the same.
The task execution times are shown to follow a log-uniform distribution, meaning
that the largest jobs place the vast majority of the load on the cluster. Small tasks,
measured by both execution time and the number of cores required are shown to
place little load on the cluster. An algorithm is given to generate such a distribution
of task execution times. The volumes of tasks by the numbers of cores used are shown
to be log-normally distributed, with most of the load on the cluster being placed by
tasks with a mean of 100 cores.
With workloads having such a wide range of execution times, responsiveness may
suffer if an inappropriate policy were used. This is because it is highly undesirable to
ever have the shortest jobs queueing behind the largest jobs. This range also shows
that is important to consider how schedulers prioritise work across the whole range.
Patterns of dependencies between tasks are surveyed, and are found to have a
particular node degree distribution where some nodes are very highly connected,
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given the size of the graph. It is shown that neither structured nor completely
random graphs adequately capture this graph structure. A new method is proposed
that generates graphs with given node degree distributions.
Scheduling policies suited to dynamic workloads need to be able to execute
multiple workloads with dependencies at the same time. The dependency handling
algorithms also need to be sufficiently low-complexity so that they are scalable to the
industrial workloads encountered.
The parameters of this workload are likely to be common to engineering design
workloads, where the appetite for computational capacity is large, and a hierarchical
decomposition of work is followed. Evaluation of scheduling policies using these
kinds of workloads is essential in order to be able to provide appropriate scheduling.
To make use of synthetic workloads with attributes following these distributions and
patterns, appropriate models need to be developed. These models can then be used
to simulate a grid system. These simulations can allow a wide variety of schedulers
to be evaluated for their suitability for the given workloads. The next chapter will
describe and justify the models and simulation framework created by the author for
the purposes of such scheduler evaluation.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Platform, Metrics and
Method
The hypotheses of this thesis given in Chapter 1 require the application of
scheduling policies in a context that reflects the industrial scenario. The first stage in
investigating this is to gain a deep understanding of the industrial scenario. The
socio-technical context and user requirements of the grid system are described in
Chapter 2 along with the issues of the current FairShare scheduling system. Having
understood the user requirements of the industrial problem, it is also necessary to
understand the technical aspects of the problem through a characterisation of the
workload. The workload is characterised in Chapter 4, and methods were given to
generate synthetic workloads matching the trends observed. Chapter 3 examines the
state of the art in grid scheduling and surveys a wide variety of scheduling policies
that can be applied to the grid scheduling problem.
In the remainder of this thesis, scheduling policies will be evaluated using
simulation. This is because changes to scheduling algorithms are logistically
difficult, if not impossible, to study in the field. An entire grid is unlikely to be made
available to a researcher simply for experimentation because the cost of operating a
production grid is large. Evaluation performed on small-scale systems may also lead
to results that are not reflective of the behaviour that would be observed at the large
scale of the production grid.
Therefore, this chapter will present a set of models that abstract the pertinent
features of the industrial grid. These models will be defined in a way so that they are
amenable to implementation in a software simulation. A key requirement of this
software simulation is that it reflects the scale seen in the production systems. The
models should therefore represent a level of abstraction such that simulation times
are tractable, even with grid-scale workloads.
The models of the grid system will be composed of three fundamental sets of
models. The Application Modelwill represent the workflows run on the grid and their
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requirements. The Platform Model will describe the grid hardware infrastructure. The
Scheduling Model describes how and when scheduling decisions are made. The
scheduling model represents a hierarchical list scheduling architecture that is
modular so that many possible list scheduling policies can be implemented.
In order to fairly compare scheduling policies in order to investigate the research
hypotheses, it is necessary to specify the metrics with which different policies will be
evaluated. A wide variety of metrics have been used in the literature for evaluating
the performance of scheduling policies. A survey of these metrics will be performed,
including a formal definition of each. The metrics will then be evaluated as to their
capacity for insight that they can bring to given scheduling situations.
The models that the simulation experiments will be based on require many
parameters to be specified. For the experimental evaluations, four ‘profiles’ or sets of
these parameters were used. In order to be able to reproduce the simulations, all the
parameters used as part of these simulations are noted in Section 5.7, with a
summary of these in Table 5.4.
5.1 Application Model
The application model is a means of formally defining the work that the system
must execute. This work follows the nomenclature of Chapin [36]. A single,
non-preemptible piece of work to be executed on one or more identical
processors/cores concurrently will be known as a task, denoted Ti. A set of tasks
with dependencies between each other are grouped into a job, denoted Jk. Tasks in
one job may only depend on other tasks in the same job. A set of jobs will be known
as a workloadW.
The dependencies between tasks inside a job will take the form of a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG), following the usual construction for HPC workflows
[117, 160]. The structure of the DAGs will reflect those discussed in Chapter 4.
Tasks and jobs have several parameters that will be defined below. This work
considers a discrete-time model, with all events taking place on time ticks t 2 N0.
However, the following parameters and the metrics in Section 5.5 could equally be
calculated for a continuous model of time.
• Task actual execution time : Tiexec 2 N?
• Task cores required : Ticores 2 N?
• Task start time: Tistart 2 N0
• Task finish time: Tifinish = Tistart + Tiexec
• Task dependents/successors: Tisucc
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• Task upward rank: 8 Tj 2 Tisucc : TiR = Tiexec +max(TjR)
• Job submission time (not necessarily the same as start time): Jksubmit 2 N0








• Job response time: Jkresponse = Jkfinish   Jksubmit













between the instant its first task starts until its last task has finished. The critical path
(CP) time JkCP of a job is the longest path through the DAG of the dependencies [100],
and defines the minimum job execution time even if the number of processors were
unbounded.
5.2 Platform Model
The resources in the grid are grouped into homogeneous clusters, each containing a
number of cores. These are connected in a tree structure [126], with a router at each
node and a cluster at each leaf. A running task consumes all the cores that it runs on
- there is no sharing of cores between executing tasks. Multi-core tasks are only run
inside a single cluster, and it is assumed that there is at least one cluster in the grid
able to provide sufficient cores to satisfy the most highly parallel of the multi-core
tasks.
5.2.1 Heterogeneity
Tasks are assumed to take the same amount of time to run, whatever cluster they
run on. This is because of what was observed in industry, where all the clusters of
the same architecture use the same processors. This being due to the fact that running
processors that were any less than state-of-the-art consume too much electrical power
to be cost-effective.
Although the execution speed of the processors is taken to be homogeneous, a
coarser-grained model of heterogeneity is included. The model serves to partition the
grid into those clusters which a task can and cannot run on. This is done using two
sets of attributes. Attributes are stored as key/value pairs and can take one of two
types.
Architectural attributes define things such as the CPU instruction set architecture or
the presence or otherwise of accelerator hardware. These are defined per cluster and
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must match exactly for a task to be able to run. For example, tasks that are compiled
for the ‘x86’ architecture can only run on clusters containing that hardware.
Quantity attributes define what capacity of resources like RAM and scratch space
is available to each core in a cluster. In the industrial system, some machines of the
same architecture are configured with more RAM or disk than others, to better suit
different kinds of workload. Tasks can run on machines whose quantity attributes
are greater than or equal to their requirements. For example, tasks with low memory
requirements may be able to run on all the x86 clusters, but tasks with high memory
requirements may only be able to run on the x86 clusters with large memory
capacities.
A set of architectural and quantity attributes are combined into a Kind. Tasks and
clusters are each assigned a Kind. Each router is assigned a set of kinds representing
all the clusters below it in the tree. Each job contains a set of kinds representing the
requirements of all the tasks inside it.
5.2.2 Network Model
By far the most common network model is of a completely connected cluster of
processors [100], known as a clique in graph theory terms. In this model, network
transfers between processors do not interfere with each other. Therefore, each
transfer can be modelled simply by the time it will take the transfer to complete.
Such networks can also be represented by a tree, where each higher link has
sufficient bandwidth to serve all those links below it simultaneously. This model,
known as a Fat Tree, has been taken as the typical network topology for
High-Performance Computing since it was first described by Leiserson [108]. The
internet is a network that principally follows this architecture [11].
Some schedulers using this model define a standard network bandwidth, and
then use the expected data volume between tasks to determine an estimated time of
transfer [38]. Others simply expect to be supplied with the transfer times between
tasks as weighted edges on the DAG that defines the dependencies within a job
[100].
Some schedulers extend the clique network model so that rather than having a
fixed speed for the whole network, each link of the clique has its own available
bandwidth. Using this scheme, it is possible to model any unloaded arbitrary
network simply by setting the clique bandwidths appropriately. Schedulers using
this model include those in Carter et. al. and Topcuoglu et. al. [34, 160]. However,
this model fails to take into account the fact that on arbitrary networks with multiple
simultaneous transfers, some transfers are bound to contend for links in the
network. When this occurs, the bandwidth available must be divided between the
tasks that are sharing the link, making each transfer slower.
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Accurately modelling network interference is difficult, however, because
accurate knowledge of the whole network topology and link speed is necessary, and
this may not even be known for the entirety of a grid. Scheduling algorithms that
include a consideration of interference in their network models are presented by
Kermia and Sorel [95] and Dhodi et. al. [51]. A makespan calculation that includes
network transfer times is used by Wang et. al. [166] as their fitness function in their
search-based algorithm. Their network model has network transfers ‘lock’ the links
that they are using for the duration of the transfer, a concept known as Maximum
Interference. While this is unduly restrictive, as in reality links can be shared, this is
more realistic than most network cost algorithms which just take into account the
time or the quantity of data transferred. Interference is much more likely over the
geographic links, therefore it is better for schedulers to schedule communicating
tasks as close together as possible and to avoid using the geographic links as much
as possible.
It can be argued that the internet and clique models of bandwidth distribution
are not accurate for the networks that interconnect Grids. Instead, these networks
are also tree structured, but have the highest bandwidth connections between those
processors that are closest together, the highest bandwidth of all being between
processor cores on the same silicon die. Links that connect geographically disparate
datacenters are the slowest links involved in the network, because they are the most
expensive to construct and have the longest latencies. This kind of structure is
known as a Thin Tree [126]. Such a network architecture gives another reason that
communicating tasks are best placed as close together as possible in order to achieve
optimal performance. Using a tree structure can reasonably approximate a real
network’s structure, because all fully connected networks possess a spanning tree
[48].
This work will use a Thin Tree network model, in order to provide an acceptable
model to investigate the effects of network delays on scheduling while adding
minimal computational overhead. Network delays are only considered between
tasks running on different clusters, as these links are likely to represent long-distance
geographical links in reality. Within a cluster, network delays are assumed to be
small enough to be negligible.
Some tasks may be of the same architecture and could be scheduled on the same
cluster, where these delays would not be manifested. However, tasks with different
architectures may never be able to run on the same cluster, and hence have an
unavoidable network delay. Any unavoidable network delays are taken into account
when determining the critical path of a job.
The network speed is calculated by using the fact that the network is tree
structured. Therefore, any two clusters will share a common parent node somewhere
in the tree. The number of nodes in between a cluster and the common parent is
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measured in levels. With a higher number of levels between two nodes, the transfer
speed will decrease exponentially. The speed equation takes a parameter p to vary
how much slower the higher levels of the network become. Contention between
different transfers using the same link is not considered in order to keep simulation
time to acceptable levels.
Nlatency = (max_levels_to_common (C1,C2))
p (5.1)
To find the data volume to transfer, the communication to computation ratio
parameter (CCR) is used [2], along with the execution time of the task Tiexec, as
shown in Equation 5.3. Data volume is calculated in this way so that network delays







exec ⇥ CCR (5.3)
The time taken to transfer data between two tasks is determined by dividing the
data volume required by the speed of the network between them.
Tinet_delay = T
i
data ⇥ Nlatency (5.4)
5.3 Hierarchical Scheduling Model
As discussed in Chapter 3, list schedulers are a promising candidate for the online
non-pre-emptive scheduling required in the industrial scenario. List scheduling will
therefore be the model on which the research in this thesis is based. In a simple case,
a single list scheduler for a whole grid would suffice. A single queue would prioritise
all incoming work, and a single allocator would send work to the various clusters
that make up the grid as and when resources became free.
In a large-scale grid such as that observed in industry, a single scheduler is likely
to be a performance and reliability bottleneck. This is because grids have a
distributed nature and are hence subject to network costs and limitations in
bandwidth between their component clusters. This means that a single scheduler
may not be able to have highly detailed and up-to-date information about the state
of the whole grid, as simply communicating this information to a central node
would swamp the available bandwidth.
This thesis therefore considers a hierarchical scheduling model: a tree of list
schedulers. Nodes in the tree are referred to as routers, and the leaves of the tree are
the clusters that make up the computational resources of a grid. Each cluster itself
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Figure 5.1: Thin Tree Network Diagram
contains a list scheduler. An example of a simple platform following this architecture
is shown in Figure 5.1.
As jobs arrive in the system they are first given to the root node of the network tree,
which is always a router. For each job, its list of required kinds is compared to that
of the routers below the current one. If any routers match all the job’s kinds, the job
is immediately assigned to one of them (using a load balancing approach if multiple
routers match). If no sub-router matches all the kinds, then the job is broken up into
groups of tasks that all share the same kind. These groups of tasks are then assigned
together, using load balancing, down the tree until they reach a cluster. Groups of
tasks from the same job with the same kind are always assigned to the same cluster.
This follows the inspiration of the clustering schedulers surveyed in Chapter 3 which
seek to avoid unnecessary network transfers.
Tasks will only spend time queuing once they have been allocated to a cluster, as
the cascading down the tree following the load balancing policy takes place
instantaneously on submission. This is to reflect the way the industrial grid manager
LSF works in reality [85]. LSF allocates instantaneously in order to start initial data
copies to the clusters early, with the hope that the network transfers will complete
before tasks reach the head of the cluster queue.
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Load balancing is essential in real grids to ensure all the clusters are used to their
maximum capacity. With the aim of the scheduling system to maximise
responsiveness, it is desirable to minimise the waiting time across all clusters.
Therefore, good load balancing in each router should try to keep the queue length
the same across all clusters below it. Therefore, as clusters have different capacities,
more work should naturally be sent to the larger clusters in proportion to their
capacity.
The load balancing considered in this thesis essentially allocates work to the
cluster where it expected to queue for the least amount of time. The algorithm
calculates the expected queue length by taking the amount of work (in core-seconds)
in each cluster’s queue (CQ) and dividing it by the number of processing resources
that cluster contains (Ccores), as shown in Equation 5.5. The jobs are assigned to the
cluster with the smallest expected queue length. These statistics are considered
suitably high-level that they could be obtained by routers in a grid without imposing
an undue overhead on performance or network bandwidth. Where the load
balancing takes place between routers, each router offers the best performing value
of any the clusters beneath it.





Inside a cluster, tasks queue until they reach the head of the queue, under a chosen
ordering policy. Once they are selected to run, allocation is simply done to processors
as they become free (an Earliest Start Time allocation), because of the lack of network
costs inside clusters. Within a homogeneous cluster, this is equivalent to an Earliest
Finish Time allocation [160].
Although routers and clusters both implement list schedulers, the ordering
policy of the load balancer and the allocation policy of the cluster are trivial. This
architecture effectively gives the result that allocation is done first through the load
balancing in the routers, and then ordering is applied when the tasks are on the
clusters. This is the reverse of most list scheduling architectures, and yet is suitable
for the architecture of grids where perfect knowledge of the whole cluster is
impractical to achieve due to the slow network links between clusters.
The key part of this model is the ordering policy applied on each cluster, because it
is reasonable to assume that at this level, a great deal more information about the state
of the cluster and the work to be performed can be analysed. It is also where the jobs
will actually spend their time queuing and hence where prioritisation is applicable.
The cluster ordering policy will therefore be the one that will most affect the ability
of the grid to achieve good QoS. Measuring the ability of a scheduler to achieve good
QoS requires appropriate metrics, which the next sections will describe and evaluate.
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5.4 Industrial Metrics
It is natural that grid administrators monitor the performance of their grid. To do
this, they use several classes of metrics. The distinctive patterns of submission and
execution of work over a week mean that the administrators choose to collect most
metrics over the period of a week. For the purposes of calculating metrics, a week
starts at 06:00 every Monday. This is when the cluster is perceived to be quietest,
because little work is submitted outside of working hours. A more detailed
characterisation of these patterns is found in Chapter 4. Work that is submitted in a
given week is given the notation WiS and the work that completes W
i
C. The set of
tasks that spend any time executing during the week is WiE and the set of tasks that




WiS = 8Ti 2 Jk ^ 8Jk 2W : Wistart < Jksubmit Wifinish (5.6)
WiC = 8Ti 2 Jk ^ 8Jk 2W : Wistart < Jkfinish Wifinish (5.7)
WiE = 8Ti : Tistart <Wifinish ^ Tifinish >Wistart (5.8)
WiP = 8Ti : Tisubmit <Wifinish ^ Tistart >Wistart (5.9)
Originally, these weekly metrics had been compiled and visualised manually,
using spreadsheet software. This was a time-consuming process, however, so much
so that reports were only produced approximately every quarter. This was often too
late to troubleshoot problems on the grid, and so they were only really used to
analyse trends. As part of the industrial placement, the author further developed the
analysis software so that the weekly metrics could be compiled and visualised
automatically. A screen shot of the ‘dashboard’ interface created is shown in Figure
5.2.
The primary concern of grid administrators is that the grid is being well-utilised.
The number of jobs submitted per week is monitored, to identify trends in the rising
demand for computing power. These trends help inform forecasts of when new
capacity will need to be added.
Wisubmitted =
   WiS    (5.10)
The most important metric for utilisation is the number of CPU-days consumed
each week (Equation 5.11). This can be compared to the maximum available to get
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Figure 5.2: Dashboard of Industrial Metrics Screen Shot
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a percentage figure of utilisation (Equation 5.12). To calculate the number of CPU
days used the Wicpu_time must be multiplied by a value appropriate to the time-base



















Ccores · (seconds/minutes/hours) in_week (5.12)
Filters are applied to break down these figures by project and group. A project
represents the design of a particular airframe, whereas a group represents the
aerodynamics or loads teams. Utilisation broken down by project and by group is
used to determine whether the fair share tree is correctly configured for the current
workload. Where some projects are deemed more urgent, the users and groups
working on those projects may have their fair share raised.
However, the fair share assigned to a user or a group only indirectly affects
response times. If the cause of low responsiveness is that a user or a group is
running above their fair share, then it is possible to reduce response times by
increasing the share. However, as detailed in Chapter 2, poor response times can
occur even when users and groups are operating well within their share.
The administrators measure responsiveness through three metrics. The most
commonly used one is the average pending time of all tasks (Equation 5.13), which is
the time between the task being submitted and it starting execution. The problem
with this measure is it poorly captures user requirements. Users have a wide
variation in the design cycle lengths they work to. For some users a pending time of
an hour would be unacceptable, whereas for others several days pending time may
not even be noticeable. As there are so many tasks submitted, using the mean can
mask very poor response times.
8Ti 2WiP : Wimean_pending =
ÂWiP T
i
start   Tisubmit  WiP   (5.13)





To give some more insight into starving tasks, the worst case pending time is also
measured (Equation 5.14). The difficulty is that the single worst-case pending time
often corresponds to a task that has been submitted with erroneous parameters, and
so will never be able to run. These have to be cancelled manually by the
administrators, but it often takes a large amount of pending time before they are
seen to be a problem, especially given the long cycle times of some groups.
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The final measure of response times used is a count of the number of tasks still
pending and running at the start of the week (Equations 5.15 and 5.16). If there is still
work waiting then the administrators take this to mean that the cluster is overloaded -
because it has not caught up on the previous week’s work. However, this metric fails
to take account of the varying cycle times of designers, many of whom need their
tasks to be returned far more quickly than by the next week.
8Ti : WiMon_pending =
   Tisubmit <Wifinish < Tistart    (5.15)
8Ti : WiMon_running =
   Tistart <Wifinish < Tifinish    (5.16)
Fairness is measured by comparing the currently running utilisation of groups
compared to their fair share. As discussed in Section 2.6.1, this reflects the interests
of the administrators who are concerned about utilisation, rather then the users, who
care about responsiveness.
5.5 Metrics
The previous section introduced the metrics used by the industrial partner. Different
metrics are more or less relevant to different stakeholders. The metrics relevant to
the system administrators correspond to those related to utilisation, and the metrics
that represent the users’ point of view correspond to the responsiveness and fairness
metrics. This section presents a survey of the literature of which other metrics have
been applied to the evaluation of scheduling policies. A further category of metrics
not seen in the industrial scenario was noted as being commonly used in the
literature, and these were the relative metrics. Relative metrics compare schedulers
by counting the number of ‘best’ schedules (by another metric) over a number of
scenarios in a problem space.
All these metrics are considered here specifically within the context of the
industrial scenario outlined above, which is the dynamic or online scheduling of jobs
onto a fixed, distributed grid platform. However, the metrics are not limited to being
used in such circumstances, and most should be able to provide insight into both
static and dynamic scheduling approaches. A summary of the applicability of each
metric is presented in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Insight given by selected metrics
5.5.1 Utilisation Metrics
Utilisation metrics measure how much of a platform’s maximum potential is actually
being used. Achieving a high throughput of work is contingent on achieving good
utilisation. Wherever possible, it is desirable to avoid having idle resources if there is
ever work queuing.
Workload Makespan
The classic metric used to compare schedulers is the workload makespan (Equation
5.17), which is widely referenced in the literature [3, 22, 71, 97, 100, 120]. This is
defined by the time at which all the work in the workload has completed.





While some papers use only this metric for comparing schedulers [34, 38], it is
insufficient for measuring the responsiveness or fairness in a schedule. This is
because, in the simulation of a dynamic system, the workload makespan may be
mostly determined by the last few jobs in the workload to arrive. What it can help to
measure, on the other hand, is utilisation, as a component of the Flow or Average
Utilisation metrics. Because it requires the workload to complete execution, the
workload makespan metric only really applies to the evaluation of static scheduling
problems.
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Flow
A measure of throughput is simply to count the number of tasks or jobs completed






Flow does not attempt to account for the differing sizes of work, so a platform
may be able to achieve wildly different values of flow depending on the makeup of
the workload. This renders it less useful for comparing schedulers across different
workloads.
In a dynamic system, it may not be possible to measure the makespan of a
workload, because work is continually arriving. In this case, flow can be defined as
the number of jobs to finish in a given time interval (tstart, tfinish] (Equation 5.19).
8Jk 2W ^ tstart < Jkfinish  tfinish : Dynamic Flow =
  Jk  
tfinish   tstart (5.19)
Average Utilisation
A further metric can be derived from the workload makespan, known as average
utilisation [87] or efficiency [160]. This is defined as the proportion of the possible
execution time determined by the workload makespan that was actually consumed.
The number of processing units in the grid is denoted Gcores.
8Jk 2W : Average Utilisation = Â J
k
exec
Wmakespan ⇥ Gcores (5.20)
This metric can also be extended to dynamic systems by calculating the CPU
time used between two points in time, as is given in Equations 5.11 and 5.12. Interval
utilisation is useful because weekly or daily average utilisation values can be
monitored.
Peak In-Flight Count
As mentioned in Section 5.1, a job can be considered in-flight between when the first
task of that job starts execution and the last task of that job finishes. Here a novel
metric is proposed (Equation 5.21), known as peak in-flight count, that gives the
maximum number of jobs in flight at any given time.
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8t 2 [0,Wmakespan] , 8Jk 2W ^ Jkstart  t < Jkfinish : Peak In Flight = max
⇣   Jk   ⌘
(5.21)
This can be used to determine how much the scheduler has interleaved the jobs
in the workload. High peaks may indicate scheduling problems where some jobs are
starving for resources. The peak in-flight count can also reveal the effect of network
delays. An abnormally high peak in-flight count might indicate that the scheduler is
starting work on new jobs because all the current in-flight jobs are blocked waiting
for network transfers to complete. This may point to using an alternative scheduler
that is better suited to avoiding network bottlenecks.
5.5.2 Responsiveness Metrics
Responsiveness metrics compare how a scheduler is able to keep job latency low.
There will always be a minimum time that a job will take to execute, and this is
determined by its critical path. However, the time spent queueing or on network
transfers will impact the responsiveness of a job. Responsiveness metrics can be a
tool for measuring how well the scheduler is able to cope under periods of heavy
load. The metrics of Speedup, Stretch and SLR are defined for each job in a
workload. Therefore, the average value of these metrics for all the jobs in a workload
can be used to provide a single value to compare scheduler performance. It can also
be useful to compare the worst-case performance of the responsiveness metrics,
because it is the users whose jobs are experiencing worst-case performance that will
be the ones to complain, especially if the worst-case is significantly different to the
average.
Cumulative Completion
A metric that rewards early completion of work, and hence good average
responsiveness, is proposed by Braun et. al. [22]. Whereas the utilisation metrics
only derive value from the time the workload was completed, this gives some
insight into the way this was achieved. This metric calculates the sum of completed
job execution times at each time tick in the execution (Equation 5.22). Because it is
assumed that only a completed job is useful to a user, it can only count the
completed tasks’ execution times once the whole job is finished.
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The cumulative completion metric values work being completed early on in the
schedule, by cumulating the values of completed jobs at each subsequent tick. If
the workload makespans between schedules are different, the values of cumulative
completion are not directly comparable. Therefore, where cumulative completion
values need to be compared, the cumulative completion value should be calculated
with the workload makespan value of the longest schedule.
This metric also gives partial insight into utilisation, because schedulers that
achieve higher utilisation and higher throughput will cause more jobs to finish
sooner, and hence raise the Cumulative Completion value. A shortcoming of this
metric is that it is most suited to static schedules, because the finishing of the
workloads is all relative to their makespan. However, it can be extended to the
dynamic case by only sampling jobs that arrived in a given duration.
Speedup
A common metric to measure responsiveness is known as Speedup [160] (Equation
5.23). It is defined as how much faster each job was able to run compared to if it had





This can be useful to see how much parallelism the scheduler has been able to
extract from the job. However, in most HPC and grid systems, jobs are usually
designed to be highly parallel in order to take the fullest advantage of the grid
platform and because it would take vastly too long on a single processor. Therefore,
while a speedup above 1 may intuitively sound desirable, speedup values may only
be considered acceptable at a much larger value. Furthermore, it has no notion of
comparing the actual speedup to the maximum possible speedup, when
dependencies are present, because it does not take into account the critical path.
Stretch






The stretch metric is useful because it removes the effect that jobs of different sizes
have on their execution times. It shows the ‘retardation’ of jobs due to the
scheduling and load of the system. However, it may be somewhat misleading
because the minimum execution time of a job is not necessarily correlated to its total
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execution time. This is because the parallelism available in two jobs with the same
total execution time can be different due to differences in the core count of tasks or
the structure of dependencies (see an examination of this issue in Section 5.6.3).
Schedule Length Ratio
To counteract the problem of the stretch metric not taking into account the minimum
execution time of a job, Topcuoglu et. al. [160] use the concept of Schedule Length
Ratio (SLR) (Equation 5.25). It is also known as slowdown in some papers [98] and
by other names [140], although other papers define slowdown somewhat differently
[175]. SLR is a similar metric to stretch, but is defined relative to the critical path
rather than the total execution time. This is because the shortest execution time of a





Of the three responsiveness metrics, SLR is the most representative of the
performance of the scheduler alone. This is because it is simply a comparison
between the actual and ideal response times [98]. SLR is independent of the total
execution time or the parallelism available in the job.
The ideal value for SLR is represented as 1, where the actual response time is equal
to the ideal response time. This ideal value may be impossible to achieve in a finite
grid. Furthermore, network delays that are not present on the critical path, but are
still introduced by the scheduling decisions made, may contribute to raising the SLR
value above 1.
To obtain a single value for the performance of the scheduler over a whole
workload, the mean or worst-case SLR values for the whole workload can be used.
These metrics are particularly useful in the case of system overload, where some SLR
values must increase over a value of 1.
5.5.3 Fairness Metrics
It is possible to achieve a kind of perfect fairness in a naïve way by only running a
single job at a time. However, this will almost certainly mean that utilisation and
throughput over the whole grid are unacceptably low. This means that there can be a
tradeoff in a non-pre-emptive system between fairness and utilisation.
There may be an underlying assumption that by raising utilisation,
responsiveness is maximised, and hence fairness will be near optimal as well. This
assumption seems implicit in the many grid scheduling policies that seek to optimise
for the smallest workload makespan. This assumption may hold when the task/job
execution times are tightly clustered or follow a normal distribution. However, it
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breaks down when a distribution with a very wide spread of execution times is
encountered, such as that described in Chapter 4. In such a situation, even if there is
high utilisation, this may be where all the largest jobs are running, and the smallest
jobs experience very poor responsiveness [98].
The importance of measuring fairness can be illustrated with the following
example. A First In First Out scheduler might introduce a relatively constant delay
to all jobs that come through the system. However, this would penalise the SLR of
jobs with a short critical path far more than that for jobs with a long critical path
[147, 168]. This is likely to be perceived by users as an unfair situation. Furthermore,
this may be particularly undesirable because short jobs may well also be the ones for
which responsiveness is the most important, as was observed in the industrial case
study. Wierman [168] identifies this aspect of fairness and named it proportional
fairness. Wierman also considers the notion of temporal fairness, which is the
preservation of the order that work arrived in, although this is less important to the
industrial context.
For all these reasons, metrics are needed to quantify the level of fairness, to
ensure that the tradeoff between high utilisation and responsiveness is managed
appropriately. The average values of the Speedup, Stretch and SLR metrics can be
used to gauge the responsiveness a scheduler is able to achieve with a given
workload. By comparing the spread of values relative to the means, fairness metrics
can be developed.
A fairness metric is considered by Klusác˘ek [98] that is based on the sum of
squared deviations from the mean slowdown. While this is a useful starting point,
this metric is not normalised. This value is also a stepping stone to the calculation of
the standard deviation, a more usual measure of spread within populations. A small
value for the standard deviation of the responsiveness metrics is likely to be
considered fair if the desire is to treat each job equally.
Theoretical backgrounds to fairness metrics are given by Lan [102] and Wierman
[168]. Wierman, however, only presents a metric that combines proportional and
temporal fairness, which is not applicable to the industrial context. Lan et. al. [102]
consider a number of generalised fairness metrics, although when it is desirable to
have the fairness values on a normalised scale, these simply represent the Gini
Coefficient.
Gini Coefficient The Gini Coefficient (GC) is a measure of the inequality of
resources allocated to a given population [112]. It has been widely applied to the
distribution of wealth in societies. In the context of this thesis, however, it is the
allocation of responsiveness to jobs by the scheduler. The GC takes a value between
0 and 1, where 0 indicates a completely fair distribution where every member has an
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    |W|+ 1|W| (5.26)
5.5.4 Relative Metrics
Schedulers can be compared by counting the number of ‘best’ schedules each
scheduler achieves over a set of problems. To decide which schedule is best, an
existing metric such as the workload makespan is used [2, 120]. The ‘best’ scheduler
is then considered to be the one that had the highest number of wins over the
problem space [19].
These approaches are known as relative metrics. Relative metrics can often be
useful for real-world scheduling problems, because finding the optimal schedule is
computationally intractable. A simple count may not be able to show how much
better the best scheduler is. Where a numerical value for relative performance is
desired instead of a count, it is common to compare the metric(s) for the considered
scheduler against some accepted ‘baseline’ scheduler [120]. This allows analysis
showing that the alternative scheduler is X% better. While relative metrics may help
in the end decision of which the best scheduler is, they do not provide any greater
insight into the schedules produced than the underlying metrics that they are based
on. Therefore, they will not be evaluated here.
5.6 Metric Evaluation
Metrics are used to provide insight into schedules. The different classes of metrics
defined above provide different kinds of insight. This section will apply the metrics
to three example schedules that contain known scheduling issues. The ability of the
metrics to identify the issues involved will be evaluated. The examples show the
importance of being able to measure issues of utilisation, responsiveness and
fairness, respectively. The examples contained in this section are deliberately small
so that they can be completely described briefly, yet still demonstrate the presence of
the scheduling issues. For the purposes of simplicity, all the jobs are given arrival
times of t = 0. Nevertheless, they are designed to be viewed as dynamic scheduling
problems, as the issues of responsiveness and fairness are less relevant to static
scheduling problems. The discussion in this section will attempt to identify the
metrics that provide the best insight into these scheduling issues.
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5.6.1 Low Utilisation Issue
If the packing of tasks on to processors is not sufficiently dense, then low utilisation
of the processors will result. Graham’s classic paper concerning scheduling
anomalies [71] contains an example of contrasting schedules. The workload given by
Graham [71] is presented in Table 5.3b and is intended to run on three processors.
Two schedules (A and B) of the same workload are given in Figure 5.3a. Schedule A
is Graham’s workload scheduled with an anomaly that increases makespan, whereas
schedule B is a schedule without the anomaly (see 5.3a). Metrics for these two
different schedules are presented in Tables 5.3d and 5.3c.
The significant feature of the workload is that the critical path of J1 is long enough
that it defines the minimum workload makespan (Table 5.3d). In schedule A, the
whole workload makespan is extended because T3 delays the execution of T2. The
flow and average utilisation metrics depend on the workload makespan. Because the
workload is the same but its makespan in schedule A is longer than in schedule B,
then the flow and average utilisation metrics are lower for schedule B. The peak in-
flight count metric remains the same, although Schedule B only has a single duration
of the peak between t0 and t2, whereas schedule A has two periods of time at the
peak value, t0   t2 and t3   t5. The utilisation metrics are useful here, because they
show that schedule B contains less wasted capacity in the schedule, and hence makes
more efficient use of the resources.
All the responsiveness metrics except cumulative completion show an
improvement from schedule A to schedule B (Table 5.3d), because three jobs finish
earlier and only one job finishes later. The cumulative completion metric rewards the
early finish of the larger J4 in schedule A. This is because the cumulative completion
metric rewards jobs that finish earlier, and the movement of empty scheduling space
to the end of a schedule. If a new job arrived only after this space had passed, the
capacity represented by the empty space would have been wasted. This stands in
contrast to the average utilisation metric, which would suggest that the lower
average utilisation is better, but does not take into account where in the schedule this
low utilisation phase appears.
A high value for cumulative completion may be valuable, but it does not indicate
how fairly the jobs in the workload are being treated. The fairness metrics (Table 5.3d)
also show that schedule B is an improvement over schedule A. This is because J1 and
J3 complete sooner, and hence closer to their critical path time. The finish time of J4
is extended, but as this is one of the larger jobs, the increase is less when taken as
proportional to its execution and critical path time. This means that the variation as a
proportion of the job responsiveness metrics for each job is lower (Table 5.3c), giving
a lower standard deviation of these metrics which defines an increase in fairness.
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(a) Gantt Chart
Job Task Dependencies Texec
J1 T1 - 3
J1 T9 T1 9
J2 T2 - 2
J3 T3 - 2
J4 T4 - 2
J4 T5 T4 4
J4 T6 T4 4
J4 T7 T4 4












(b) Graham’s Workload [71]
Metric J1 J2 J3 J4
A B A B A B A B
Stretch 1.17 1 1 1 2.5 1 0.56 0.67
SLR 1.17 1 1 1 2.5 1 1.67 2.0
Speedup 0.86 1 1 1 0.4 1 1.8 1.5
(c) Job Metrics
Metric A B B/A
Utilisation
Workload Makespan 14 12 0.86
Average Utilisation (%) 81.0 94.4 1.17
Flow (jobs/tick) 0.29 0.33 1.17
Peak in-flight 3 3 1.00
Responsiveness
Mean Stretch 1.31 0.91 0.70
Worst-case Stretch 2.50 1 0.40
Mean SLR 1.59 1.25 0.78
Worst-case SLR 2.50 2.00 0.80
Mean Speedup 1.02 1.13 1.10
Worst-case Speedup 0.40 1 2.50
Cumulative Completion 148 142 0.96
Fairness
Std. Dev. Stretch 0.84 0.17 0.20
Std. Dev. SLR 0.67 0.5 0.74
Std. Dev. Speedup 0.58 0.25 0.42
Gini Coefficient SLR 0.197 0.150 0.76
(d) Workload Metrics
Figure 5.3: Low Utilisation Issue Example
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From this example, it can be seen that utilisation metrics are important, because
they can reveal inefficiency in how the platform is being used. The responsiveness
metrics for each job show how smaller jobs are proportionally affected more than
larger ones when they are subjected to delay. This is further revealed in the fairness
metrics, which show an improvement in fairness (lower variation) for schedule B
compared to schedule A.
5.6.2 Multiple Waits Issue
Themultiple waits problem is exhibited when there is too great an interleaving of jobs
in a system, leading to low responsiveness even though utilisation is high. Table 5.4b
gives a workload with dependencies that will be run on a single processor. Figure
5.4a shows two possible schedules of this workload, and as the two jobs arrive at the
same time, the one with the lower index begins first. The dependencies of two jobs
are shown in Table 5.4b.
A trivial example of the multiple waits problem is shown in Figure 5.4a.
Schedule A shows a high interleaving of the two jobs, as could have been scheduled
by a list scheduler using FIFO ordering over tasks (e.g. the scheduler given in Section
6.2.2). Schedule B, on the other hand, shows the two jobs executed in sequence. This
could have been created using a list scheduler using a FIFO ordering over jobs
instead of tasks (e.g. scheduler from Section 6.2.3). The most pertinent feature of this
example is that J1 completes execution significantly earlier under schedule B than
under schedule A, while J2 completes execution at the same time (Figure 5.4a).
The utilisation metrics that depend on the makespan are the same, because the
workload makespan is the same (Table 5.4d). Only the utilisation metric of peak
in-flight count shows a difference between these two schedules. The peak of 2 in
schedule B suggests that there is greater than desirable interleaving of work, because
the peak in-flight count is greater than the processor count.
The earlier completion of J1 in schedule A means that a higher cumulative
completion value is achieved (Table 5.4d). The average stretch, speedup and SLR
metrics also favour schedule A, also because J1 finished earlier. It is important to
note that in schedule A, the stretch metric has a value of 1, whereas the SLR metric
has a value of 1.5. This is because stretch is defined relative to execution on a single
processor, which matches this situation. Having a stretch value of 1 may seem to
indicate that there is no further improvement that can be made. However, the
dependency structure in J1 shows that there is parallelism that has not been
exploited in this example. The SLR metric reveals the potential for a lower response
time if there were more processors available.
The fairness metrics of the standard deviation of stretch and speedup indicate
instead that Schedule A is to be preferred (Table 5.4d), because the two jobs finish
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Metric A (J1) A (J2) B (J1) B (J2)
Stretch 1.66 2.00 1.00 2.00
SLR 2.5 2.0 1.5 2.0
Speedup 0.6 0.5 1 0.5
(c) Job Metrics
Metric A B B/A
Utilisation
Workload Makespan 6 6 1
Average Utilisation (%) 100 100 1
Flow (jobs/tick) 0.30 0.30 1
Peak in-flight 2 1 0.50
Responsiveness
Mean Stretch 1.83 1.50 0.82
Worst-Case Stretch 2.00 2.00 1
Mean SLR 2.25 1.75 0.78
Worst-case SLR 2.50 2.00 1
Mean Speedup 0.55 0.75 1.36
Worst-case Speedup 0.50 0.50 1
Cumulative Completion 9 15 1.67
Fairness
Std. Dev. Stretch 0.24 0.70 2.94
Std. Dev. SLR 0.35 0.35 1
Std. Dev. Speedup 0.07 0.35 5
Gini Coefficient SLR 0.056 0.071 1.29
(d) Workload Metrics
Figure 5.4: Multiple Waits Issue Example
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closer in time. While this seems more fair, this should be considered in light of the
decrease in responsiveness. Interestingly, the standard deviation of SLR does not
change, indicating that when dependencies are taken into account, the schedules are
equally fair.
This example demonstrates that responsiveness metrics of mean SLR, stretch and
speedup are important, because they reveal how quickly each job is getting through
the system. The cumulative completion metric also reveals the benefit of having
some jobs finish earlier, even if the workload makespan is the same. The peak
in-flight count is also shown to be useful, because it reveals where there is excessive
interleaving of jobs. The responsiveness metrics also show that while a schedule
may seem fairer, it may also be less responsive, and both sets of metrics should be
considered if a tradeoff is to be made between them.
5.6.3 Advantages of SLR over Stretch/Speedup
A further example schedule is given in Figure 5.5 that is intended to highlight the
advantage gained by using the SLR metric over the stretch or speedup metrics on
tasksets containing dependencies. The schedule shown in Figure 5.5b contains two
jobs, with identical numbers of tasks and identical execution times (of tasks and of
the whole job), as defined in Table 5.5a. The only thing that differs between the jobs
is their dependency structure, and hence the length of their critical path. The critical
path length of J1 is 3, whereas for J2 the critical path length is 5. When these two jobs
are scheduled onto a single processor each, the SLR metric reveals that this is
optimal for J2, because of its dependency structure, and yet it is suboptimal for J1,
because J1 has further opportunities for parallelism (see Table 5.5c). Nevertheless,
the stretch and speedup metrics cannot distinguish between the scheduler’s
performance, because both jobs have the same total execution time.
5.6.4 Metric Evaluation Summary
This section has shown, using the examples of three issues, that the measurement
of utilisation, responsiveness and fairness is important. Scheduling issues can occur
in each of these categories. Where dependencies are concerned, it has been shown
that taking the critical path of jobs into account (as the SLR metric does) is essential,
as there is otherwise a loss of insight. Having defined and evaluated a number of
metrics, these will be applied to the evaluation of a number of scheduling policies
running over synthetic and industrial workloads.
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Figure 5.5: SLR Advantages Example
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5.7 Experimental Simulation Method
In order to fairly evaluate scheduling algorithms in order to satisfy the hypotheses
from Chapter 1, they need to be compared in the same context. The models presented
in Sections 5.1 to 5.3 in this chapter can be used to create a wide range of contexts.
Four experimental contexts or profileswere used to support the investigation of the
hypotheses. These profiles were designed to give the best balance of execution speed
and experimental coverage. Each profile corresponds to a particular experimental
investigation. Many parameters are necessary to generate these profiles, and this
section will describe and justify the numbers selected for these profiles. A summary
of the profiles and their parameters are described in Table 5.4.
Profiles 1-3 are used to investigate Hypothesis 1 from Chapter 1, which concerns
the responsiveness and fairness of scheduling policies. Profile 1 is used to investigate
these attributes across the spectrum of load, whereas profile 2 is used to investigate
the attributes across the spectra of network delays and inaccurate execution times.
Profile 3 simulates the industrial platform and executes a workload matching that
observed in the industrial log files analysed in Chapter 4. Profile 4 is used to
investigate Hypothesis 2 from Chapter 1, which concerns the value returned to users
by scheduling policies. For each set of parameters in the profile, 30 workloads were
generated and used for evaluation.
5.7.1 Synthetic Workload
5.7.1.1 Workload Volume
The most basic decision to be made regarding the workloads is to decide on the
number of tasks and jobs to be run. In the workload characterisation in Chapter 4.2,
it was observed that there were distinctive arrival patterns over days and weeks due
to the working hours of users. In order to fairly simulate these patterns, simulations
must run over a sufficiently long time period so that many iterations of these
week-long patterns are present. This is to avoid only a part of the pattern being
present in the simulation, and therefore have simulation results that would not
represent a true long-running system.
For these reasons, a simulation duration of at least one year was selected as being a
sufficiently long time to include many week patterns and to minimise simulation end
effects. The simulator developed was able to handle the real workload of the cluster
on a platform that represented the scale of real grid, as represented in Profile 3. The
actual number of tasks and the volume of the industrial workload is not disclosed for
reasons of commercial sensitivity.
Although it is possible to simulate the single instance of the industrial workload
running alone, many more simulations are necessary to evaluate larger parameter
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spaces. Resource constraints of CPU time and RAM meant that running simulations
at full industrial scale was intractable when a wide space of parameter values was
considered. Therefore, the number of jobs and the size of the grid (number of cores)
was scaled down in proportion so that the run-time of the simulation would still be a
year or more at full (100%) load. Simulations where the load factor was lower would
run the same workload over a longer duration. This is due to the method of adjusting
load by changing the inter-arrival times of jobs described in Section 4.2.
Profiles 1 and 2 had workloads containing 10,000 tasks, which corresponded to
1,000-10,000 jobs depending on the dependency patterns used. Profile 4 had 12,500
jobs which gave 100,000 - 125,000 tasks for each workload. Profiles 1, 2 and 4 all
had a total workload volume of 1010 core-minutes, which is roughly equivalent to
two years’ worth of work for a 10,000 core grid. This ensures more than a year of
submission patterns will be observed even in the overload scenarios.
5.7.1.2 Execution Time Distributions
It is important to reflect the distribution of task execution times observed in the
industrial scenario in the synthetic workloads generated. For profiles 1, 2, and 4,
execution times were sampled from the distribution described in Figure 4.7
according to Algorithm 4.3 given in Chapter 4. The UUnifast-Discard approach from
Davis and Burns [50] was used to ensure that the distribution of execution times for
tasks and jobs was as desired as well as giving a specified total workload volume.
5.7.1.3 Arrival Patterns
Profile 1 uses Algorithm 4.1 that gives constant arrival rates of workload. While this
is useful to investigate the impact of changing load, it poorly reflects the peaks and
troughs of industrial submission cycles. Therefore, Profiles 2 and 4 use Algorithm 4.2
to introduce daily and weekly cycles of load to workloads.
5.7.1.4 DAG Shapes
Evaluating schedulers with a variety of dependency graph structures is essential.
Profiles 1 and 2 used workloads following a selection of DAG shapes with the
structures described in Section 4.4.1. The parameters for this selection and to
generate these shapes is given in Table 5.2. A record of dependencies was not stored
in the industrial logs so each task from the logs was considered to be independent in
Profile 3. In the workload made for Profile 3, tasks from the same user that were
submitted at the same instant were grouped into the same job, though without
dependencies. Profile 4 consisted of jobs with random DAGs with exponential
degree distribution, generated using Algorithm 4.8.
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Table 5.2: Parameters used in workload generation
5.7.1.5 Fair Shares
For evaluating the FairShare scheduler, a share tree is required that follows the share
tree architecture discussed in Section 2.5.1). Profile 1 used a share tree of 5 equal
shares and where each job was randomly placed into one of the 5 shares. Profile
3 used the real industrial share tree. For profiles 2 and 4, a richer share tree was
used (shown in Table 5.3) where the shares would not all be equally balanced and so
give a more comprehensive test of the FairShare scheduler. Jobs in the workloads of
profile 2 and 4 were assigned to each of the share leaf paths randomly with a chance
proportionate to the share of each ‘user’.
5.7.1.6 Load
The level of load on the platform can be measured by the percentage rate at which
work is arriving compared to the maximum rate at which this work can be
processed. Comparing schedulers at a range of loads is essential, because of the
variation experienced in grid and cloud scenarios. A load ratio for a workload can
only ever be defined with relation to a platform, yet it is desirable to be able to adjust
the load ratio independently of the workload and platform. This can be achieved by
adjusting the inter-arrival times of jobs, following the algorithm described in
Algorithm 4.2.
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Share Path Shares Share Path Shares
/root 1 /root/group4/kara 4
/root/group1 1 /root/group4/lana 5
/root/group2 1 /root/group4/mera 6
/root/group3 1 /root/group4/nora 3
/root/group4 2 /root/group4/olga 4
/root/group5 1 /root/group4/petra 5
/root/group1/anna 10 /root/group4/qia 3
/root/group1/becca 10 /root/group4/rana 4
/root/group1/cara 5 /root/group4/sara 2
/root/group2/dana 10 /root/group5/tana 1
/root/group2/ella 10 /root/group5/ulla 1
/root/group2/fara 10 /root/group5/viva 1
/root/group3/gemma 1 /root/group5/wanda 1
/root/group3/hanna 2 /root/group5/xandra 1
/root/group3/ida 3 /root/group5/yena 1
/root/group4/jenna 3 /root/group5/zara 3
Table 5.3: Synthetic Share Tree Used for Simulations
When investigating load, an upper limit on overloadwas needed. A value of 120%
overload was chosen as an upper limit as that would imply that at least one sixth of
the work submitted (by volume) would be unable to run. Over an extended period
such as a year, this is likely to be unacceptable to users. If there were continually
this much overload, it is likely that a better solution, such as admission control, user
education or hardware upgrades be implemented to reduce overload.
Profile 1 investigated a range of load between 80 and 120%, in increments of 10%,
to examine how gracefully performance degraded under the different policies as the
threshold of overload is passed. Where the daily and weekly peaks of work are
considered, there may be short periods of overload even when the average load is
well below saturation. Therefore Profile 3 considered load between 20 and 120%.
Profile 2 only considered an overload situation at 120% so that it would be
necessary for some jobs to wait and therefore the ability of the schedulers to keep
responsiveness and fairness high can be compared.
5.7.1.7 CCR
Networking delays are considered according to the model of Section 5.2.2 whenever
there needs to be communication between clusters. Profile 1 uses a CCR value of 0.2 so
that network delays are present, but are relatively small compared to the computation
costs. Due to there being no dependencies available in the industrial workload, the
CCR is irrelevant for profile 3, so it was set to 0. Profile 2 and 4 are used to investigate
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the impact of network delays across the range of CCR, using ranges of 0.0 to 1.5 and
0.0 to 2.4 respectively.
5.7.1.8 Inaccurate Estimates of Execution Times
It is usually impossible, except in rigorously studied Real-Time Systems, to have
precise estimates of how long work will run for [105, 107, 156]. In the experimental
set up considered in this thesis, it is assumed that the person who submits work or
an automated job profiler provides an estimate of execution time, which is helpful
but imperfect. In simulation, however, the exact execution times are known in
advance. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce inaccuracies into the model. In this
work, two possible ways are considered to convert exact execution times (eorig) into
inaccurate estimates:
Normal Error This creates an estimate by sampling a normal distribution, shown
in Equation 5.27, with a parameter N to vary the standard deviation, and hence the





µ = eorig, s = eorig ⇥ N100
◆⇡
(5.27)
Logarithmic Rounding This form of inaccuracy (Equation 5.28) reflects the
expertise of users in being able to classify jobs by whether they will take minutes,
hours or days. However, this classification may be most precise users can be.
Execution times are essentially rounded to the nearest power ofM.
eest = MdlogM(eorig)e (5.28)
Profile 1 does not consider inaccurate estimates, as it is used to examine the
influence of load. Profile 2 considers the extremes of inaccurate estimates. Therefore,
the standard deviation of the normal distribution used to introduce error ranges
from 0 to 108% of the original value. The log rounding uses values of M from 1 to
107. These very large values are used so that the most extreme rounding essentially
gives every task the same predicted execution time. In profile 4, the investigation of
value is intended to consider realistic rather than extreme scenarios. Where
log-rounding inaccuracies were considered, a range of 1 to 20 was considered.
Normally-distributed inaccuracies used the mean of the execution time and a
standard deviation of up to 200% of that execution time.
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5.7.2 Synthetic Platform
Each profile used a slightly different platform in order to ensure the workload
considered ran for a period of a year or greater yet was not so large that CPU or
RAM resources on the simulation machines where exhausted. All platforms follow a
common architecture, with several clusters connected with a thin tree network. Each
cluster is homogeneous, but there were two kinds of cluster architecture, termed
Kind1 and Kind2. In profiles 1 and 2, the proportion of the workload that requires the
Kind2 architecture is deliberately lower than the share of the grid, in order that the
network is the bottleneck when running tasks on the Kind2 cluster.
The platform used in profile 1 has four clusters, each with 1,000 cores. Three
clusters are of Kind1 and one is of Kind2. These were connected by a single router.
The simulated grid used for Profile 2 also has four clusters, but these clusters had 400
cores each. One cluster was Kind2 and the other three were Kind1. The platform in
profile 2 is connected by several routers, following the architecture shown in Figure
5.1. Profile 4 specified a grid of three clusters, two of 2000 cores each of Kind1 and one
of 1000 cores of Kind2. These were connected through a single router. Profile 4 was
designed to most closely correspond to a scaled-down version of the real industrial
grid architecture.
5.8 Summary
This chapter describes the application, platform and scheduling models that can
represent the industrial context in a way that is amenable to simulation. The
application model represents the work to be run on the grid, which consists of tasks
with dependencies between them, which are grouped into jobs. The formal structure
of the workloads has also been described in this chapter whereas Chapter 4
characterises the industrial workload and gave means of generating workloads
following the observed patterns.
The platform model is also given, describing how the processing resources are
grouped into clusters and connected using a tree-structured network of routers.
Heterogeneity is modelled such that tasks run on a subset of clusters, depending on
resource requirements, but have the same execution time wherever they are run. The
network architecture of a thin tree is described, along with a low-complexity model
to determine network latencies between tasks executing on different clusters.
The hierarchical list scheduling model is described, specifying the way jobs and
tasks are cascaded down through the network. The allocation policies used for load
balancing between clusters and on the clusters themselves are described. The
ordering policies on the routers are in a sense irrelevant because jobs and tasks are
pushed down to the clusters instantaneously on arrival, although they were
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Table 5.4: Experimental Profiles
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specified to be FIFO. The ordering policies for tasks on clusters were not specified,
because these will form the main area of research. Various different ordering policies
for the clusters will be evaluated in following chapters.
So that fair evaluations can be made, a survey of metrics is undertaken. The
collection of metrics is essential for the owners and operators of grid and cloud
platforms to ensure good utilisation of their platforms and quality of service for their
users. Furthermore, the perspective of the users necessitates the evaluation of
metrics that deal with quality of service. A number of metrics are presented,
grouped into those dealing with Utilisation, Responsiveness and Fairness. It is
shown that while utilisation metrics have traditionally been used to evaluate
scheduling policies, they are less suitable in a dynamically-scheduled system such as
a grid or a cloud. Instead, responsiveness and fairness metrics are better able to
show how a scheduling policy is managing the resources under its control in order
to maximise the benefit to users.
The metrics are evaluated as to their ability to give insight into scheduling issues.
The Schedule Length Ratio (SLR) metric of Topcuoglu et. al. [160] is shown to be
particularly useful for workloads with dependencies, because it uses the critical path
of the job as the performance benchmark to compare against. This allows it to more
fairly compare the responsiveness of jobs with critical paths of different lengths. The
next chapter will present and evaluate a novel scheduling policy designed to achieve
good responsiveness and fairness with respect to SLR.
To validate that these models are appropriately representative, the industrial logs
were used to create a workload suitable for use in the simulator. The simulator was
configured to represent the same platform and scheduling policy as the industrial
grid. The simulated set up gave responsiveness and fairness metrics for each job that
were at most 10% different from those observed in reality, and most were even closer.
The differences are likely due to the absence of dependencies in the logs, as well as
the limitations of the network model and the fair-share awareness improvements the
simulator used in the load-balancing policy.
Four experimental profiles are defined, each suited to evaluating a particular
aspect of the research hypotheses. These profiles specify the parameters used with
the algorithms of Chapter 4 to generate several classes of synthetic workloads. The
profiles also define the simulated grid platforms these workloads would be executed
on, as well as the limits of the spectra of load, network delays and inaccurate
execution times that scheduling policies are to be evaluated across.
Having defined the experimental approach, Chapter 6 will define and evaluate a
scheduling policy designed to achieve high responsiveness and fairness, even in the
presence of overload. Chapter 7 considers the application of value measures to jobs in
a workload, and defines and evaluates scheduling policies designed to optimise the
value returned.




In Chapter 5, the models and metrics required to evaluate scheduling policies and
grids were discussed. It is suggested that the most informative metric for measuring
responsiveness is the Schedule Length Ratio (SLR) [160], when applied to each job in a
workload. This chapter presents a novel ordering policy, termed Projected Schedule
Length Ratio, or P-SLR. P-SLR is designed to achieve responsiveness and fairness
while retaining a guarantee that no job will ever starve.
This chapter then considers ordering policies that can form a basis for
comparison for P-SLR. Issues with these existing policies are discussed, which
include their shortcomings with respect to responsiveness, fairness or the absence of
starvation.
P-SLR is then evaluated using a variety of different means to show that it meets
its aims. Firstly, it is compared against baseline schedulers for responsiveness and
fairness using a range of different synthetic workloads and load ratios, along with an
industrial workload. The effects of adding network delays and inaccurate estimates
are also investigated.
Responsiveness will be measured using the median value of the worst-case SLRs
observed in each trial. The worst-case SLR is used because of the desire for high
responsiveness to be achieved for all users. Using the median value instead of the
mean will prevent any truly pathological cases from biasing the results. Fairness will
be measured using the median of the Gini Coefficients [112] calculated for the SLRs
in each trial. Statistical significance will be tested using a repeated measures t-test
because the workloads are the same, meaning the job SLRs can be directly compared.
The threshold for statistical significance is set at the 5% confidence interval (p = 0.05).
6.1 The Projected-Schedule Length Ratio Policy
Having considered the benefit realised by using the SLRmetric tomeasure scheduling
performance, a novel ordering algorithm called Projected-Schedule Length Ratio (P-
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SLR) is now presented. The P-SLR ordering policy takes the concept of upward rank,
and uses it to give a projection of when the job would finish if the considered task
were run immediately. This projection of the job finish time is used to calculate a
projection of what the job’s SLR metric would be, which is used as the basis of the
ordering policy.
The nominal intent of the P-SLR orderer is that as the load of the system rises
(especially into a state of overload), all jobs should ‘suffer’ equally. At a scheduling
instant, the upward rank of every task is used to predict what the SLR of the job
would be if this task were executed immediately. (Algorithm 6.1). The task where the
P-SLR is largest (is most ‘late’) is run first. This is distinct from the approach used
by Hirales-Carbajal et. al. [77] which uses the downward rank (looks backward) to
calculate a partial value for SLR based on the tasks that have already completed.
The advantage of using the SLR metric is that small jobs can ‘jump’ the queue to
run quickly because their SLRs are more sensitive to the samewaiting time. However,
eventually, even large jobs will run because their projected SLR will rise as they wait,
just more slowly than for small jobs. This is designed to have all jobs experience a
waiting time proportional to the length of their critical path, a desirable attribute for
fairness and responsiveness [147].
P-SLR is starvation-free because the projected SLR rises for all jobs as they wait,
which means all jobs will eventually run, as long as overloads are transient. This
follows a similar line of reasoning as Salles and Barria [145]. In the case of extreme
overload where the work queue continually grows unboundedly, the waiting time
term (the second part of the equation in Algorithm 6.1) comes to dominate, reverting
the ordering to that of FIFO, thus avoiding starvation in all cases.
A particular factor of note that is shown in Algorithm 6.1 is that the predicted
finish time is incremented by 1. Two jobs of differing sizes could be submitted at the
same scheduling instant. Without this increment, both jobs’ projected SLR would be
1, and hence the choice between them would be arbitrary. By adding a lateness
penalty to every calculation, the projected SLR is able to distinguish between short
and long jobs that arrive at the same time, and prefer running the shorter one first.
This improves responsiveness overall, because the SLRs of small jobs are most
sensitive to waiting time. This is the opposite behaviour to the static scheduler
proposed in Zhao and Sakellariou [175], which prefers running the larger job first,
which is good for lowering workload makespan but causes the responsiveness of the
smallest task to suffer.
Another factor to note is that tasks not on the critical path for a job may have a
small upward rank, even though they may be ready early on. This can mean that the
projected SLR for these tasks is less than 1. However, the result of this is that they are
prioritised lower than the tasks on the critical path; a desirable attribute [175].
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Algorithm 6.1 Projected SLR ordering algorithm
projected_slr(Ti, Jk, curr_time,Q) = 
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6.1.1 Algorithmic Complexity of P-SLR
For the calculation of the complexity, several terms can be defined. The number of
jobs in aworkload can be referred to as jwith t being the number of tasks. The number
of tasks in the queue Q at a given moment is termed l. Defining these formally from






The P-SLR function needs to be calculated for each task in the queue at each
scheduling instant. The upward ranks of each task can be pre-calculated when a job
is submitted, so these can be assumed to be known and not have to be re-calculated
each time the scheduler is run. A scheduling instant is triggered each time a job
arrives or a task finishes. In the worst case where each job has only a single task and
where no start or finish times ever coincide, this would mean that there are 2t
scheduling instants for a given workload.
At each scheduling instant, the scheduler must evaluate the P-SLR for each task in
the queue and sort the queue by this value. Assuming the upward ranks are known,
the calculation of the P-SLR for each task can be performed in a constant amount
of time. This would mean that the number of operations to be performed at each
instant would be l + l log l, assuming a sorting algorithm of O (n log n) worst-case
complexity is used.
The number of operations run by P-SLR in a dynamic system would therefore
on average be 2t (l + l log l). However, a further worst-case can be imagined if P-
SLR were applied to a scenario where it starts with all the work to do already in the
queue (as is usual in static scheduling). In this case, the length of the queue l would
be equal to the number of tasks t. This would mean that the worst-case complexity is




using Big O notation.
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6.2 Alternative Scheduling Policies
This section will consider a set of ordering policies that can be applied on each cluster,
within the models defined previously.
6.2.1 Random
The random ordering policy randomly chooses from the set of ready tasks which
should be the next task to run. This policy is useful as it can provide a baseline
against which the performance of other ordering policies can be compared, because
it operates with no information about the workload. For any ordering policy to be
worth using, it must demonstrate that it produces significantly better schedules than
the random scheduler. Although in the short-term, the random scheduling policy
could suffer from starvation, it is statistically improbable that a job could starve
forever.
6.2.2 FIFO Task
The FIFO Task orderer is another simple ordering policy, albeit one that is widely
used. Jobs are decomposed into their component tasks. As tasks become ready, they
are placed into a FIFO queue. Tasks are removed from the head of the queue and
allocated to the grid as resources become free. Any FIFO queues are starvation-free,
becausewhile ever the cluster is executingwork, jobs will rise to the head of the queue
and be executed in the order they arrived.
6.2.3 FIFO Job
This is a slight modification to the FIFO Task ordering policy, designed to avoid the
multiple waits problem. Ready tasks in the queue are ordered first by the order in
which their respective jobs were submitted, then by the order in which they became
ready. FIFO Job is starvation-free in the same way as FIFO Task, because it is based
on a FIFO queue.
6.2.4 Fair Share
The FairShare policy is described in detail in Chapter 2. It aims to achieve fairness
with respect to utilisation according to a share tree [93, 133, 137]. The issues this
causes for the industrial partner were discussed in Chapter 2.6.
6.2.5 Longest and Shortest Remaining Time
The Longest Remaining Time First (LRTF) and Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF)
ordering policies use concept of Upward Rank [160]. Upward Rank is defined for
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each task, and is the length of the critical path that remains to be completed after the
task has executed. LRTF and SRTF sort the list of tasks by decreasing and increasing
Upward Rank, respectively. These policies can suffer from starvation under
overload, because the shortest (LRTF) or longest (SRTF) tasks may never reach the
head of the queue. The highly regarded HEFT scheduler uses the LRTF ordering
policy [160].
6.3 Evaluation of P-SLR for Responsiveness and Fairness
6.3.1 Experimental Hypotheses for Responsiveness, Fairness and
Utilisation and Testing Approach
The new P-SLR policy needs to be evaluated in order to compare its performance to
the other policies given. This sectionwill give three experimental hypotheses that will
be investigated, along with the ways in which the hypotheses will be tested. These
experimental hypotheses will be examined using the synthetic simulation parameters
and platform of Profiles 1 and 2 from Section 5.7. They will also be investigated using
the real industrial workload and simulated platform of Profile 3 (Section 5.7).
• Experimental Hypothesis A: The P-SLR orderer gives schedules with a higher
degree of fairness than alternative policies. i.e. it does not particularly favour
small or large jobs, but achieves the same responsiveness across the range of job
total execution times.
The distribution of SLR throughout the workload is used to measure fairness. Three
classes of prioritisation relative to execution time are described, as shown in Figure
6.1. Class 1 is where longer jobs are prioritised over short jobs, with Class 2 being the
opposite case. Class 3 is where there is equal prioritisation with respect to
responsiveness across the range of job run-times.
The common scheduling policy First In First Out (FIFO) falls into Class 1 because
on average, each job will wait in the queue for the same length of time [147]. This
waiting time is proportionately larger relative to execution time for smaller tasks,
penalising the SLR of short-running jobs. This pattern is true for any policy not
considering execution times [147]. The Longest Remaining Time First (LRTF)
scheduler also falls into Class 1. The Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF) scheduler
is of Class 2. The P-SLR scheduler is deliberately designed to exhibit Class 3
behaviour.
To measure fairness, the standard deviation of the SLRs for each workload will
be used. These will be displayed graphically as a box plot, to show the relative
measures. Statistical significance will be tested using a repeated measures t-test. It is
useful to use the repeated measures test, because the workload and load ratio are the
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Figure 6.1: Classes of prioritisation by execution time
same, and only the ordering policy has changed; this means that pairs of values can
be compared. The threshold for statistical significance is set at the 5% confidence
interval. The null hypothesis A will be that the P-SLR ordering policy gives values of
SLR Standard Deviation indistinguishable from the alternative scheduler.
However, it is useful to visualise how the different ordering policies achieve
fairness across the spectrum of job execution times. This will be achieved by plotting
the worst-case SLR value by the decile of job execution time. This will make it
possible to see which schedulers effectively prioritise large or small jobs, or achieve a
fair balance of SLRs across the range of job execution times. At low load ratios, it is
possible that no jobs would prioritised over others because anything can run
immediately, and hence the plot would be uninformative. Therefore, the worst-case
SLRs by decile of execution times will be plotted at 120% load ratio.
• Experimental Hypothesis B: The P-SLR orderer gives schedules with a higher
degree of responsiveness than alternative policies
As outlined above, responsiveness is best measured using the SLR metric for each
job in a workload. The responsiveness of the P-SLR orderer will be evaluated by
examining the worst-case SLR for each workload when run with each scheduler. This
will be evaluated for statistical significance also using the repeated measures t-test.
For further insight, the worst-case SLR metric will be plotted against load ratio to see
how the different ordering policies cope as load increases. The worst-case SLR is a
better metric of responsiveness than mean SLR, because the mean could mask poor
performance on a small subset of jobs, even though that poor performance may be
critical to users.
At each step of load ratio, the worst-case SLRs of each workload will be recorded
for each ordering policy. To see if P-SLR is the most responsive, the percentage of
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cases in which P-SLR dominates the other ordering policies will be calculated. To
check whether this dominance is statistically significant, the repeated measures t-test
will also be used. The null hypothesis B is that the P-SLR orderer gives no significant
improvement in worst-case SLR values.
• Experimental Hypothesis C: The P-SLR orderer does not give a significantly
different rate of utilisation over alternative policies
Utilisation metrics that use the makespan are not ideal for measuring a dynamic
system, because the makespan will tend to be most influenced by the last few tasks
to arrive. Average utilisation may be poor if most of the cluster is idle while the last
task finishes. However, if an ordering policy gave significantly lower utilisation than
others, it may not be as desirable because it cannot make good use of the cluster.
Average utilisation values given by each ordering policy will be plotted in a box-plot
to see the range of values. The null hypothesis C is that there is no statistically
significant difference between the average utilisation values of the other orderers
and the P-SLR orderer.
Further metrics will not be analysed in as much detail, but will still be plotted for
completeness. The cumulative completion metric, using a standard makespan for all
schedules, will be plotted on a box-plot. This will be to see how quickly the schedulers
are able to finish the work that has arrived. The peak in-flight count will also be
plotted on the box-plot, to see how much interleaving of jobs is made to happen by
the ordering policies.
6.3.2 Scheduler Evaluation (Synthetics)
To give confidence in the investigation the performance of the scheduling policies,
a large number of synthetic workloads were generated, according to the parameters
in Table 5.2. There were 5 kinds of workload with 30 individual workloads each,
evaluated for 5 load ratios, each using one of 7 ordering policies. This gave 5250
individual schedules produced.
6.3.2.1 Fairness
Standard Deviation of SLR To evaluate the fairness of the ordering policies, the
standard deviation of the SLR values is calculated for each schedule produced. These
values are displayed in a box-plot, shown in Figure 6.2. The null hypothesis A states
that the P-SLR orderer would produce standard deviations of SLR indistinguishable
from the other ordering policies. This was tested for statistical significance using a
repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05. The null hypothesis A is refuted by the t-test
giving a p value lower than 0.05 for all orderers except the SRTF policy. The reason
for this is clear from Figure 6.2, that the distribution of standard deviations of SLR
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Red line at median, box shows interquartile range (IQR), whiskers are at
most extreme value within lower/upper quartile -/+ 1.5 IQR [81].
Figure 6.2: Standard Deviation of SLR by ordering policy
is similar between the P-SLR and SRTF. To further examine this result, the effect of
scheduling policies on different sized tasks will be examined.
Mean SLR by Decile Figure 6.3 shows the mean SLR by decile of job execution
times at 120% load ratio. This high level of load was chosen so that some tasks must
wait, and then the schedulers can be compared by which kinds of tasks are made to
wait.
The LRTF orderer prioritises the longest jobs the most, with the lowest decile score
for the largest tasks, and penalises the smallest tasks most, with the highest mean SLR
score for the smallest tasks. This is exactly what would be expected of the ordering
policy.
The Random, Fair Share and FIFO ordering policies all follow a similar profile.
This is due to the fact that in these orderers, all tasks will wait in the queue for
approximately the same amount of time. Naturally, this penalises the SLR of the
shorter tasks more than the larger ones.
The SRTF orderer follows the opposite pattern, prioritising the smallest tasks the
most and penalising the largest tasks. Across most of the workload space, the SRTF
orderer gives the lowest mean SLR value. However, this crosses over for the 10th
decile (the largest jobs), where the highest mean SLR is produced by SRTF. However,
because the largest tasks are so large, they are much less sensitive to delays than
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Figure 6.3: Mean SLR by decile of job execution times, 120% load ratio
shorter tasks. In the simulations, the workloads were allowed to run to completion
after jobs had finished arriving, which meant that every job would eventually finish.
In reality, in an overloaded system, this may not be the case. Because the SRTF
scheduler is not starvation-free, the worst-case for the largest jobs may be much
worse in reality.
The P-SLR orderer, as intended in its design, shows no bias in terms of SLR across
the range of execution times. Because the largest jobs are guaranteed to run, this will
have an impact on all of the smaller jobs in the system. However, this penalty is
shared out equally across the workload.
The uptick in mean SLR seen in the first decile can be attributed to small jobs
arriving when no resources are free in the cluster. Even the delay until the next instant
when some resources become free can therefore cause SLR to increase significantly. As
the size of a cluster increases, however, this uptick would be less pronounced for a
similar workload, because the expected delay until some processors become free will
decrease.
For the fairness metrics, it can be seen that the P-SLR ordering policy provides a
statistically significant (repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05) improvement in fairness
over the LRTF, Fair Share, Random and FIFO-based ordering policies. The P-SLR
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orderer also delivers a statistically insignificant difference in fairness from the SRTF
ordering policy, even while P-SLR offers a guarantee that no job will ever starve.
6.3.2.2 Responsiveness
Worst-Case SLR The responsiveness achieved by each ordering policy can be
measured by the worst-case SLR for each schedule. The null hypothesis B for
responsiveness states that worst-case SLR values produced by the P-SLR ordering
policy are indistinguishable from those produced by alternative policies. The
distributions of worst-case SLR values for each schedule are shown in Figure 6.4.
Statistical significance between the distributions is evaluated using the repeated
measures t-test, p = 0.05. As with the fairness hypothesis A, the null hypothesis B is
rejected for P-SLR compared to all the ordering policies except SRTF. P-SLR and
SRTF give significantly better responsiveness than the other scheduling policies, and
are statistically indistinguishable from each other. These ordering policies achieve
low worst-case values because they prioritise or give equal treatment to the smaller
jobs in the workload, as shown in the previous section. Because the smallest jobs are
also the most sensitive to delays, reducing their SLR value is key to achieving the
best responsiveness possible.
Median values of Worst-Case SLR The ordering policies can also be compared as
to how their ability to achieve responsiveness as the load ratio is increased. This
is plotted in Figure 6.5. Throughout the range of load, the longest remaining first
orderer has the worst worst-case SLR. This is to be expected, because it prioritises the
largest tasks, and the smallest tasks’ SLRs suffer proportionately more when they are
delayed. At the other end of the scale, SRTF and P-SLR show similar values for the
lowest worst-case.
It is not surprising to observe that the random orderer achieves better or similar
mean worst-case SLR values across the spectrum of load ratio when compared to the
Fair Share and FIFO-based orderers. This is because shorter tasks must always wait
the whole length of the queue in FIFO-based ordering policies. This will penalise
small tasks heavily, and lead to a high worst-case SLR. The random scheduler, on the
other hand, allows some small tasks to ‘jump the queue’, and hence lower the
likelihood that they will have to wait the full duration of the queue before being
executed.
It is possible to use the worst-case SLR metric to calculate a relative metric of
dominance. Dominance is the number of schedules where the worst-case SLR
achieved by P-SLR is less than or equal to that achieved by the alternative orderer.
The values of the dominance metric across the load ratio spectrum are shown in
Table 6.1, where values in bold indicate a lack of statistically significant difference
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(repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05) between P-SLR and the alternative policies. As
with the other metrics, it is found that P-SLR dominates all the other ordering
policies except SRTF. In the case of SRTF, the null hypothesis B cannot be refuted and
therefore P-SLR is statistically indistinguishable, across the load ratio spectrum.
Mean Values of SLR The dominance metric can also be applied to the mean SLR
metric, another responsiveness measure (Table 6.2, values in bold again indicate a
lack of statistically significant difference, repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05). As
previously observed with the other metrics, P-SLR dominates all the orderers except
SRTF. However, at higher load ratios, the null hypothesis B is again refuted, showing
that there is a significant difference between the performance of P-SLR and SRTF.
This is because SRTF achieves better performance for small tasks, which make up
the majority of the workload considered. This brings the mean down, and has SRTF
dominate P-SLR for mean SLR under high load.
The responsiveness measures, therefore, show that the P-SLR orderer gives more
responsive schedules than the Random, LRTF, Fair Share and FIFO-based orderers,
by dominating their mean and worst-case SLR values across the load spectrum. The
P-SLR achieves worst-case SLR results statistically indistinguishable from the SRTF
order, although the SRTF orderer achieves significantly better mean SLR results at
high load (repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05).
6.3.2.3 Utilisation
Average Utilisation Figure 6.6 shows the average utilisation across the different
orderers. In this experiment, the null hypothesis C is rejected for all other ordering
policies. Statistically, P-SLR has a higher average utilisation than SRTF and a lower
utilisation than all other schedulers. However, although this produces a statistically
significant result (repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05) because of the large sample
size, it can be argued that the difference is small, as can be seen from the size of the
boxes in Figure 6.6.
%Dominated by Projected-SLR Load %
Policy 80 90 100 110 120
Longest Remaining Time First 96 100 100 100 100
Shortest Remaining Time First 54 47 56 58 57
Random 87 93 100 93.3 100
FIFO Task 87 98 100 100 100
FIFO Job 92 94 100 100 100
Fair Share 87 95 98.6 100 99.3
Table 6.1: Dominance of Projected-SLR orderer over Worst-Case SLRs
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Red line at median, box shows interquartile range (IQR), whiskers are at
most extreme value within lower/upper quartile -/+ 1.5 IQR [81].
Figure 6.4: Worst-Case SLR by ordering policy
%Dominated by Projected-SLR Load %
Policy 80 90 100 110 120
Longest Remaining First 97 100 100 100 100
Shortest Remaining First 59 54 44 26 21
Random 88 97 100 100 100
FIFO Task 91 98.3 100 100 100
FIFO Job 94 97 100 100 100
Fair Share 92 98.6 100 100 99.3
Table 6.2: Dominance of Projected-SLR orderer over mean SLRs
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Figure 6.5: Median worst-case SLR by load ratio
Red line at median, box shows interquartile range (IQR), whiskers are at
most extreme value within lower/upper quartile -/+ 1.5 IQR [81].
Figure 6.6: Average Utilisation by Ordering Policy
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Furthermore, utilisation is calculated based on the workload makespan. In this
simulation, where the workload is left to run to completion, the workload makespan
is likely to be decided by a single large job that arrives late in the schedule. This is
corroborated by the low median values for utilisation shown. These are only low
over the whole makespan, because the makespan is significantly extended by large
jobs running at the end of the schedule.
Therefore it is concluded that although the utilisation achieved by the P-SLR
scheduler is statistically significantly lower than for the orderers other than SRTF, it
is not of a magnitude that is cause for concern. Utilisation can be considered to be
effectively equal over the orderers, because the differences between them are so
small.
Cumulative Completion A box-plot showing the cumulative completion values
for the different scheduling policies is shown in Figure 6.7. Although the plots look
fairly similar, the P-SLR orderer is statistically significantly (repeated measures t-test,
p = 0.05) better than all other orderers except SRTF. This is because cumulative
completion is linked to responsiveness. If more tasks finish earlier in the schedule,
then the schedule will be more responsive, and the cumulative completion metric
will be higher. Because the P-SLR and SRTF metrics are indistinguishable in their
responsiveness, it would follow that they are indistinguishable in their cumulative
completion.
Peak In-Flight The results for the peak in-flight metric are shown in Figure 6.8.
Similarly to the results found for the other metrics, P-SLR has a statistically
significantly (repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05) lower peak in-flight for all other
ordering policies except SRTF. This is also to be expected due to the responsiveness
findings, because a high level of responsiveness will mean that more tasks are
finishing more quickly, and hence there will be fewer in-flight.
Another interesting feature to notice is to consider the peak in-flight count of the
LRTF orderer. From the cores per task presented in the workload parameters above
(Table 5.2), it can be seen that the average number of cores per task is expected to be
just over 10. The median value for peak in-flight jobs given for the LRTF orderer is
just over 400. Therefore, at the point in the schedule of peak in-flight, there are more
jobs in-flight than there are possible to be servicing at once, given that the platform
consists of 4000 cores. This finding reinforces the responsiveness metrics that show
the LRTF ordering giving poor responsiveness. LRTF starts a lot of jobs quickly, but
takes a long time to finish them, as is shown by the high peak in-flight and the lower
responsiveness achieved.
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Red line at median, box shows interquartile range (IQR), whiskers are at
most extreme value within lower/upper quartile -/+ 1.5 IQR [81].
Figure 6.7: Cumulative Completion by Ordering Policy
Red line at median, box shows interquartile range (IQR), whiskers are at
most extreme value within lower/upper quartile -/+ 1.5 IQR [81].
Figure 6.8: Peak In-Flight by Ordering Policy
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6.3.2.4 Evaluation Summary
In this evaluation of policies using synthetic workloads, it is shown that the P-SLR
ordering policy has significantly improved fairness and responsiveness when
compared to the Random, LRTF, Fair Share, FIFO Task and FIFO Job policies. The
P-SLR policy produces fairness and responsiveness results that are statistically
indistinguishable from the SRTF ordering policy. However, it can be argued that the
P-SLR ordering policy is a better choice for a production policy, because it is
starvation-free. P-SLR guarantees that all jobs and tasks will eventually run,
however large they are. Using SRTF, on the other hand, may lead to the largest jobs
starving for resources indefinitely in a system in overload, where the arrival rate of
work continually exceeds the ability for the system to service this work.
6.3.3 Scheduler Evaluation (Industrial)
In this section, the performance of the P-SLR ordering policy will be evaluated using
a single workload derived from the logs obtained in the industrial case study. The
platform used for these experiments reflects the industrial platform in the number,
size and connectivity of the clusters, as described in Profile 3 in Section 5.7.
Therefore, the results for the FairShare policy shown here reflect the values seen in
the production system as the FairShare tree used is the same.
6.3.3.1 Fairness
Standard Deviation of SLR The fairness of the schedules produced using the
industrial workload are shown in Figure 6.9a, as measured by the standard
deviation of their SLR values. It is clear that P-SLR and SRTF show dramatically
higher levels of fairness compared to the alternative policies. P-SLR shows a slightly
higher standard deviation of SLR, though this difference is small compared to the
differences with any of the alternative policies. Furthermore, the benefit of having a
guarantee that a schedule will always be starvation-free (given by P-SLR) is likely to
outweigh the slight decrease in fairness over SRTF. When also considering SLR
across the range of execution times (Figure 6.10), the slightly lower degree of fairness
can be explained by the P-SLR policy having a slightly higher average SLR across the
whole workload. The average case suffers slightly to guarantee a better worst-case.
Because the shorter jobs are more sensitive to an increase in SLR than the large jobs,
this would amplify their differences and hence give a higher standard deviation.
What is worth noting is the strong performance, in terms of fairness, of the
random policy. It is slightly fairer than the currently used Fair Share policy and
much better than the FIFO and LRTF policies. It can be argued that random ordering
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could give fair results, but that were equally poor in responsiveness, although this is
not the case for reasons outlined below.
(a) Standard Deviation of SLR (b) Mean SLR
(c) Worst-Case SLR
Figure 6.9: Functions of metrics over SLR by ordering policy (Industrial Workload)
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Mean SLR over decile of execution time The pattern for responsiveness when
using the industrial workload parallels the patterns seen using the synthetic
workloads. The SRTF policy achieves the highest mean responsiveness, although the
results given by P-SLR are closely competitive (Figure 6.9b). Across the deciles of
execution time (Figure 6.10), SRTF consistently outperforms P-SLR, albeit slightly.
Interestingly, even for the highest deciles, the mean SLR values are equivalent for
SRTF and P-SLR. This is likely due to several reasons. Firstly, the largest jobs are so
large that even with a pending time of weeks, when their execution times are in the
order of months, their SLR value may still be low. Secondly, load balancing between
the clusters may direct shorter jobs to alternative clusters when there are large jobs
pending on a given cluster, which may mitigate the likelihood of starvation for the
large pending jobs. Thirdly, in the industrial scenario, it is likely that simply through
natural variation in the submission rates of work, there will be occasions where the
clusters are not fully loaded and therefore the longest jobs can start. Even though
these occasions may happen only every few months, this will hardly affect the SLR
of the largest jobs, that themselves run for a few months.
It could be argued therefore that SRTF is the most appropriate policy for
achieving high responsiveness and fairness for most users most of the time.
However, the clusters tend to get busier over time, and procuring a new cluster is a
lengthy process. This will lead to it becoming ever more likely that the largest jobs
will starve. Furthermore, there are genuine organisational needs of the data, and by
using P-SLR, the wait time for these largest jobs will be bounded, which is helpful
for organisational planning for when the data is ready. Therefore, the guarantee of
non-starvation offered by P-SLR is valuable, and the impact of the slightly higher
mean SLR across the workload is so small as to be very likely to be acceptable
(especially noting the logarithmic scale on the y-axis of Figure 6.10).
As expected, the LRTF policy gives the poorest responsiveness of any policy,
because it intentionally penalises the shortest jobs to the advantage of the longer
jobs. Both of the FIFO policies suffer for responsiveness because of the wide range in
execution times between the shortest and longest jobs. The SLR value of a
minutes-long job will naturally be very high if it is waiting in the queue behind a
month-long job. The Random policy improves slightly on this, because the shortest
jobs do have some chance of getting in before the largest jobs.
Most interesting is that the Fair Share policy seems to be working favourably
compared to Random across most of the space of execution times. This suggests that
the organisation have crafted their Fair Share table mostly correctly. However, it is
poorer than Random for the shortest jobs, which tend to be those whose
responsiveness is most highly prized. However, no matter what Fair Share tree is are
used, it is not possible for Fair Share to be competitive with P-SLR and SRTF as Fair
Share does not take into account any information about execution times.
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Figure 6.10: Mean SLR for decile of job execution time (Industrial workload)
6.3.3.2 Responsiveness
Worst-Case SLR During the observed period of the industrial logs, there are
repeated periods of overload. The worst-case SLR results are a useful measure to
distinguish how well the policies were able to keep up with responsiveness even
under such overload as experienced in a real system. As can be seen from Figure
6.10, the worst-case SLRs tend to be found for the smallest tasks, as these tasks are
the most sensitive to changes in pending time.
In Figure 6.9c for worst-case SLR, once again P-SLR and SRTF show values of
comparable magnitude, although SRTF is again slightly ahead for the industrial
workload. This is due to its aim in prioritising the shortest jobs that have the most
sensitive SLR measurements. LRTF returns the poorest worst-case responsiveness,
for much the same reason. FIFO Job does surprisingly poorly, as it is has poorer
worst-case responsiveness than Random and FIFO Task. It is to be expected that the
worst case for Random would be poor, because of some unlucky short task that has
to wait a very long time. In this particular workload, the multiple waits problem
does not cause FIFO Task to be poorer than FIFO Job because the workload as
obtained from the logs does not contain dependencies.
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6.3.3.3 Utilisation
The results for the utilisation metrics were so close as to be unhelpful to display
graphically, and so have instead been presented in Table 6.3. The Average Utilisation
values were identical because the Workload Makespan values were also identical.
This is because of a single long-running job arriving just before the end of the
sampling period of jobs, and which kept on running long after everything else in the
sample had completed. This is also the reason the average utilisation seems so low -
it is not that the clusters were actually that quiet in reality, instead it is because of a
significant period where in the simulation, only the last single long-running task is
left executing. However, both the Average Utilisation and the Cumulative
Completion values demonstrate that P-SLR is able to keep utilisation as high as the
alternative policies, even while increasing fairness and responsiveness.
The Peak In-Flight values are not identical but none have a huge degree of
difference. SRTF has the lowest peak, which is not surprising because it will tend to
get short jobs out of the way quickly. The multiple waits problem is not manifested
here because of the absence of dependencies in the logs.
6.3.3.4 Industrial Evaluation Summary
The results from the industrial evaluation corroborate those from the synthetic
workloads. When the P-SLR ordering policy is applied to the workload derived
from the trace of an industrial HPC, it gives fairness, responsiveness and utilisation
results comparable to that of the best alternative policy, SRTF. However, it does this
while still providing a starvation-free guarantee. It is seen in Figure 6.10 that P-SLR
can achieve responsiveness across the range of execution times, just as SRTF can.
Policy Average Utilisation Cumulative Completion Peak In-Flight
P-SLR 58.64 7.685⇥ 1018 489
Random 58.64 7.686⇥ 1018 515
LRTF 58.64 7.688⇥ 1018 490
FIFO Job 58.64 7.686⇥ 1018 543
SRTF 58.64 7.684⇥ 1018 439
Fair Share 58.64 7.687⇥ 1018 441
FIFO Task 58.64 7.688⇥ 1018 407
Table 6.3: Utilisation Metrics (Industrial Workload)
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6.4 Evaluation of P-SLR with Networking Delays and
Inaccurate Estimates of Execution times
6.4.1 Experimental Hypotheses and Approach for Network Delays and
Inaccurate Estimates of Execution Times
The evaluation in this section will seek to investigate two experimental hypotheses.
Experimental Hypothesis D: Projected-SLR delivers better responsiveness
and fairness than schedulers which do not use execution time estimates,
even when the estimate inaccuracy is significant. P-SLR is competitive
with scheduling policies that do make use of execution time estimates.
Experimental Hypothesis E: Projected-SLR delivers competitive
responsiveness and fairness metrics independent of communication to
computation ratios.
These hypotheses will be investigated using Profile 2 from Section 5.7 and using the
workload mix defined in Table 5.2.
6.4.2 Inaccurate Execution Times
For all the results with inaccurate execution times, the Random, FIFO Task, FIFO Job
and FairShare policies are not affected by the inaccurate estimates, because they do
not make use of these estimates. Therefore, their results are equal across the spectra
of inaccurate estimates.
6.4.2.1 Responsiveness
With normally distributed inaccuracies (defined in Section 5.7.1.8, results in Figure
6.11a), the P-SLR policy dominates by having the lowest worst-case SLR values until
the standard deviation is 1000% of the value of the exact time. It is reasonable to
assume that virtually all real-world estimates will have ranges less than 1000%.
The difference between P-SLR and SRTF in this range is not statistically significant
(repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05), which shows the strength of the P-SLR policy
as it adds the guarantee of non-starvation. The divergence after 1000% is due to this
guarantee because SRTF is letting the largest tasks starve. The largest tasks have SLRs
which are least sensitive to waiting time, keeping the worst-case SLR fairly low.
Once the estimation error gets sufficiently large, the estimates become effectively
random. Therefore, the worst-case SLR of the P-SLR orderer rises to similar levels as
the schedulers that do not make use of execution time estimates.
Similar results are apparent where estimates are log-rounded (defined in Section
5.7.1.8, results in Figure 6.11b). Where execution times are rounded to the nearest
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(a) Normally distributed inaccuracies
(b) Log rounding inaccuracies
Figure 6.11: Responsiveness
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power of 10 or below, P-SLR dominates the worst-case SLR values, although it is not
statistically distinguishable from SRTF (repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05). Still, it is
to be expected that users could give a good indication of their job taking closer to 1,
10, 100, etc., minutes.
As the estimates get yet more coarse above a base of 10, SRTF provides better
worst-case responsiveness than P-SLR. This is to be expected, because inaccurate
estimates move the behaviour of schedulers closer to Class 1 behaviour. As P-SLR
with accurate estimates exhibits Class 3 behaviour, any perturbation to this will
make it tend towards Class 1 behaviour. Whereas for SRTF, because it shows Class 2
behaviour, perturbations will initially make its behaviour more like Class 3,
although eventually it too will exhibit Class 1.
The LRTF orderer, as expected, shows poorer worst-case responsiveness than any
of the policies that do not consider execution time. This is because it makes the
smallest tasks starve, and these tasks are the ones whose SLR is most sensitive to
waiting time. LRTF is useful, though, because it gives an upper bound on how poor
responsiveness can get because it shows the most extreme Class 1 style behaviour.
These results show that up to a threshold value of 103 for log-rounding M or
normal standard deviation µ, the P-SLR and SRTF policies have statistically
insignificant (repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05) differences in responsiveness.
Responsiveness for P-SLR approaches that of the schedulers that do not include
execution time estimates when for either normal standard deviation percentage and
log rounding the error is around 107. These values are far above the maximum levels
of inaccuracy of around 100% found by Bailey Lee et. al. [107]. This would suggest
that in reality, the P-SLR scheduler could be considered most favourable for practical
scheduling, because it gives a guarantee of non-starvation, unlike SRTF, and leads to
an improvement in responsiveness performance over that of schedulers that do not
consider execution time estimates.
6.4.2.2 Fairness
As with the results for responsiveness, the fairness results for normally distributed
error (Figure 6.12a) are dominated by P-SLR at the lowest values, although they are
also statistically indistinguishable (repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05) from SRTF up
to a threshold of µ = 100%. This is to be expected, as P-SLR is designed to show
Class 3 behaviour, which emphasises fairness. Above this threshold, P-SLR exhibits
progressively more Class 1-like behaviour, with the smallest jobs suffering most as
their execution time estimates begin to overlap with larger jobs. SRTF causes the
largest jobs to starve, but because their SLRs are less sensitive to waiting time, the
SLR distribution remains closer to Class-3.
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(a) Normally distributed inaccuracies
(b) Log rounding inaccuracies
Figure 6.12: Fairness
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The normally-distributed inaccurate estimator is not able to introduce sufficient
error below a standard deviation percentage of 108 to cause significant impact on the
fairness of the SRTF policy. If the estimation errors are normally distributed, therefore,
SRTF may provide better fairness than P-SLR when the standard deviation of the
errors is above 100% of the exact time.
With the log rounding estimator (Figure 6.12b), other than the case where there is
no inaccuracy, the SRTF orderer is statistically significantly more fair, according to
the Gini Coefficients, than for P-SLR. As before, this is due to the SRTF causing the
largest jobs to starve, but this not having a large effect on those jobs’ SLR values.
P-SLR immediately starts to exhibit Class 3 behaviour in the presence of inaccurate
estimates, whereas SRTF moves from Class 2, then to Class 3, before eventually
showing Class 1 at a rounding power of M = 107 .
The LRTF policy shows the worst-case bound on unfairness, as it is the most
extreme example of Class 1 behaviour. The bound on how unfair it makes things
improve as estimates get worse, because it is not as able to achieve the worst case.
The fairness results show that for small inaccuracies in execution time estimates,
P-SLR and SRTF show similar results. However, for larger inaccuracies, SRTF gives
fairer results as it shows more of a Class 3 behaviour profile. However, this is once
again due to the largest jobs being starved of resources, and hence a tradeoff must be
made between higher fairness in the presence of inaccuracies, as provided by SRTF,
or a guarantee of non-starvation, as provided by P-SLR.
Hypothesis D stated that P-SLR would deliver better responsiveness and fairness
than schedulers that do not use execution times, even when the estimate accuracy is
significant. This has been shown to be the case (Figures 6.12a and 6.12b), with better
responsiveness and fairness when the standard deviation inaccuracy percentage µ is
less than 107 and when the log rounding base M is less than 108, all extremely high
levels of inaccuracy. P-SLR has been shown to be competitive with SRTF in
responsiveness up to a threshold inaccuracy of 10 times the value of the original
estimate. In fairness, P-SLR is competitive at small inaccuracies, but SRTF dominates
above this, refuting a part of Hypothesis D. It is then a tradeoff for a grid owner to
decide whether, if estimates of execution time have large inaccuracies, absolute
fairness (SRTF) or an absence of starvation (P-SLR) is more important. These results
are likely to be highly relevant to the industrial partner, as by implementing one of
these policies they would be able to dramatically improve the responsiveness of the
shorter jobs that are run without having a negative impact on the responsiveness of
the larger jobs. This is the case even when the only execution time estimates
available are those given by users, which can be fairly inaccurate.
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(a) Responsiveness
(b) Fairness




A pronounced feature (Figure 6.13a) is that there is an increase in worst-case
responsiveness when network costs become present. This is because the CPU
resources are no longer the single bottleneck and network costs come into play.
Throughout the range of network delays examined, P-SLR and SRTF showed
similar levels of responsiveness. SRTF is slightly better when there were no network
delays, but P-SLR is slightly better when there were delays present. However, P-SLR
and SRTF were not statistically significantly different (repeated measures t-test,
p = 0.05).
The LRTF policy again shows the worst case bound of responsiveness because it
tends to starve the smallest tasks.
6.4.3.2 Fairness
The results in Figure 6.13b also show greater fairness in the presence of network
delays, because of the improvements in overall responsiveness. However, in this
case, P-SLR is statistically significantly (repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05) more fair
than SRTF throughout the range of CCR. This is because although their worst case
values are similar (Figure 6.13a), P-SLR shows more Class 3 behaviour, giving a
better balance of SLR values overall. All the schedulers other than SRTF are very
unfair across the space of network delays when compared to P-SLR.
Hypothesis E considered whether P-SLR delivers competitive responsiveness
and fairness across the range of communication to computation ratios. P-SLR
dominated all schedulers other than SRTF in responsiveness, although it is
statistically indistinguishable from SRTF. In fairness, it dominated all other
schedulers. Therefore, it is considered that Hypothesis E has been demonstrated to
be true. Across the space of networking delays examined, P-SLR provides equal or
better responsiveness and better fairness than the best alternative scheduler, SRTF,
but does so while in addition providing a guarantee that no job will ever starve.
6.5 Summary
6.5.1 Summary of Results
An evaluation is made of the ordering part of list scheduling policies designed to
run at the cluster level within a hierarchical grid scheduling scheme. The
Projected-Schedule Length Ratio (P-SLR) policy is then developed with the aim of
achieving high responsiveness and fairness even under periods of overload, without
significantly impacting the cluster utilisation.
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Evaluation of these scheduling policies is then performed in simulation. Firstly,
using synthetic heterogeneous workloads with a logarithmic distribution of
execution times and a selection of dependency patterns. This evaluation took place
using a simulated grid comprising a number of heterogeneous clusters with
networking delays between them. Secondly, by using a workload extracted from a
trace of the industrial grid running over a simulated platform designed to reflect the
configuration of the production grid.
The P-SLR scheduler is found to give more responsive and fairer schedules than
the Random, Longest Remaining Time First, Fair Share, FIFO Task and FIFO Job
ordering policies; without having a major impact on utilisation. The P-SLR orderer
achieves responsiveness and fairness performance that is statistically
indistinguishable from the Shortest Remaining Time First ordering policy, even
though P-SLR is guaranteed to be starvation-free, while SRTF is not.
The Average, Worst-Case and Standard Deviation of Schedule Length Ratio
metrics are shown to provide a suitable level of insight for evaluating quality of
service from a users’ perspective. This is because these capture the users’ concerns
about responsiveness and fairness while taking into account the structure of
dependencies for workloads that contain them. It is proposed that the Projected-SLR
policy is a suitable candidate for production use as a scheduler for HPC systems,
due to its ability to achieve good responsiveness, fairness and utilisation and to
degrade gracefully under periods of overload.
The responsiveness and fairness performance of the P-SLR scheduler is found to
be robust to network delays. P-SLR provides equal or better responsiveness
(measured by worst-case SLR) and better fairness (measured by the Gini Coefficient
of SLRs) in the presence of network delays than the best alternative scheduler, SRTF,
but does so while in addition providing a guarantee that no job will ever starve.
The responsiveness performance of P-SLR is found to be robust below a certain
threshold of execution time inaccuracy. This threshold is 10 times the original
execution time of the task. Above this threshold, SRTF is able to provide better
responsiveness. P-SLR is not able to give the best fairness compared to SRTF once
significant estimation inaccuracies were present. This shows a strength of the SRTF
policy, because SRTF is better at keeping SLRs low for small tasks whose SLRs are
more sensitive to longer waiting times when inaccurate estimates are substantial.
However, P-SLR still dominated all other alternative policies, showing that where
estimates of execution time are available, it can make good use of them, even where
the inaccuracies are large.
The simulator used was designed to be sufficiently performant to run the
industrial-scale workloads in a reasonable amount of time. Using an Intel Core
i7-860 processor each individual simulation case took about 2-5 minutes to run in 2
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GB RAM. The full-scale industrial workload took about 8-10 minutes to run using
8-9 GB RAM. These results are for execution on a single core.
6.5.2 Possible Extensions and Applications of P-SLR
The maximum P-SLR of tasks in the queue is likely to be a useful metric for dynamic
queue monitoring. P-SLR was originally designed with the idea that it would be
compatible with an admission controller. An admission controller could monitor this
maximum P-SLR, and cease to admit tasks to the grid if it became too high. This could
be done either at a global level, or limited to specific users.
Alternatively, the maximum P-SLR at a given moment could be a useful tool for
load balancing, where tasks are assigned to the cluster with the lowest maximum.
This may help ensure that responsiveness as well as load is evenly distributed
between clusters in a grid. Evaluating admission and allocation policies that are
enabled by the calculation and monitoring of P-SLR would be a natural course of
future work.
This maximum value of P-SLR could also be used in grid systems that support
expansion into the cloud under situations of acute overload. If themaximum,mean or
median P-SLR of tasks in the queue passed some threshold value, it may indicate that
the grid is overloaded and more resources should be acquired to keep responsiveness
to acceptable levels. Once demand fell, these cloud resources could be released if
the observed P-SLR fell below a certain threshold again. By setting the thresholds
appropriately, desired responsiveness could be preservedwhile minimising the use of
cloud computing, which naturally adds cost over and above the basic cost of running
a grid.
The use of P-SLR as a threshold value could also be used in computing cluster
environments where energy is a concern. If P-SLR fell below a threshold value, idle
machines could be shut down in order to save power, while keeping responsiveness
to acceptable levels.
Future work based on P-SLR could be to introduce a weighting factor to better
handle situations where, for example, small jobs need even higher responsiveness
than large ones relative to their execution time. P-SLR values could also be weighted
using user or group information, to intentionally prioritise the work of some users
over others.
The usefulness of P-SLR is not just for grid systems, as it is a general policy that
could be applied to any systemwhere there is a queue of work to be performed. In the
simplest case where all tasks were the same length and there were no dependencies,
then it would operate exactly like First In First Out (FIFO). In fact, for tasks of the
same execution time, they will be treated in FIFO order. The intuition behind P-SLR
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is that tasks of different execution times should be treated differently, and small tasks
that require low latency should be treated accordingly.
For this reason, P-SLR may also be suited to scheduling data flows in network
routers that require QoS, where small data packages that require low latency could
be prioritised more effectively relative to large transfers than if FIFO were used.
Nevertheless, because the policy is starvation-free, all flows would make progress
towards completion. Where data flows are broken up into non-pre-emptive packets,
each packet could be represented by a task with a dependency on the previous
packet. This would allow the upward rank of each packet to be represented by the
amount of data left in the flow.
Scheduling problems outside the domain of computing may also benefit from
using the P-SLR policy. In operations management, overruns are a fact of life. In
conjunction with the Critical Path Method (CPM) [94], monitoring the values of
P-SLR could help project managers prioritise tasks between different projects, in
order to minimise average lateness of project completion. P-SLR could also help
estimate how late projects may be, or for tasks with a P-SLR of less than 1, how
much slack these tasks have.
In a pre-emptive system, P-SLR would still be applicable, although the
calculation of the P-SLRs for the task queue would need to be performed for each
scheduling quantum or some other fixed interval rather than at task arrival or
completion. Tasks could only pre-empt already running ones once their P-SLR is
greater than that already executing. In a system such as this, some measure of
hysteresis may be desirable to prevent thrashing.
Using P-SLR could also be useful in systems that have interactive features that
require low latency and low computation coupled with long-running
compute-intensive jobs. Using P-SLR would allow these priorities to be determined





As detailed in Chapter 2, users run workflows to support their work. They require
responsiveness in these workflows otherwise their productivity suffers. The previous
chapter assumes all tasks simply require the best responsiveness possible, subject to
a fair allocation between users. The previous chapter also considered the starvation
of tasks to be the extreme end of unfairness.
This is fine for a system that is underloaded or where there are transient
overloads. The definition of transient is important, however. If the ‘transient’
overloads last significantly longer than the time the shortest tasks execute for, it may
well be that there is no way to satisfy the requirement that all tasks must eventually
run within a reasonable amount of time [24]. Therefore, the situation will arise
where it is preferable to follow the principle of “survival of the fittest”; to let some
jobs starve in order that the majority are able to run to completion.
This idea informs the notion of jobs having ‘value’ to users. In realistic systems,
there will be some jobs that are genuinely more important than others. For instance,
the work some users do may simply be more valuable to the organisation.
Alternatively, at a given moment in time, the timely completion of a given user’s
work is on the critical path of a project, and must be given priority over other tasks
not on the critical path.
The approach of the previous chapter assumes that eventually, all work submitted
must be executed. Intentionally, the P-SLR scheduler is designed to be compatible
with an admission controller. Research into admission control for grid scheduling is
an active field of research [24, 68, 78, 170]. An admission controller would most likely
be configured with a threshold [78] to cease the admission of new work to the queue
if the SLR of jobs in the queue rose above this threshold.
However, even with an admission controller, the future state of the system can
never be known precisely. There may be situations in which users wish to submit
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work speculatively, to use slack capacity overnight if available, for example.
However, the results of such a job would not be critical to the ongoing work of the
user or their project. The value of such a job would be qualitatively less than ones
that are essential for user progress or project completion.
Under periods of high load, the P-SLR scheduler endeavours to keep the SLRs of
all tasks rising evenly, as discussed in Chapter 6.3. For the largest tasks, this may
mean having to wait a long time measured in working timescales, even if it is short in
proportion to its execution time. While on average this may be desirable, there may
be situations where there are long-running jobs that are urgent. Alternatively, there
may be more speculative jobs that only run for a short time, but could wait until a
night or a weekend to be run, as they are less urgent.
Therefore, it is desirable to include the ability for a scheduler to intentionally
starve some jobs under periods of overload. Every job submitted will have a length
of time after which even if results are produced, they are irrelevant to the user. This
is especially the case in this industrial context where CFD results must be returned
more quickly than real wind tunnel tests, otherwise the users may as well just use
the wind tunnel instead.
This chapter will describe an approach to satisfy these kinds of concerns. In
order to do this, there needs to be a mechanism to indicate to the scheduler the value
and responsiveness requirements of jobs. Determining the allocation of value and
value budgets to users and to jobs is, in general, a stakeholder issue and should be
left for the managers in a given organisation to decide. This is because value
depends on organisational priorities which naturally change and develop over time.
Ascertaining and agreeing on these can be difficult, which is why the fairness of the
P-SLR scheduler overall may be attractive.
If the value of work can be indicated to the scheduler, the scheduler will be better
equipped to deal with the kinds of tradeoffs required during periods of overload. The
scheduler may then be able to prioritise and ensure responsiveness for urgent work
under periods of overload without the need for an additional admission controller.
With an appropriate model of value, the scheduler could even consider how the value
of completed jobs changeswith time, and use this to inform the decision onwhatmust
be run immediately, and what can wait until a quieter period, such as over lunchtime,
overnight or at a weekend.
7.1.1 FairShare and Urgency
The existing industrial FairShare set up is configured to give higher priority to more
urgent jobs, by giving users with urgent tasks more ‘share’ of the cluster with which
to run their work. However, this confuses urgency requirements, which are ameasure
of time, with share requirements, a measure of space. Giving a user a higher share
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can sometimes have the effect of giving them higher priority. However, this does not
always occur. A user may also wish to submit two jobs at the same time, identical
other than in their urgency requirements. If they each would consume the whole of
the user’s FairShare, then the FairShare scheduler might run the less urgent one first,
because it has no way of distinguishing between them. Due to the non-pre-emptive
nature of the industrial system, the urgent task may then never run until its results
are worthless, having had to queue behind the less urgent task.
It could be argued that the user should just be given a greater share to just run
their jobs in parallel, but this will naturally penalise other users of the cluster.
Adjusting priorities like this based on perceived urgency requires frequent, manual
adjustment of the share tree. This is the industrial status quo, but it incurs
considerable maintenance overhead. Therefore, a means is needed of defining the
value of a job to the scheduler, because the urgency and the execution time of jobs
may not always be proportionally-related [168] as is assumed by the P-SLR
scheduler.
7.1.2 Work Related to Value Scheduling
As the value of the results of a job to a user may change over time, this leads to the
concept of value curves. Lai [101] showed that using value curves instead of fixed
values for tasks gives greater market efficiency in the long run. A value curve is a
function of the value of the job to the user depending on the completion time of the
job [37, 86, 90].
Irwin et. al. [86] consider a model whereby the values of tasks decays linearly
with waiting time. Jensen et. al [90] propose a model where the decrease in value
has a linear followed by an exponential phase. Alternatively, value curves have been
proposed that can rise and fall, as in real-time systems then early completion of work
can be as bad as late completion [30, 37]. In the industrial scenario earlier completion
is always valued, so any value curves can be assumed to be non-increasing. However,
they may not simply be linear or exponential. This is because there may not be any
difference in value between two times in the middle of the night when the users are
not at work. Instead, a richer model of an arbitrary yet non-increasing function is
required to fully capture user requirements along with the impact of working hours.
Once value curves have been defined, it is the job of the scheduler to seek to
maximise the returned value over the whole workload [37, 110]. It is also the job of
the scheduler to starve tasks that are too late or too low-value to be useful during
any periods that the system is under overload [37]. Value curves enable users to
submit low-value jobs speculatively. This is because if there is spare capacity, it can
be used by these low-value jobs, but if not, these jobs will expire. With these
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low-value jobs having expired, they will not consume capacity later, potentially
during a busier period when capacity is at an even higher premium.
The nature of scheduling by using value naturally lends itself to economic or
market-based scheduling architectures [101]. However, as discussed in Chapter
3.2.6, these are unsuitable for the industrial grid context because a change in
scheduling architecture would be required as well as a change in scheduling policy.
Markets also need to be carefully tuned as desirable scheduling decisions are the
result of emergent effects, rather than the direct action of a heuristic [24].
7.1.3 Chapter Structure
This chapter considers approaches designed to maximise value that are based on a
list scheduling architecture. Section 7.2 will deal with creating a model of value
suitable for capturing industrial concerns while also amenable to running in
simulation. Section 7.3 will discuss the best ways of measuring value. Section 7.4
will define several existing list scheduling policies and propose a novel approach
termed Projected Value Remaining that could be applied to the problem. Section 7.6
will present the findings of the evaluation.
7.2 Model of Value
The notion of value in this chapter is assumed to be derived from a pseudo-economic
model. There is time pressure bearing on computational results at two levels. The
higher level pressure comes from the whole design process of an aircraft. Aircraft
design balances a large number of tradeoffs with no completely perfect solution. If
the designers can explore more of the huge design space, they are more likely to
a find a design that achieves the precise balance in the tradeoffs desired. As tiny
improvements in aerodynamic performance can save large amounts of fuel and hence
money for airlines, there is intense interest in finding the best solution possible. Yet
aircraft design is also subject to the pressures of the marketplace, where speed to
market is also very important. A good design is a critical part of a new aircraft and has
real tangible financial benefits to the manufacturer. These high-level measurements
of value can inform the assignment of how much value the design department has to
play with, and can be subdivided appropriately between the different teams.
At the lower level, designers produce their designs through iterative refinements
in their day-to-day work. Computational simulation is an essential part of this
iterative process. Aircraft designers are highly skilled professionals and hence are
also well-compensated. Their time is valuable and must be put to the best use
possible by the organisation. It is very costly to prevent a designer from progressing
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in their work by keeping them waiting for their simulation results, at least during
working hours.
The value curves considered in this chapter are meant to appropriately capture
this economic stakeholder context. Using an economic model allows different
stakeholder perspectives to be encoded into the same numeric scale. For example,
the rate of curve decrease may be very different inside and outside working hours.
Alternatively, different users may have different total values assigned to their jobs
depending on whether they are an intern or the head of department, for example.
7.2.1 Value Curve Definition
This section will describe a way of defining value functions that change with
responsiveness. Different users and groups require very different responsiveness
characteristics from their work, as discussed in Chapter 2. Yet individual users are
likely to have classes of similar jobs that all need similar responsiveness.
Therefore, themodel of value considered in this chapter assumes that value curves
are independent of jobs, and represent a particular profile of desired responsiveness.
These curves are defined as a sequence of points and are applied to a job at a moment
in time in order to calculate its value. These curves then need to be appropriately
scaled when applied to each job to reflect differences in jobs’ size and value.
Figure 7.1 shows the template used to define value curves. Every job is assigned
a maximum value Vmax that it can return to the user. A value curve is defined as a
piecewise function with three subdomains, punctuated by an initial (Dinitial) and a
final (Dfinal) deadline, as defined in Algorithm 7.1. Before the initial deadline, the
value returned is always the maximum Vmax. Between the initial and final deadlines,
the value is calculated using a sequence of points which reach 0 at Dfinal. Once the
final deadline has been reached, the value either remains 0 or a negative penalty of
Vmax is applied to reflect the loss in user productivity.
One of the key requirements in the industrial scenario is responsiveness. Finishing
work earlier will always be of the same or higher value to users than finishing work
later. Therefore, unlike some models of value, this work will assume that the value
curve between the initial and final deadline is non-increasing. The points that define
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Figure 7.1: Value Curve Template
the value curve between Dinitial and Dfinal are given values between 1 and 0 so
that they can be scaled by Vmax when applied to a job. Where the SLR of the job
falls between Dinitial and Dfinal, a fractional value dependent on the curve must be
calculated. This is performed using linear interpolation between the defined points
of the curve. The algorithm for calculating this factor is given in Algorithm 7.2.
The time-axis of the value curve is defined using the SLR of the job. This means
that the initial and final deadlines along with the time coordinates of points on the
curve are defined in terms of SLR. This is so that the value curve can easily be scaled
to jobs of different sizes or lengths of critical path. The value curve is undefined before
an SLR of 1, as no job can finish before the length of its critical path.












p [1] for p in Ci
⇤
low_index = |[t for t in t_sort if t  SLR]|
t_low = t_sort [low_index]
t_high = t_sort [low_index+ 1]
v_low = v_sort [low_index]




t_high t_low ⇥ (v_high  v_low)
⌘
return F
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Under significant overload, some tasks must starve. Using the model of value in
this section, jobs can be considered to have starved if they have not completed by their
final deadline. Two approaches are considered for calculating value for starved jobs.
In one approach, the job’s value is simply reduced to zero. The loss of value by not
running a job is the penalty. Yet not finishing work by its final deadline is likely to be
highly inconvenient to users and this can be reflected by applying a negative penalty
of Vmax. The advantage of the second approach is that jobs of high value give a greater
penalty than those of low value. This reflects the logical idea that not completing
jobs of high value causes greater inconvenience to users. Including this as part of
the value calculation means that greater insight can be had into which schedulers
minimise the number of jobs that do not complete as well as maximising returning
the highest value overall.
As a list scheduling architecture is considered, it is important to remove starved
tasks from the queue so that the queue does not fill up with work that can never
return any more value. Therefore, a slight extension to the list scheduling model is
proposed, where jobs that have passed their final deadline Dfinal (or “timed out”)
will be removed from the queue. As a non-pre-emptive system model is considered,
any tasks of the job that are running at the moment the job times out will be left to run
to completion. If these tasks are the only ones that the job needs to complete, then the
job will still complete. However, all tasks of the starved job that have not yet started
executing will be removed from the queue.
7.2.2 Value Curve Generation
Value curves are not currently used by the industrial partner. Therefore, a range of
synthetic value curves must be generated in order to apply them to the synthetic
workloads from Section 5.4 used for evaluation.
The first step in generating a value curve is to supply outer bounds on the values
that Dinitial and Dfinal can take. These outer bounds are termed Clower and Cupper.
To generate the two deadlines, two samples are randomly drawn from a uniform
distribution in the range [Clower,Cupper]. The smaller value becomes Dinitial and the
larger value becomes Dfinal.
The next step is to decide on the number of points that will make up the
intermediate curve. An upper bound on the number of intermediate points is
termed Cpoints. The number of points used to generate a particular curve N is
selected from a uniform distribution between one and Cpoints.
With the deadlines and the number of intermediate points fixed, the coordinates
of the points on the intermediate curve can be generated. The set of x-values (SLR)
are drawn from a uniform distribution in the range (Dinitial,Dfinal) The set of y-
values (value) are drawn from a uniform distribution in the range (0.0, 1.0). In order
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to ensure a non-increasing sequence of values with SLR, the smallest item in the x-
value set is paired with the largest item in the y-value set to create a coordinate until
no values remain.
Pseudocode to describe this process of generating value curves is given in
Algorithm 7.3.
7.2.3 Synthetic Curve Parameters
In order to use the value curves for simulation, synthetic ones must be applied to a
workload. In this evaluation, one thousand value curves were generated using the
algorithm given in Section 7.3.
The values that bound the range of the initial and final deadlines Clower and Cupper
are given the values of one and ten, respectively. The lower bound of one is chosen
to reflect the fact that some tasks may genuinely be so urgent that the value they
deliver starts decreasing as soon as they could finish. The upper bound of ten is
chosen bearing in mind the classes of jobs discussed in Chapter 5, where estimates of
execution times could be reliably made within an order of magnitude. If a job had the
responsiveness characteristics of a higher order of magnitude (SLR > 10), then this
would be detrimental to the principle of proportional fairness. Furthermore, users
suggested that once a job was taking more than an order of magnitude longer than
expected, then its results would no longer be of value.
A value of twenty is used to define the upper bound of the number of points on the
curve, Cpoints_max. This value is chosen to provide an appropriate balance between the
variety of curves possible and the time taken to perform calculations on those curves.
In a production implementation of a value system, the users would need to specify
appropriate values for JkVmax. As user generated values are unavailable in simulation,
Algorithm 7.3 Value Curve Generation
generate_curve (Clower,Cupper,Cpoints) :
deadlines = random.uniform (min = Dlower, max = Dupper, samples = 2)
Dinitial = min(deadlines)
Dfinal = max(deadlines)
N= int (random.uniform (min = 1, max = Cpoints_max))
time_points = random.uniform (min =Dinitial, max =Dfinal, samples = N)
value_points = random.uniform (min = 0, max = 1, samples = N)
t_sort = sort (time_points, increasing)
v_sort = sort (value_points, decreasing)
inter_points = [(t_sort[i], v_sort[i]) for i in 1..N]
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for the purposes of this evaluation, JkVmax is set to Jkexec. This makes the assumption that
jobs that take more compute time are also those that are more valuable. It is worth
remembering the the shape of the curve is what defines the urgency of jobs, though.
All the jobs in a given workload are assigned a value curve randomly from one of
these thousand synthetic curves. This assignment of value curves to jobs is fixed for
all runs of a workload, so an appropriate comparison could be made between runs.
7.3 Value Metrics
To compare the value achieved by a scheduler for a given workload, it is simply the
case of adding up the value of all jobs in a workload when the workload has
completed. Not all workloads are the same, however, which means that the
maximum value achievable will change on each run. The maximum achievable
value would occur if every job in the workload were run on time. Under overload
conditions, however, this may be impossible. The most effective metric, therefore, is
to measure the proportion of the maximum value achievable that is actually
achieved by a given scheduler in a given context. This will allow comparison
between schedulers as to how well they manage overload.






Jobs that pass their final deadline can be considered to have starved or timed out.
As starvation will usually cause inconvenience to users, schedulers can be evaluated
by how well they minimise the number of starved jobs.
Wincomplete_by_Dfinal_proportion =
   Jk 2W ^ JkPSLR   JkDfinal    
|Jk 2W| (7.2)
7.4 Scheduling Policies for Value
The policies used to schedule for value are all designed to schedule workloads under
periods of transient overload. During such periods, the schedulers try to prioritise
those tasks/jobs that must run immediately over those that can wait for longer. This
is with the aim of postponing those that will lose the least value in the process. In this
section, four scheduling policies will be considered.
The time base for the value curves used by these schedulers is defined relative to
the SLR of a job. The advantage of calculating value in this way is that SLR can be
projected in advance using the upward ranks of tasks, as described in Chapter 6. The
schedulers in this chapter use the projected SLR to create a projection of value as part
of their scheduling decisions.
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In the algorithm for Projected-SLR given in Section 6.1, one time unit is added to
the finish time of the projected SLR in order to distinguish between large and small
jobs that arrived at the same instant in time. However, this is not required when
calculating for value, because the value curves themselves will give the relative
importance between jobs. If the projected value of two tasks happens to be equal,
then the selection of which one to run will happen in the order that the tasks’ parent
jobs arrived in.
7.4.1 Projected Value
The Projected Value (PV) scheduling policy is designed to be a baseline policy for
comparison when scheduling for value. The Projected Value algorithm, as applied
to each task in a workload at a given scheduling instant is given in Algorithm 7.4.
While it might be natural to assume that PV should be run greedily, aiming for the
tasks with the highest value first, this would actually be counter-productive. This is
because the few largest tasks would be most heavily prioritised, which would cause
responsiveness for the bulk of the workload to suffer similar to that of LRTF (Longest
Remaining Time First, defined in Section 6.2.5). For this reason, tasks with the lowest
PV are actually run first. This follows the spirit of the P-SLR policy, where tasks that
are the most late are run first. It is also intended to run tasks that are about to lose all
value, and hence incur a penalty.

















7.4.2 Projected Value Density
The trouble with PV is that although a task may promise a large value if run first, it
may also require a large amount of computational resource to accomplish this. It may
be possible for the scheduler to achieve greater value by running several smaller tasks
that take less execution resources to achieve greater value.
The Value Density scheduling policy was originally proposed by Locke [115] in
order to deal with precisely this problem. Variants of this policy are presented by Li
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and Ravindran [110]. Locke [115] shows that running tasks in the order of Value
Density is optimal, in the sense that it will always achieve the same or greater value
as any other processor. The area in which the proof of optimality holds is limited
relative to the industrial scenario considered in this thesis. Tasks must have exactly
known execution times, a fixed value for completion, and all tasks must execute on a
uniprocessor. Deadlines of all the tasks must also be such that they can all be
satisfied by using the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) policy. However, just because the
algorithm is not provably optimal outside such scenarios does not mean that it
would not perform well in other conditions.
The model of task execution in this work is richer than Locke’s model [115],
including dependencies and inaccurate estimates of execution times. The platform
model is also richer, running on a multi-core, distributed platform. The extended
periods of operation under overload means that these workloads are unlikely to be
schedulable using EDF [31]. However, a policy that is optimal in another context
may still perform well in different contexts. This work uses the inspiration of the
value density policy in Locke [115] by using the upward rank to enable value
density to be calculated for workloads with dependencies.
The projected value density (PVD) policy considered here divides the projected
value of a job by the computational requirements it would need to complete its
execution. These requirements are the sum of the execution volume of all a task’s
successor tasks. The equation for PVD is shown in Algorithm 7.5. Tasks with the
highest PVD are run first.
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7.4.3 Projected Value Critical Path Density
A slight alternative to PVD is to divide the PV by the task’s upward rank, rather
than by the sum of execution required. This gives a better approximation of the time
taken to finish a job, rather than the effort required. In large clusters and where
responsiveness is important, this may be a more useful measure. The definition of
Projected Value Critical Path Density (PVCPD) is shown in Algorithm 7.6. Tasks
with the highest PVCPD are run first.
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7.4.4 Projected Value Density Squared
With all value scheduling, under periods of sustained overload, some jobs must
starve and be timed out. If a job is likely to time out, then it is less desirable to even
start it. In the same way, it is very desirable that high-value jobs get the highest
priority and so continue executing quickly. Scheduling tasks by squaring the value
density metric is an approach proposed in Aldarmi and Burns [4]. This gives a more
extreme separation between valuable and less-valuable tasks. This is intended to
make it more likely that jobs that are never going to finish will ever start. This
reduces their execution penalty and the time taken by any of their tasks, which in
turn makes it more likely that the most valuable jobs will be able to finish. The
model proposed in Aldarmi and Burns [4] considers pre-emptive tasks, although in
this work the algorithm is applied to a non-pre-emptive workload. The Projected
Value Density SQuared (PVDSQ) algorithm is defined in Algorithm 7.7. Tasks with
the highest PVDSQ are run first.
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7.4.5 Projected Value Remaining
The previously defined four schedulers have all been extensions of previously
published policies to take into account the projection of finish time at a fixed point in
time. What all these policies fail to quite capture adequately is the notion of the
urgency of a task at a given point in time. While a task may be projected to be
valuable or not, there is no indication of whether that value is likely to decrease with
waiting much longer.
Therefore, a novel ordering policy for value is proposed, termed Projected Value
Remaining (PVR). PVR uses the P-SLR to determine the earliest possible time a task
could finish if it were run immediately. The metric is then the area under the value
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curve remaining between the P-SLR at the current time and the final deadline Dfinal
of the job. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 7.2.
The tasks with the smallest value remaining are run first. Urgent tasks would have
a steeply sloping value curve, which would give only a small area under the curve.
Tasks about to time out would also have only a small area remaining. Prioritising
these tasks would avoid either kind getting to their final deadline. This is designed
to reduce starvation and avoid the associated penalties.
The value curves were designed using linear interpolation between the points so
that the definite integral of this curve would be quickly and exactly calculable using
the trapezoidal method [5]. However, the policy method generalises to any value
curves where value can only decrease over time, as long as a final deadline is present.
The algorithm to calculate PVR is given in Algorithm 7.8. The integration adds an
extra step to the calculation of value compared to P-SLR, but this should take place











Figure 7.2: Projected Value Remaining Diagram. PVR is the shaded area.
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The main experimental method used for the work in this thesis has already been
described in Section 5.7. The evaluations in this chapter were performed in simulation
using experimental Profile 4, as summarised in Table 5.4.
The performance of the schedulers will be evaluated using the proportion of
maximum value metric. This will be investigated across the spectra of load, network
delays and inaccurate execution times. The proportion of value metric will also be
examined across the space of execution times by the decile of job execution time, for
better insight into which classes of tasks schedulers are prioritising over others. This
will be done by calculating the metrics of interest for jobs grouped by decile of
execution time. The proportion of the workload incomplete by its final deadline will
also be considered by decile of job execution time, for further insight into the kinds
of prioritisation used by the schedulers and which sizes of jobs suffer most from
starvation.
7.6 Value Scheduling Results
7.6.1 Load
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show a plot of the proportion of the maximum value achievable
attained by the different ordering policies compared. The clearest trend is that at
low loads, all tasks can run immediately. This means that the maximum value is
achieved for every job because there is never contention between them. As the load
rises, especially once the arrival rate of work exceeds saturation, then the proportion
of the maximum value attainable begins to decrease. This is because some jobs and
tasks must necessarily suffer in relation to others. The important aspect to consider is
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how well the different scheduling policies manage to balance this contention in order
to achieve the highest proportion of value.
An assumption inherent in the work considered is that longer-running jobs will
on average deliver greater value than shorter ones. This means that the value of the
workload overall will be more heavily influenced by the proportion of value achieved
for the largest tasks. While prioritising only large tasks might give a large proportion
of the possible value, it may mean that the smallest tasks starve. For the results in
Figure 7.3, starved tasks incur a penalty, meaning that policies that starve small tasks
will never achieve the highest value. Furthermore, policies that starve small tasks for
the benefit of the larger ones would undoubtedly be unpopular with users.
Despite its strength as a bin-packing heuristic for static scheduling to give low
workload makespan, the LRTF policy delivers the lowest value once translated into
a dynamic scheduling context. The reason for this is apparent in Figure 7.5 which
shows the proportion of value achieved by decile of execution timewhen penalties are
considered. LRTF gives the lowest proportion of value across the range of execution
times and at every point other than the largest tasks, the value achieved is negative.
Figure 7.6 shows the results without penalties, and LRTF also gives the lowest value
for all but the largest tasks. By running the largest tasks first, all the small ones will
starve. Furthermore, because the largest tasks are allowed to monopolise the grid
resources, the use of LRTFmaymean that other large tasks will suffer too. Confirming
the findings of Chapter 6, LRTF is unsuitable for online scheduling systems, as it
delivers lower value even than the Random or FIFO schedulers used as baselines for
comparison.
The policies that do not consider execution time estimates also fare poorly on
delivering value. These are the Random, FIFO Job/Task and FairShare policies. The
effects of these is seen in Figures 7.5 and 7.6, where these policies starve small tasks
by making them wait for (on average) the same length of time as larger ones. As
discussed in earlier chapters, this is severely detrimental to responsiveness, and
hence to value, when the range of execution times is large. By not prioritising the
largest tasks either, the value of the largest decile of jobs fails to come close to the
maximum possible. Nevertheless, FairShare gives the highest value (Figures 7.5 and
7.6) and lowest proportion of starved tasks (Figure 7.7) for the schedulers that do not
consider execution time estimates.
Both the PVD and PVCPD policies give a higher proportion of value than the
policies that do not consider execution time. This is because they succeed in
prioritising the largest jobs and hence deliver a large amount of value from these, as
can be seen in Figure 7.3. However, around the saturation point of the grid, they
deliver significantly lower value than several other scheduling policies. Figures 7.5,
7.6 and 7.7 show the reason for this, which is that they also severely starve the
shorter-running tasks in the system. Without being able to balance the priority of
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work across the range of execution times, it will never be possible to achieve high
levels of value.
Below saturation, PVD gives higher value, whereas PVCPD gives higher value at
and above the point of saturation. This is because above saturation, PVCPD is better
able to identify the tasks that will run for longest and prioritise those, hence giving
the greatest value, rather than just those which may consume a large number of cores
but not take as long to complete. However, they both starve smaller tasks severely
(Figure 7.7), which loses the value of all the smaller tasks, meaning that they fail to
achieve the highest amount of value.
The PVDSQ policy gives higher values than most of the policies that starve a large
proportion of the smaller tasks where penalties are applied to starved tasks (Figure
7.3 and 7.7). This is because it is much better at prioritising tasks around the middle
of the execution time range, gaining a much higher proportion of the maximum value
there (Figure 7.5). However, it still severely starves the smallest tasks, meaning that
its total value still suffers compared to policies that treat the smallest tasks fairly.
Where penalties are not applied, PVDSQ gives the highest value of all the
schedulers evaluated when load rises above saturation (Figure 7.4), although the
difference is only statistically significant at 120% load. This is because PVDSQ has
the highest proportion of value for the largest tasks except for PVD and PVCPD
(Figure 7.6) whilst starving many fewer of the mid-range tasks (Figure 7.7).
There is a high-performing group of policies that deliver particularly high value
across the spectra of load and execution time (Figures 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6). These are
SRTF, P-SLR, PV and PVR. Below the saturation point of the load spectrum, P-SLR
gives the highest proportion of value achievable. However, in this range all four of
these schedulers attain greater than 99% of the maximum possible value attainable,
so their differences are not statistically significant. The reason that these policies give
such high values is that they attain high proportions of the maximum value across
the space of execution times.
SRTF and PV prioritise small tasks directly. This means that they give the highest
values across the execution time range except for the largest tasks, which suffer. As
the largest tasks are also some of themost valuable, the total value achieved is brought
down. These policies are able to have such high values for the smaller tasks because
the resources freed by postponing a single large task are able to runmany hundreds of
smaller tasks instead. This can be seen from their relatively low proportion of starved
large tasks in Figure 7.7.
The importance of preventing the large tasks from starving in order to achieve
high value is shown by comparing PVR and PV in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. Although
the proportion of starved tasks is only slightly higher for PV (Figure 7.7), this causes
the proportion of maximum value it delivers to be reduced significantly compared to
PVR (Figures 7.5 and 7.6).
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(a) Value against load (full-scale)
(b) Value against load (zoomed)
Figure 7.3: Value across the load spectrum with penalties
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(a) Value against load (full-scale)
(b) Value against load (zoomed)
Figure 7.4: Value across the load spectrum without penalties
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(a) Value by decile of execution time (full-scale)
(b) Value by decile of execution time (zoomed)
Figure 7.5: Value achieved by decile of job execution time (with penalties)
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(a) Value by decile of execution time (full-scale)
(b) Value by decile of execution time (zoomed)
Figure 7.6: Value achieved by decile of job execution time (without penalties)
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(a) Proportion of starved jobs by decile of execution time (full-scale)
(b) Proportion of starved jobs by decile of execution time (zoomed)
Note: Y-scale is inverted to aid in visual comparison with the
previous graphs of value against decile of execution time.
Figure 7.7: Proportion of jobs starved by decile of execution time
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PVR achieves the highest levels of value under overload when penalties are
considered (Figure 7.3) because it starves the lowest proportion of the largest jobs of
all the schedulers evaluated (Figure 7.7). For the largest tasks, a crossover point is
noticeable as SRTF, PVDSQ and PV fall behind PVR in the proportion of maximum
value achieved (Figure 7.5). This crossover is how PVR is able to deliver the highest
value overall, because PVR delivers high value to the large tasks while
simultaneously not letting the small tasks suffer too much.
The results are slightly different where penalties are not considered (Figure 7.4).
With load at the point of saturation, the PVR policy achieves the highest value,
although its margin above P-SLR is small (though statistically significant). At 110%
load, P-SLR falls behind in the proportion of maximum value. Instead, PVR, PVDSQ
and SRTF lead jointly with the differences between them being statistically
indistinguishable. At 120% load, a sizeable overload, then the PVDSQ, SRTF, PVCPD
and PVD policies give a higher proportion of maximum value than PVR. Without
penalties for starvation being applied, these other policies appear to do well.
However, PVD, PVDSQ and PVCPD achieve these high proportionate values by
starving large numbers of smaller jobs in order to run the few jobs that are the most
valuable (Figure 7.7). While this may be desirable for maximising the value metric
that does not include penalties, it is likely to also cause significant user
dissatisfaction. For example, the PVCPD policy starves virtually all of the jobs with
execution times at or below the median. SRTF and PV, on the other hand, run the
largest number of jobs in the workload but starve those that are most valuable. This
is also likely to cause user dissatisfaction.
This highlights three approaches used by schedulers for achieving high value
under overload. Either the smallest or largest tasks are starved for the others’
benefit, or a balance is necessary across the workload. In order to gain value from
starving the smallest tasks, a high proportion of the workload must be starved in
order to run the few largest jobs. On the other hand, only a few of the largest jobs
need to be starved in order to run all the smaller ones. Yet these larger jobs are also
the most valuable and therefore users are most likely to be inconvenienced due to
their starvation.
When using penalties to represent the inconvenience to users due to such
starvation, it is clear that the most appropriate strategy to maximise value is to aim
for an even distribution of starved tasks across the range of execution times. The
PVR scheduling policy is able to do this most effectively at or above saturation, and
hence attains the highest value. This is also likely to be perceived by users as the
most fair distribution and hence be the policy of choice.
P-SLR achieves good a value across the range of execution times (Figures 7.5 and
7.6) because it also achieves good responsiveness across this range. However, due to
the model considered, responsiveness is not perfectly correlated with urgency and
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hence value. PVR is able to combine the factors of responsiveness and value to
measure urgency. This is possible because the X-axis of the value curve represents
responsiveness, and the Y-axis represents value. PVR can combine both by using the
area under the curve.
Using this technique, PVR is able to achieve better value than P-SLR above
saturation (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). Where P-SLR makes all tasks and jobs suffer as
evenly as possible, PVR is able to use value to discriminate between those tasks that
give higher value and those that do not. It can then more intelligently starve the
tasks that would never have delivered much value to begin with. This means that
PVR is most effectively delivering the benefits of using a value-based policy in the
zone of load where this is most needed: slight, yet continual overload.
P-SLR is designed to be starvation-free in the general case where jobs can wait as
long as needed before being executed. The starvation-free guarantee means that all
jobs will complete eventually when scheduling using P-SLR. However, where a value
curve with a final deadline is applied, the final deadline may well be before the point
at which P-SLR would be able to run the job in an overloaded system. This is why
some jobs with value curves will still starve in the sense of not being completed by
their final deadline, even when using the starvation-free P-SLR scheduler.
A noticeable feature of Figures 7.3 to 7.6 is that there is a dip in the value
achieved in the middle of the execution time range, and this dip is exhibited by all
the schedulers that achieve high levels of value. This is because these are the pieces
of work that are most likely to be starved (Figure 7.7). The smallest jobs have short
execution times so they will be prioritised due to their urgency. The largest jobs are
prioritised to some degree because their values are so large but also because they
may not suffer much by having to wait until a lull in arrival rates (such as those over
the weekend) when nothing else is in the queue and they can start. In the middle lie
the jobs that are neither so urgent that they must be run immediately, nor so large
that not running them would cause a significant reduction in value obtained.
Naturally, a scheduler seeking to maximise value should seek both the quick wins
and the highest value jobs, and it is those in the middle that will get starved. The dip
for SRTF is likely to be present as well because mid-range jobs will likely consume
more resources and so face more contention on the cluster, whereas small tasks may
be able to fit in and run with fewer resources.
7.6.2 Network Delays
Figure 7.8 compares the different schedulers’ ability to achieve the proportion of
maximum value across the space of networking delays for simulations with and
without penalties. This figure is drawn using with results from load factors of 90,
100 and 110%, which explains why the baseline proportions with almost no network
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(a) Value with networking (with penalties)
(b) Value with networking (without penalties)
Figure 7.8: Value with networking delays (full scale)
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(a) Value with networking (with penalties)
(b) Value with networking (without penalties)
Figure 7.9: Value with networking delays (zoomed)
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delays are high. There is a clear trend between the schedulers that as networking
delays increase, the proportion of the maximum value achieved increases gradually.
As network delays increase, so will the length of the critical paths of the jobs. A
longer critical path reduces the SLR for the same turnaround time, improving the
value.
The ordering of policies is the same as examined previously when load is around
the point of saturation. LRTF continues to give the lowest proportion of value across
the range of networking delays. The policies that do not consider execution times
(Random, FIFO Task, FIFO Job and FairShare) form a group above LRTF in value
achieved, but this value is still relatively low. PVD and PVCPD are close throughout
the range, becoming statistically indistinguishable (repeated measures t-test,
p = 0.05) once communication is more time-consuming than computation.
To help distinguish between them the highest-performing policies (P-SLR, PVR,
PV, PVDSQ and SRTF) are shown with a zoomed scale in Figure 7.9. These policies
also see an increase in value achieved across the network spectrum, although this
increase is less dramatic than the other policies. All the policies are dominated
(statistically significant using a repeated measures t-test, p = 0.05) across the range
by PVR, because of its ability to balance responsiveness and value. P-SLR also
performs well, and would likely be an appropriate choice of scheduler if value
curves were not available. SRTF also performs well, although not as well as P-SLR
and PVR because of its tendency to starve large jobs. PV continues to suffer from its
de-prioritisation of the largest tasks, meaning that it is dominated by PVR, P-SLR
and SRTF. PV gives a higher proportion of value at lower networking delays than
PVDSQ, although PVDSQ outperforms PV where network delays are high and
penalties are considered.
7.6.3 Inaccurate Estimates of Execution Times
Figures 7.10, 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13 show the changes in the proportion of maximum
value achieved as inaccuracies in the estimates of execution times change. Figures
7.10 and 7.11 consider logarithmic rounding errors, where execution times of tasks
are grouped by rounding them up to the nearest power of N, as described in Section
5.7.1.8, Equation 5.28. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 show how the proportion of maximum
value achieved is impacted by introducing errors drawn from a normal distribution
around the true value of execution time, using themethod described in Section 5.7.1.8,
Equation 5.27.
Similar to the results in Chapter 6, LRTF achieves the lowest proportion of value
across the spectrum of execution time estimate inaccuracies, whether penalties are
applied or not. Where estimates are normally distributed, the value achieved by LRTF
increases as inaccuracies rise. This is because inaccuracies reduce its ability to achieve
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(a) Value with log-rounded inaccurate estimates (full scale with penalties)
(b) Value with log-rounded inaccurate estimates (zoomed with penalties)
Figure 7.10: Value with logarithmically-rounded inaccurate estimates of execution
times with penalties
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(a) Value with log-rounded inaccurate estimates (full scale without penalties)
(b) Value with log-rounded inaccurate estimates (zoomed without penalties)
Figure 7.11: Value with logarithmically-rounded inaccurate estimates of execution
times without penalties
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(a) Value with normal inaccurate estimates (full scale with penalties)
(b) Value with normal inaccurate estimates (zoomed with penalties)
Figure 7.12: Value with normally-distributed inaccurate estimates of execution times
with penalties
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(a) Value with normal inaccurate estimates (full scale without penalties)
(b) Value with normal inaccurate estimates (zoomed without penalties)
Figure 7.13: Value with normally-distributed inaccurate estimates of execution times
without penalties
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the worst case. On the other hand, the log-rounding inaccuracies decrease the value
achieved by LRTF by hurting its ability to prioritise the largest tasks and achieve any
value from them, as many more tasks are grouped together.
As expected, the schedulers that do not take execution times into account (FIFO
Task, Random, FIFO Job and FairShare) all achieve the same proportion of value
whatever the inaccuracies in execution time. It is clear, however, that even with large
inaccuracies, there is significant benefit to be gained by using estimates of execution
time, as all but one of the scheduling policies that do use execution times perform
better than the ones that do not.
All of the scheduling policies other than LRTF that consider execution time
estimates experience a fall in the proportion of the maximum value achieved when
estimate inaccuracies increase. This is because as inaccuracies increase, some tasks
may be treated as urgent when they are not, delaying tasks that are genuinely urgent
and impacting the value achieved. Alternatively, some urgent tasks may be treated
as if they had plenty of slack time, leading to a loss of value because they do not
deliver results in a timely way.
When normally-distributed inaccuracies are present, PVCPD and PVD perform
similarly, although PVCPD loses more value with increased inaccuracies than PVD
(Figures 7.12 and 7.13). The critical path of a job with many dependencies will be
usually be shorter than the total execution time of the same job. If the inaccuracy in
estimation is the same, then it will have a proportionately greater impact on the
value of the estimated critical path than on the total execution time. This explains the
differing trend between PVD and PVCPD. When the log-rounding inaccuracies are
present, however, PVCPD delivers slightly higher value than PVD (Figures 7.10 and
7.11). This is because instead of just introducing error, log-rounding groups jobs into
bins of execution time. The case of log-rounding will push tasks into higher groups,
which are those that PVCPD prioritises over PVD. PVDSQ experiences the same
phenomenon under log-rounding, although SRTF gains higher value than PVDSQ
throughout the range of inaccuracies.
The PV policy returns value higher than PVD or PVCPD throughout the range of
execution time estimates. Its performance falls off the most gradually as estimate
inaccuracies increase. This is because it achieved good value for all but the very
largest tasks. In addition, if some of the largest tasks were inaccurately estimated to
be smaller than they really are, more value will be delivered for them as well. It does
not achieve the same value as PVR or P-SLR where normally distributed errors are
present or where log-rounding errors are low.
At low levels of normally-distributed inaccuracy (µ  50%), PVR gives the
statistically significantly highest value results, followed closely by P-SLR and SRTF
(Figures 7.12 and 7.13). This is the case whether penalties are applied or not. As
inaccuracies get larger, however, SRTF comes to dominate. This is because of its
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tendency, as described in Section 6.4.2, to become more fair with respect to
responsiveness with increased inaccuracy of estimates. Although the highest values
achieved overall are done by SRTF, it should be remembered that these are achieved
by starving the largest tasks. This may not be desirable where a more fair treatment
of work is needed. As inaccuracies grow, the likelihood of treating a small task as if
it were larger grows, which causes P-SLR and PVR to have lower value as
inaccuracies mount. PVR remains second best across the space analysed with
normally-distributed inaccuracies (Figures 7.12 and 7.13).
Log-rounding introduces a much larger inaccuracy than the normal distribution
approach. Wherever log-rounding is applied, the performance of PVR drops behind
SRTF. Where log-rounding values are high, PVR also attains a lower proportion of the
maximum value than PV and PVDSQ, regardless of whether penalties are applied or
not (Figures 7.10 and 7.11). PVR’s success in achieving high value when execution
time estimate are accurate is based on it being able to perform a fine balancing act to
decide which tasks are most urgent when it is impossible to run all tasks immediately.
Introducing inaccurate execution times in themodel used affects PVRmore than other
policies because it affects both axes on the value curve: the projected-SLR as well as
the estimated maximum value. As the PVR is based on the area under this curve,
estimate errors cause this area to change with the square of the error. Log-rounding
errors tend not to affect SRTF so much because the vast majority of small jobs are
all still given high priority and so rounding hardly affects them. The largest jobs
will remain large even when significant rounding is applied, and these will remain
penalised by SRTF.
The P-SLR policy gives results that are statistically indistinguishable to PVR
where inaccuracy using logarithmically-rounded estimates is low (Figures 7.10 and
7.11). These results differ from the earlier results concerning load showing PVR
giving higher value (Figure 7.5) because these are taken from a range of loads, rather
than simply under an overload situation. As estimates become poorer, PVR is able to
retain more value than P-SLR because it keeps more value from the largest jobs.
Where normally-distributed inaccuracies are present, PVR consistently returns a
higher proportion of value than P-SLR.
SRTF, PVDSQ and PV are able to attain a higher proportion of value than PVR
under highly inaccurate log-rounding estimates. SRTF achieves a higher proportion
of maximum value when normally-distributed errors are large. This is because these
policies each starve just one extreme of the value curve (large tasks for SRTF and PV,
small ones for PVDSQ). This frees up resources then used to gain good levels of
value for work across the rest of the execution time spectrum. Unfortunately,
starving one extreme means a class of tasks are always penalised. This is likely to
lead to dissatisfaction for users with many jobs in these classes. PVR is able to give a
fairer balance across the execution time spectrum by only starving work that is less
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valuable. Although inaccuracies reduce its ability to achieve the maximum possible
value relative to other policies, it does this without penalising any single class of
jobs. Therefore, long-term user satisfaction is likely to be higher with PVR.
7.7 Summary of scheduling for Value
7.7.1 Summary of Results
This chapter considers the application of value-based policies implemented in the
context of list scheduling. A model of value is described that defines value curves
between an initial and a final deadline. The value curves are applied to specific jobs
by scaling these curves by a value factor and the critical path length of the job defined
through the SLR metric. Using SLR, a measure of responsiveness, is motivated by
the observation that the value of jobs to users should be related to responsiveness.
However, the responsiveness requirements of different jobs, even those of the same
size, should be tuneable using value curves.
Several scheduling policies relating to value are described and formally defined.
A novel policy termed Projected Value Remaining or PVR is described, which uses
the integration of the value curve remaining for a job in order to prioritise tasks in a
queue of work. The evaluation shows that PVR is equal or dominant in its ability to
deliver a high proportion of value across the spectra of load and network delays
where penalties were applied to starved tasks. When no penalties were applied,
SRTF and PVDSQ gave higher value at the most extreme point of overload sampled,
although these policies starve the largest and smallest tasks in the workload,
respectively (see Figure 7.7), which may be an issue for production systems.
PVR is sensitive to execution time inaccuracies, no longer returning the highest
value of the schedulers evaluated once inaccuracies are significant. Nevertheless,
PVR returns the highest value of the policies evaluated when normally-distributed
inaccuracies have a standard deviation below 50% of the original value. This kind of
estimate is possible for the best user estimates to achieve [107].
Achieving the highest level of value is also dependent on treating the largest jobs
appropriately. Because these jobs are very large, they are naturally closely monitored
and approved to run. They are also key to the successful completion of projects.
Because the largest jobs also take a long time on a human scale, their execution time
estimates are likely to be of higher quality than those of the smaller tasks. This may to
some degree mitigate the impact of inaccurate estimates on PVR. It is also important
to note that the loss of value due to inaccurate estimates is relatively small (5% of the
maximum value), even for high inaccuracies.
In the regions where PVR is not able to give the best value, SRTF gave the highest
value instead. While the users who require responsiveness for small tasks would
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support the selection of SRTF in an industrial context, the organisational
consequences could be severe. This is because SRTF achieves high value under
overload by starving the largest jobs. The largest jobs may also be some of the most
critical on the development path of a project, because there are fewer of them.
Therefore, delays or starvation for these tasks beyond what is proportional to
everything else on the cluster may be detrimental to project deadlines.
On the other hand, due to the peaks and troughs in the arrival of work, it may
be the case that SRTF is still appropriate because it is never too long to wait (relative
to the execution times of the largest jobs) for a trough in arrival rates to occur so the
largest jobs can reach the front of the queue. Careful monitoring of average load rates
would then be necessary, however, as once load has passed saturation for an extended
period, the largest tasks would starve.
Whatever scheduling policy is used, it should be a cause for concern to system
administrators where load consistently exceeds the point of saturation by a wide
margin. Even if high value is achieved, users who often submit jobs whose relative
value is low may be dissatisfied if it is always their jobs that are starved.
Saying that, use of the PVR scheduling policy would allow effective management
of a system that spends most of its time near saturation point. A particularly useful
feature of using value curves in combination with the PVR policy is that responding
to the daily and weekly cycles of work is not hard-coded into the scheduling system.
Instead, the scheduler itself creates these desirable conditions by responding
dynamically to the value curves delivered. If the mix of workloads, their patterns, or
their value curves change significantly, there would be no need to change the
scheduler or its configuration. This is a significant improvement over the current
industrial FairShare policy which requires frequent manual adjustment of the share
tree.
7.7.2 Extensions and Application of PVR
The definition of value curves will always be an activity with consequences for
stakeholders, as every system which requires arbitration between workloads
competing for resources will exist in the context of a socio-technical system. As long
as the value curves reliably represent the needs and desires of users, the PVR policy
will deliver the best value possible as long as execution time estimates are within a
reasonable accuracy, given the scenarios investigated. Naturally, controls would
need to be put in place so that users cannot ‘game’ the system by giving misleading
or inflated value or execution time requirements to the system. This is no different to
the FairShare system currently used, where the share allocations between groups
and between users are subject to the same political tensions.
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Further sociological research could be worthwhile to gain a greater understanding
of how resources are allocated in organisational contexts. This could then give greater
insight into how to assign value within the context of computing resources to ensure
this supports rather than undermines the organisational approach.
The evaluations of the PVR policy in this chapter were conducted in a strictly
dynamic scheduling scenario. Further research could well provide insight into how
PVR performs in a static context. Studies into which classes of tasks are prioritised by
high-performing search- and market-based policies may provide insight into possible
improvements to PVR.
Rather than letting value go to zero or applying a fixed penalty when tasks reach
their final deadline, others have considered value curves that extend below zero [86].
A natural extension of this work would be to evaluate the value schedulers
considered here with these extended value curves.
Further work could also consider hybrid workloads where value curves have only
been applied to some jobs in the workload. In this instance, a default value curve
could be applied to jobs without one. The function 1/P SLR could be used as a value
curve, although to be suitable for the model used in this work a final deadline would
need to be specified at some point. Enabling the a hybrid workload would ease the
transition period for an organisation from purely responsiveness-based system to one
based on value. This is likely to be of interest to organisations considering migrating
workloads or grid platforms to the cloud.
The utilisation of a value-based scheduling policy is likely to be of particular
interest to cloud computing providers, where their users explicitly pay for the
capacity they use. Cloud computing providers could achieve the highest value
possible even under overload situations.
Value is likely to be useful in the industrial scenario considered, because even if a
grid is run by a single party, there are still real costs associated with its running. By
using value, these costs can be charged to the projects that actually use the grid.
Deploying PVR through the existing list scheduling architecture would allow the
consideration of value without requiring wholesale changes to the grid
infrastructure, such as would be required by a move to a market-based scheduling
architecture.
If the use of value were tied to the consideration of costs on projects, this would
incentivise users and managers to only submit jobs that are really required, helping
to reduce load on the grid. The cost metrics also help to spread the load of the jobs
over time, meaning that low-value jobs will wait until the grid is quieter early in the
morning or at weekends. PVR also reduces the complexity of the system by reducing
the need for an admission controller, as it will starve tasks directly.




As this thesis is written as part of the work of an Engineering Doctorate (EngD),
engagement with and relevance to an industrial partner organisation is an important
feature. The work of this thesis is based on a detailed case study of the grid and
workload of the partner. This partner is a commercial aircraft manufacturer that is
increasingly using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software instead of physical
wind tunnels to aid in the process of aircraft design.
This thesis investigates two hypotheses regarding whether it is possible to
improve the responsiveness, fairness and value of work for users relative to the
industrial partner’s existing grid management system. The approach to achieving
these aims is to change the prioritisation in the organisation’s list scheduling policy
to something other than the currently used FairShare policy. This chapter will
describe the contributions made by this thesis in the process of investigating these
hypotheses. In addition, several avenues of future work that could extend or build
on the work of this thesis are outlined.
8.1 Industrial Case Study
In order to satisfy the aims of the EngD project, a close relationship with the
industrial partner was important. Discussions with the users of the industrial
partner’s grid system as described in Chapter 2 revealed that the performance of the
currently-implemented scheduling policy known as FairShare is not fully
satisfactory to users. The case study describes how although FairShare achieved
short-term fairness in grid utilisation, the users were far more concerned about
fairness with respect to the turnaround times of their jobs, or responsiveness.
A particular contribution of this work is the access to and characterisation of the
workload run on an industrial grid used for engineering design. While many
previous studies have characterised workloads executing on grid infrastructures,
few have been able to access industrial as opposed to academically-oriented grids.
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Furthermore, having a deep understanding of the context and motivations of the
industrial partner is important in an EngD to be able to suggest scheduling
improvements that are practical to implement as well as theoretically sound.
A key feature of the industrial workload surveyed is the particularly large range
in execution times observed that spanned seven orders of magnitude (Chapter 4).
This is much larger than the range of four orders of magnitude previously noted by
Chiang andVernon [40] and Feitelson andNitzberg [57]. The distribution of execution
times is also unusual, in that it closely followed a log-uniform distribution over six
orders of magnitude. This means that there are a large number of small tasks that do
not contribute much of the load, and a small number of large tasks that contribute a
large fraction of the load. Previous work had found grid workloads following other
distributions, such as the Weibull [40] or log-normal [92]. As internet bandwidth
continues to increase it is likely that high performance computing (HPC) workloads
will start to be run in the cloud. In some specialised cases, this is already happening
[157]. Cloud providers will then have to deal with similar execution patterns and
distributions as have been observed here.
A further distinctive feature of the grid is its cycles of overload during theworking
day which is only caught up on overnight and at the weekend. While these daily and
weekly submission patterns have been observed before [40, 172], it is unusual for a
grid to operate at or very close to saturation for such sustained periods.
Few analyses of dependency patterns from a graph-theoretic perspective have
been done before, and all those found [32, 73, 99, 131, 140, 160] have considered
dependencies within structured algorithms, rather than between independent pieces
of software composed to form a workflow. This work found dependency graphs
with a wide range of degrees, with many nodes having low degree and a few very
highly-connected nodes.
Algorithms are given to generate synthetic workloads that reflect the
characteristics of that observed in industry. These include dependency graphs
(Algorithm 4.8), execution time distributions (Algorithm 4.3) and load levels that
reflect the cycles of a production environment (Algorithm 4.2). These should be
relevant to future researchers wishing to replicate the observed workloads and
evaluate policies regarding various aspects of resource management within grids.
The visualisation and log analysis tools developed to enable the workload
characterisation were also used for contributions relevant to the industrial partner.
Firstly, they were used to automatically generate a visual ‘dashboard’ of some of the
metrics currently used by the industrial partner. This helped replace a long manual
process for extracting and plotting these indicators. Secondly, they were used to
improve load balancing between the industrial clusters by estimating the priorities
of tasks using the knowledge of the current state of the FairShare allocations on each
cluster. This enables a better spread of users’ work around the grid and hence
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improves responsiveness for users’ tasks as they reduce the likelihood that they will
contend with each other for the same share on a cluster.
8.2 Evaluation Process
A distinct contribution of this thesis is to develop abstract models representing the
industrial scenario that are also suitable for use in simulation. Chapter 5 composes a
number of existing application, platform and scheduling models in order to develop
a framework that is suitable for simulation of a grid. The application model uses
multicore tasks connected with dependencies forming a Directed Acyclic Graph. The
platform model consists of clusters connected with a tree-structured network. The
scheduling model follows the list scheduling architecture for a dynamic workload
that does not support pre-emption. The models were chosen to be rich enough to
fairly represent the industrial scheduling problem, but of sufficiently low complexity
so that the industrial grid and workload could be simulated at full scale.
These models were implemented programmatically so that the scheduling of
workloads over a platform can be simulated. The simulator is able to use industrial
workloads derived from logs as well as synthetic ones developed from the
generation algorithms in Chapter 5. This simulator is able to produce a large number
of metrics pertinent to the evaluation of scheduling policies. The simulation
architecture is modular so that many scheduling policies can be evaluated without
changing any other parameters of the simulation.
A survey is performed of the metrics with which scheduling policies can be
evaluated in Chapter 5. A wide variety of metrics have been used to evaluate
schedulers but few papers discuss why they select particular metrics. Furthermore,
there have been few surveys of these metrics. A contribution of this work is to
perform a survey of scheduling metrics in the literature and analyse their ability to
give insight into the schedules they are applied to. The Schedule Length Ratio (SLR)
metric from [160] is shown to give the most insight into responsiveness for online
workloads with dependencies. This is because unlike other metrics, SLR takes into
account the structure of the dependency graph and its critical path. A useful feature
of SLR is that it is applied to each job in a workload. Therefore, fairness metrics can
be applied to compare how SLR is distributed within a workload.
This conclusion of the metric survey informs the metrics that are used as part of
the evaluation method. In addition, these metrics have been used to help the
industrial partner understand and monitor their grid system better.
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8.3 Scheduling for Responsiveness and Fairness
Scheduling policies are normally evaluated using a single metric for an entire
workload. Considering the wide range of execution times in the workload, a novel
approach in this work has been to consider how different scheduling policies affect
the metrics of jobs across this range. It can then be seen which classes of jobs are
prioritised or penalised by different policies.
Where such a large range of execution times is present, it is important that the
whole range is treated fairly by a scheduler, according to an appropriate definition of
fairness. Otherwise, particular classes of jobs may suffer starvation which can lead to
user dissatisfaction. The currently implemented FairShare scheduler does not
consider execution times, which means jobs will tend to wait for the same length of
time to execute. This effectively prioritises the longer-running jobs over those that
have very short running times, as the waiting times of longer jobs will be
proportionately much lower.
SLR is shown to be a good metric to measure responsiveness, and the distribution
of SLR to be good to measure fairness. Therefore, a novel scheduling policy called
Projected-Schedule Length Ratio or P-SLR is proposed that attempts to optimise for
these metrics and also be starvation-free. P-SLR works by using the upward ranks
[160] of tasks to predict a finish time, and hence a projection of SLR. The tasks that are
the most ‘late’ with respect to P-SLR are run first.
As explained in Chapter 6, the P-SLR scheduling policy is an important
contribution of this thesis, because it demonstrates that it is possible to have a list
scheduler that delivers responsiveness and fairness among jobs with a wide range of
execution times while remaining starvation-free. This confirms the first hypothesis
of this thesis.
The P-SLR scheduler’s key advantage is that P-SLR is adaptive under overload,
so that responsiveness suffers for all jobs equally. P-SLR is able to do this while
having equal or better responsiveness and fairness metrics when compared to the
best alternative policy evaluated, Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF). This is the
case throughout the range of network delays. P-SLR requires estimates of execution
times to be given, although it is known that obtaining accurate estimates is still
difficult and is a subject of active research [105, 107, 156]. The evaluation in this
thesis showed that P-SLR is still competitive at responsiveness and fairness with the
best alternative scheduler (SRTF) even when execution times were within the
reasonable bounds of an order of magnitude of the actual execution time value.
The evaluation also demonstrates the strengths of the SRTF scheduling policy. In
particular, where execution time estimate inaccuracies are large, it is able to provide
higher responsiveness and fairness than P-SLR. It is able to do this because it only
starves the few largest jobs under overload, leaving the vast majority of tasks in the
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workload with high responsiveness. Nevertheless, the largest jobs are also often the
most critical for overall project completion in the industrial context.
A key requirement expressed by the users in Chapter 2 was for a fair distribution
of responsiveness across the workload. While SRTF achieves good responsiveness for
themajority, it is less fair than P-SLR because of its tendency to starve a single extreme
of the jobs in the workload. In that respect, P-SLR is more likely to be favoured by
users for its balanced approach to starving work across the spectrum of execution
times.
8.4 Scheduling for Value
Scheduling using P-SLR is suitable where jobs with similar critical path lengths have
similar urgency. However, this may not always be the case. Instead, a model of
encoding urgency relative to a job’s response time using a non-increasing value curve
is described in Chapter 7. A further significant contribution of this thesis is the novel
list scheduling policy termed Projected Value Remaining or PVR. PVR is designed
to achieve high workload value while respecting the urgency of tasks. It works in
a similar way to P-SLR, by running tasks that are considered the ‘most urgent’ first.
PVR prioritises tasks that have the least area remaining under their value curve. PVR
is not starvation-free, but is instead designed to intentionally starve the least valuable
tasks under overload.
PVR is shown to dominate the FairShare policy with respect to the value
obtained from a workload across the spectra of load, networking delays and
inaccurate estimates of execution times. This confirms the second hypothesis of this
thesis.
In addition, PVR is shown to equal or dominate all other scheduling policies
evaluated with respect to the proportion of maximum value achieved across the
spectrum of load when penalties were applied on job starvation. PVR achieves the
highest proportion of maximum value of all the evaluated policies when the grid is
overloaded. It does this by ensuring that the responsiveness, and hence value, falls
fairly across the range of job execution times. This enables it to have the most
graceful degradation above saturation of any of the policies evaluated, fulfilling key
user requirements from Chapter 2.
The application of value penalties when jobs starve is likely to be most similar
to the industrial scenario, because of the inconvenience users will experience if their
submitted jobs do not complete. An alternative model is to consider the loss of value
incurred by not running a job to be a sufficient loss. Where penalties are not applied
to starved jobs, PVR is equal to SRTF below saturation. At the point of saturation,
PVR dominates, although above this, SRTF comes to dominate. For an industrial grid
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that operates very close to saturation and where penalties are not applied for jobs that
do not complete, PVR is likely to be the most applicable.
The highest value under significant overload is achieved by SRTF, which starves
more of the largest tasks. Although the value is higher overall, the loss of fairness in
responsiveness is likely to be in opposition to the users’ desire for fair treatment of
work. Nevertheless, an important result of this work is to show that SRTF performs
well for value under overload and does so without requiring the specification of value
curves or the necessary calculations of projected value at runtime.
PVR is dominant compared to the other alternative schedulers across the
spectrum of networking delays, suggesting that it is suitable for the production
environment where network delays can be large. PVR also performed well where
errors in execution time estimates were small and normally distributed. However,
PVR fell behind SRTF, PV and PVDSQ when errors were large or due to logarithmic
rounding. As found in the evaluation of P-SLR, a further contribution of this work
was to show that SRTF achieved the highest proportion of maximum value when
errors in execution time estimation were large. All these policies outperformed
FairShare in the value achieved across the scales of networking and inaccurate
execution times, however. This adds further weight in confirming the second
hypothesis of this thesis.
8.5 Future Work
The findings of this thesis were produced in simulation, as the evaluation of many
scheduling policies including ones known to be suboptimal on a production grid
was infeasible. Having concluded that the P-SLR and PVR policies show promise in
simulation, an important area of future work would be to implement and evaluate
them within production scheduling systems.
Evaluating the policies in production could address several limitations of the
current approach. In a real system, the amount and kind of work users submit can
depend on the responsiveness they receive from the cluster. As discussed in Chapter
2, if responsiveness of the grid workloads is improved, then users will submit more
work because they can do more design cycles. This may mean that changing the
scheduling policy may also have an impact on the workload. Still, although the
quantity of work may rise in this situation, the distributions observed Chapter 4 are
less likely to change. These distributions were developed from two and half years of
logs and have held reasonably constant during that time.
A further limitation of the current approach is that the model of network delays is
particularly designed for low-complexity execution in simulation, and may be overly
simplistic in representing the real network delays experienced in a grid. Future work
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could include extending the network model to consider queueing and contention on
the network links, along with network topologies that do not form a tree.
Other work has considered using value curves that extend into negative values.
Extending the model of value used in this thesis to consider these negative points
would be a natural extension. This may provide a more nuanced evaluation than the
approaches considered here where either a fixed or no penalty is applied to jobs that
have passed their final deadline.
Where value curves are not available, future work could consider extending the
model of P-SLR in a different way to introduceweightings to particular classes of jobs.
This could be used instead of value to handle situations where, for example, small
jobs need even higher responsiveness than large ones relative to their execution time.
P-SLR values could also beweighted using user or group information, to intentionally
prioritise the work of some users over others.
Balancing supply and demand of resources and work is a continual issue in many
HPC contexts. It is especially important where responsiveness is important to users.
A dynamic measure of cluster responsiveness would be to monitor the worst-case P-
SLR of the work in a cluster’s queue. Future work using this dynamic value could
be applied in several areas of grid management that control supply and demand.
Supply of resources could be managed by the scaling up or down of cloud resources
in response to changes of the queue worst-case P-SLR. In an underloaded cluster,
idle machines may be powered down to save energy as long as the worst-case P-SLR
is maintained below a certain threshold. Alternatively, demand could be managed
using admission control. If the worst-case P-SLR in the queue passed a certain value,
an admission controller could limit new admissions to the grid until the peak in load
had passed.
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Availability of Source Code
The Python source code of the workload generator, the scheduling simulator and the
result analysis software is available under the GNU General Public License version 3
and can be downloaded from https://github.com/andieburk/fastgridsim.
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Definitions
This section contains definitions of any terms specific to the thesis, including
abbreviations and codes used in illustrations.
Definitions
• Allocation: The stage of scheduling where work is assigned to resources.
• Application Model: The abstract model of the workload.
• Batch Scheduler: A static scheduler run repeatedly.
• Clairvoyant Scheduling: Scheduling where the entire workload is known in
advance, usually assumed in static scheduling and impossible in dynamic
scheduling.
• Cloud Computing: The model of purchasing computing power on-demand
online
• Critical Path: The longest path through a job’s dependencies, defines the
shortest time the job could run in on an unloaded cluster of unbounded
capacity.
• Dependencies: A model of where data is required to be passed from a
completed task to another task that can only start once the data is received.
• Dynamic Scheduling: Scheduling where work arrives and must be processed
continuously.
• Grid Computing: Distributed computing made up of cluster resources
connected by a WAN.
• High Performance Computing: Computing platforms designed for scale and
high performance.
• Job: A set of tasks and the dependencies between them. Is independent (has no
dependencies) on any tasks external to the job.
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• List Scheduling: A scheduling architecture that performs ordering and
allocation separately.
• Load: The rate at which work arrives relative to the rate at which it can be
processed.
• Workload Makespan: The time taken to execute all the workload on a given
platform.
• MultipleWaits Problem: An issue where jobs have low responsiveness because
a job ends up waiting the length of the queue multiple times because dependent
tasks are only added to the back of a FIFO queue once their predecessors have
completed.
• Ordering: The stage of scheduling involving prioritising and sorting a queue of
tasks.
• Platform Model: An abstract model representing the hardware platform of a
grid.
• Router: An abstract node in a tree-structured hierarchical network that
performs load balancing.
• Saturation: Where load on the cluster reaches 100%.
• Scheduling Model: The abstract structure to represent the industrial
scheduling process.
• Starvation: When jobs never complete, or fail to complete by a final deadline.
• Static Scheduling: Scheduling a batch of tasks that are all known all together at
the same time.
• Task: An indivisible unit of work that takes a certain execution time, a number
of cores and requires a given architecture on which to run.
• Thin/Fat Tree: Models of network bandwidth in a tree where leaves or roots
have the greatest bandwidth available, respectively.
• Upward Rank: The sum of a task’s execution time with the largest critical path
of any of its successors.
• Utilisation: The fraction of available CPU time in a grid that is being used at a
given moment.
• Workflow: A set of tasks with dependencies. Equivalent in meaning to a job.
• Workload: A set of jobs.
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Abbreviations
• CCR: Communication to Computation Ratio
• CFD: Computational Fluid Dynamics
• CP: Critical Path
• CPM: Critical Path Method
• CPU: Central Processing Unit
• DAG: Directed Acyclic Graph
• EngD: Engineering Doctorate
• FIFO: First In First Out, Equivalent to FCFS: First Come First Served
• FPGA: Field Programmable Gate Array
• GA: Genetic Algorithm
• GPU: Graphics Processing Unit
• GS: Generational Scheduling
• HPC: High Performance Computing
• LS: List Scheduling
• MPI: Message Passing Interface
• PC: Personal Computer
• pmf: Probability Mass Function
• QoS: Quality of Service
• RAM: Random Access Memory
• SA: Simulated Annealing
• SLA: Service Level Agreement
• SLR: Schedule Length Ratio




• FairShare: The industrial FairShare policy (see Section 2.2)
• FIFO Job: First In First Out by Job (see Section 6.2.3)
• FIFO Task: First In First Out by Task (see Section 6.2.2)
• LRTF: Longest Remaining Time First (see Section 6.2.5)
• P-SLR: Projected Schedule Length Ratio (see Section 6.1)
• PV: Projected Value (see Section 7.4.1)
• PVCPD: Projected Value Critical Path Density (see Section 7.4.3)
• PVD: Projected Value Density (see Section 7.4.2)
• PVDSQ: Projected Value Density Squared (see Section 7.4.4)
• PVR: Projected Value Remaining (see Section 7.4.5)
• Random: Random Ordering (see Section 6.2.1)
• SRTF: Shortest Remaining Time First (see Section 6.2.5)
For Allocation
• EFT: Earliest Finish Time (see Section 3.2.1)
• EST: Earliest Start Time (see Section 3.2.1)
• HEFT: Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (see Section 3.3.4)
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